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The Pronna species and their 0-g world is an invention of Lee
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fictional species.
The concept that an entire genre of imaginative fiction fits within the
history of one age (the troubled times) on one planet is not
copyrighted, indeed it seems almost self-evident. Various works
alluded to but not quoted are copyrighted by others. The belief that
somehow, somewhere there’s a world out there where any fictional
adventures really happened is entirely a matter of faith.
This work is dedicated to Roz, for looking so much like Jayra at that
time, 1989, and guiding me back to Earth from one of my numerous
journeys to these remote nether worlds.

The Secret of Mount Traygol
Long ago the great God Pronna brought helpers to the Keda to take
care of the details and the drudgery. They had been everything they
were promised and more, so that now a Keda hardly had to do
anything but pull a load too heavy for their little two-legged bodies.
But in spite of that, he was determined to have Pronna take them
home.
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O. 54,05,03 [1911]
1. The Trouble with Humans
5O^’s memory was long and detailed. With little to do since
he’d had humans of his own, he had plenty of time to sit in the
dawning rays of Kortrax and just look thru that memory. Later on
when it was nice and warm, he’d fill his belly with sweet
ribbonleaves and then spread out to digest. He knew it would not be
till Kortrax passed it’s zenith when any of his humans would ask
anything of him. Right now it was comfortably cool in the early
light, so he was content to keep all eight legs curled under him and
lay on the straw pile in his scrape where he usually spent the dark.
He lay his head back down over his fore-feet, put an end eye up on
it’s own watch and cinched his lids on his main brain. He just
reminisced about what happened in his life and how that related to
the important mission he would be starting soon.
5O^ was born when the new God was still present. That was
when most Kedas still couldn’t really sleep above ground. This was
way before the fence came to be, and the theirops was still a
significant fear, especially for the young. He lived deep in the
conclave for his first few decades and only learned that there was an
outer world once he could speak. The tentacloids had gone thru a
generation by the time he first got to see any light but that of the
fungus on the conclave ceiling.
He got to see all the major Gods on his first outside graze. He
went up with his egg parent, 2sky. The full glory of God Kortrax
overwhelmed his eyes for hours. When he could see again, he was in
a large meadow just outside the conclave entry. It was flat with a
stream in it and canyon walls fourteen feet high on both sides. It
filled him with wonder for it was such a flood of new sights and
smells and sounds, but most of all the smells. He had never smelled
fresh graze before, he had never smelled the teeming wildlife, the
bugs and birds and little wrigglers that were everywhere between his
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feet.
The lip of his birth meadow was wide and fronted the Indarzin
plains. The throat was a pretty eight-foot waterfall that plunged into
the pool that provided for the conclave’s thirst and guarded their
entry. The meadow was two or three hundred feet wide and almost a
mile long. It was very well weeded. 5O^ had already been told the
magic of weeding.
This was the first time he saw the bright dome of the sky and
all the Gods that filled it. The first God he noticed was, of course,
Kortrax. That God is so powerful only Narrulla and Cloud are strong
enough to even be seen in his presence. He still remembered how he
had to squint down his eyes when he first came into his presence.
Only Cloud can hide Kortrax but cannot hide his glory. Kortrax is a
blessor of graze. Kortrax brings far sight, light, warmth. The Gods
were ranked by their height in the sky. Kortrax is the highest and
most powerful God and strides across the heavens in forty four
hours. Other Gods might try to crowd his sky, but his power would
veil them.
Below him were the Stars of Dark, countless multitudes who
hid from Kortrax but could not quite keep up. Just above them were
Cynd and Kunae, Gods of the dark like them, but they moved across
the sky at slightly different paces. Lower were the Gods who
traveled in other directions. With light of his own there was Narrulla
who passed across the sky more than twice as often as Kortrax and
in exactly the opposite direction. Cloud was the ficklest and lowest
of all, hiding the lights of the others. Cloud can assume any shape,
appear from nothing and disappear into nothing. Unlike all other
Gods, cloud can move in any direction and at many different speeds.
Cloud can bring water instead of light. Graze needed the water of
cloud and the light of Kortrax, so they were the Keda’s favorite
Gods until now.
The new God was more active than the stately Gods of the old
heavens. Kortrax never spoke thru anything but his rays, bringing
light and warmth to all alike. All aware Kedas thought Kortrax could
not see things so small as individuals, being so distant in the sky.
Even cloud was too far into the sky to drop his rain on any one
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person, but favored whole lands with shine or rain as the distilled
spirit of the whole population warranted.
But the new God has a blurry/fuzzy face a bit like Cloud but a
size and path like Narrulla. He would pass the sky in an hour, but
then be gone for four, showing that he was a God mainly of the
underworld. That was made more apparent by the demons in his
retinue that rose from tunnels that could appear on the walls of
conclaves. The new God called himself Pronna. The new God
brought many boons. These made more changes in life then in the
memories of the oldest of the old. Pronna sent shining zombies,
tentacle-headed tripods or wide-bodied chuff with arms instead of
tentacles. His demons would trade for weapons to fight the theirops
like the crossbow and the blade. They would trade for eyes that
would allow conclave to talk with conclave over the distance of a
long migration.
The price of the boons from God Pronna was to cultivate
certain plants and pluck them. The God would trade his treasure for
vast quantities of certain plants. This was very much like the
weeding of graze, but only slightly more specific. But beyond that,
God Pronna wanted the Kedas to undertake something else for them,
not just the selection of certain plants to trade, but the building of
new brooks to make the areas where those certain plants grow,
wetter.
This age, around a thousand centuries ago, was when 5O^ and
many other Kedas began to question the motives of God Pronna.
They were doing a lot of digging in exchange for a few bits of
magic. God Pronna responded by delivering magic eyes to any who
would keep working. Eventually almost every Keda got one, 5O^
could do numbers and knew how many that was, it was over a
thousand million. Almost all were lost by now and those few that
weren’t had been stolen.
But the new brooks brought prosperity, irrigation was added to
weeding as a way to increase the quality of a graze as well as the
amount of area where crops were grown for the God. Kedas are able
to learn from their Gods and began to dig flat brooks like God
Pronna taught them on their own and transformed barren land to rich
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graze. More Kedas were born than in any other time, and in less than
a hundred centuries the land began to look different, more lush in
many areas. New conclaves were built in distant lands, but they
seemed close when seen thru the magic eyes.
There were so many born in that hundred centuries that only
the brood parent of a family had a magic eye by the end of that time.
The brood parent age under God Pronna was when 5O^ was a
mature adult of long standing. He laid seventeen eggs altogether,
fertilizing and incubating only for those who also retained a magic
eye.
But many still complained of the work involved, many began to
ask the God for some magic to grow his crops for them. The
entreaties went on for many centuries before God Pronna finally
relented and agreed to bring some other creatures to do the work.
When Pronna had been in the sky a little over three thousand
centuries, he surrounded himself with a halo for a decade and fifty
years. Then one day the whole God eased thru the halo and
disappeared. Each time he crossed the sky, a little more was gone.
God Pronna was gone for a decade but eventually returned. He
returned with the animals called humans. He said these could be
trained to do the crop work and were energetic and clever. They
were ephemeral like tentacloids but would reproduce well in this
world and soon be able to undertake a great deal of the fieldwork.
That day about four hundred centuries ago was how it all started.
It wasn’t that 5O^ disliked the humans. They were everything
the God said they were. They were kind of cute little things, smooth
and warm and streamlined. They were affectionate and usually
harmless, at least to Kedas. In time they became harmful to each
other, but that didn’t show much in the first couple hundred
centuries. Just like the God said, they were full of energy, very
clever and easily trained. As soon as there were enough of them they
quickly took on almost all the cultivation tasks that had been so
onerous for the Kedas. Beyond that, they had quickly taken on all
the little manipulation tasks. They had learned to make just about
anything a Keda could make and did those jobs with beautiful
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craftsmanship. They were easy to raise, required little care and could
eat just about anything as long as they ate enough soom and some of
the plants that God Pronna brought with them.
Their drawbacks weren’t obvious at first. At first everyone was
thrilled that they reproduced furiously, even though only the prettiest
ones could actually reproduce, and could do so only with great
difficulty. They give forth their young already hatched and larger
than a Keda hatchling in spite of their small size. They had to
reproduce quickly because, like tentacloid life, each individual
would soon spoil. In spite of that, their numbers increased
enormously. It was the God Pronna who saw the problem in this
before any of the Kedas realized it would be a problem. The kedas
thought the God would be pleased because so much of his plants
were being grown by the time the Pronna started to complain about
the growing abundance of humans.
It also came to light that the God had not been able to purge
himself of all the humans when he delivered them the first time, and
had become infested with them the way one can become infested
with bugs. Within less than forty centuries of delivering them, God
Pronna grew to fear the increasing numbers of humans and stopped
trading with the Kedas. At the same time, and 5O^ remembers it
well, God Pronna grew another halo that lasted three decades. He
then moved thru it and vanished from the sky, never to be seen
again. It was assumed he had vanished from the underworld also, as
there were no more tunnels opening to his realm and no more
devices traded by demons. It was not too long after that, a few dozen
centuries at most, when 5O^ understood that the whole world would
become irretrievably infested with humans.
Since then they had taken over even more of the work than they
were brought for until now, after only about a thousand of their
generations, all a keda ever had to do was lay about in the sun and
maybe drag something around now and then if it was too heavy for
their little bodies. They even had a way of putting round disks on
their carts to make them very easy to move, that was another idea
Kedas never had. Of course with eight strong legs instead of two
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thin ones, no one noticed that dragging a cart instead of rolling it
was much of a bother before. But not only did those disks make it
easier to move, they kept the bottom of the frame from wearing
away.
5O^ had watched the whole history, so he knew how much life
had changed in the three hundred twenty centuries since God Pronna
abandoned them. This age of humans was the latest third of his life.
Humans had taken over too much, that was the real problem.
Everyone had it too easy today. Those who had been born since
humans became numerous had no memories of fending for
themselves, had never held a tool, certainly had never made a tool
and had never dug themselves more than a little scrape in the
ground. No one even lived in a conclave now, much less built one.
But more than the physical initiative, they had lost the mental
initiative. No one bothered to think about anything, they didn’t run
their own enterprises, they didn’t even understand that there were
enterprises. They let themselves be lead away from the conclaves
and into small pens of one, two or three and now almost never more
than one, so they hardly got to talk together.
Now this was really all about the fence. The fence was the
service the humans provided that was the most insidious of all. But
hardly anyone alive today even remembers life before the fence. It
was those clever humans who discovered that a theirops can be
seriously slowed by a barrier a little taller than it’s belly and too
narrow for it to stand on. The theirops is, of course, smart enough to
know that it will get itself caught between it’s legs on this, and won’t
try to get over it without good reason. Especially when it knows that
a group of Kedas can probably kill it when it is so engaged. So the
first thing the clever, industrious, little humans did was build fences
around all the best grazing areas. Everyone really liked that. In just a
couple dozen centuries the ancient scourge of the theirops was all
but eliminated except when traveling. The whole population of
kedas were so delighted with the cute and clever little humans that
they won their place in everyone’s heart as the greatest gift the
Pronna ever gave, greater than crossbows, even greater than carbon
steel tunneling tools and stainless steel mementoes, even greater
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than the far-seeing eyes.
But humans never stopped making fences. They made fences
inside fences. They made paths between the fences. No one ever
noticed that there were too many fences until everyone was too
separated by too many fences to get together and talk about it. We
see each other only when we are out on a mission with our humans
and too busy to really talk about things much. The time we should
be talking and deciding major issues, we are alone in our fenced-in
fields, laying at ease in the sunlight, waiting to get hungry enough to
bother eating sweet ribbonleaves.
By now the majority of the population have never been without
their human, their whole life is nothing but pampering by their
human or now, humans, because humans are now so numerous that
almost everyone has more than one and there are many, many, more
humans left over who cannot find a Keda to serve. The humans
without land or Keda migrate to big knots of themselves where they
build piles of nests to keep themselves in. The humans who were
lucky enough to be chosen by a Keda not only fulfilled all the wants
and needs of their masters, but spent much time growing food for
their Keda-less brethren who are stuffed into those nest piles.
If you are at all familiar with humans, you already know that
they always build nests. Their delicate little claws could never dig
conclaves and even with tools their little bodies soon tire of getting
into the soil, much less stone. If they have to, they will surround
themselves with just a few sticks and some woven plant fibers.
Given more time they will shape and pile stones to make a sturdier
nest. Only about a dozen centuries ago they found some kind of tree
that would grow hollow so they could hide in it and at the same time
they began to grow stone in a shape to hold themselves in the way
Pronna could. However they produce their nest, when they get
together in large numbers they lose all restraint in piling up their
nests and have built some nest piles that start to rival mountains in
size.
Humans have redecorated all the great conclaves by now. They
bring in sticks of wood and tie them into frameworks so they can
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climb up even the greatest of the old halls. Then, with little gems,
they chip away at the walls until they carve intricate designs and
patterns. The Kedas had moved out of the conclaves soon after the
fence was invented but the humans came in to search for minerals
and later on, to find protection from each other. No Keda lived
underground any more. After hundreds of thousands of centuries,
everyone was delighted to be able to live in the open air at last. He
wondered if the conclave he had lived in was still intact. Here in the
flat lowlands it wasn’t very big. It was by no means one of the great
ones in the legendary highlands like Moria or Mirabar or Traygol,
but a few thousand Kedas had slept safe in it’s shelter. He thought he
should go back there soon, there was an artifact he needed.
When Pronna abandoned them to the humans, they left two
artifacts behind. The first had been left with their little conclave on
the ancient seashore where the humans were first released, but the
other had been taken to the great conclave of Traygol that was far
beyond human range at that time. The first is the Caller, he had
watched the demons bury it in the stone floor of the conclave and
mold the stone back over it, he knew where to find it. He knew God
Pronna said that if the Keda were ever in real danger, they should
expose the caller to the light of day. It was a holy substance that
would be seen by the God and he would come.
In that day Pronna was trying to convince the Keda that they
must limit the human numbers by killing their babies if they had to.
This was when very few saw the problem that would arise and
Kedas looked in horror at killing helpless baby humans, especially
when they found the adult humans would defend them even unto
their own death and would run off into the wilds away from all
Kedas. Kedas were smart enough to realize they could not control
human numbers if they ran off into the wilds anyway, so they saw
that as a silly plan and continued to enjoy the services of the
humans. At that time Kedas did not see the humans as harmful and
sent God Pronna on his way with many thanks for the humans.
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*
Today 5O^ lives in perhaps the closest thing to a conclave that
remains in the world. He is the eldest of a small random herd of
several other young kedas, one of whom is so young he doesn’t even
remember back to when humans were ephemeral. They live together
in a large field, most of them in the open, for they are in one of the
great deeps where the air is thick and the weather mild. 5O^ still dug
a scrape because he still felt uncomfortable sleeping on the open
ground. All were tongue-friendly but there had been no egging the
last few centuries, well; maybe forty. New members to this little
herd usually came in for the comradery, after wandering around
awhile as what the humans called ‘stray’ Kedas. Strays are those that
have become dissatisfied with their human’s care and gone in search
of a new home. Most of those soon find new humans delighted to
have them, but a few come to businesses like this one. At some
troughs they call us ne’er-do-wells and malcontents, but few of them
understand the life that used to be.
Between them, they have about a dozen humans, most are
good. Humans do each have a sort of personality of their own. Their
humans are friendly and interested in them. They take them out and
about every week they pull nice little wagons around that other
humans can hop on and off of. This Afternoonday was no exception.
Humans can walk pretty well on their own, but have only two legs
and move only about half as fast as a casual stroll for a Keda.
Humans started using these wagons about forty centuries ago and
5O^ had gotten lots of exercise in those forty centuries pulling them.
He got to see more other Kedas and talk with more other Kedas than
just about anyone who stayed home.
That was all anyone ever did these days was lay up in a nice
safe field and eat sweet ribbonleaves while being pampered by their
humans most of the time and maybe pulling their wagon once or
twice a year. It was sweet for half of the day, but he couldn’t stand
being in one spot all the time. He was one of the few who knew
anything of the lives of the humans here in the huge nest piles,
because he was given this opportunity to pull cart-fulls of them thru
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tunnels in their nest piles. It was like being in a conclave of humans
in a way, a very big conclave, probably as big as ancient Traygol
used to be.
Their nests were piled and grown so far above, that sunlight
hardly ever penetrated anywhere he was shown. He was never
without the sound and aroma of humans when he was deep in their
mountains of nests. It was like the mud-ytith on a much grander
scale, because like them, humans built their nests instead of digging
them. Humans are small but not tiny. Face it, a Keda can get into a
human nest, humans can’t conveniently move gates we can’t break
and most of them we can open. Their passageways are narrow and
cramp our shoulders but we can squeeze thru them. Because of this
job, 5O^ had seen inside numerous human nests. They tended to
collect delicate little bits of sticks and fluff and sprawl around on
them and unwrap themselves from their plant fibers.
The humans here in the massive nest pile didn’t seem to really
complain about their lot. They amused themselves with their
handicrafts and their nests and their noises. They can sing as sweetly
as lumins when they want to, though they can’t settle on a single call
very well when they sing. In the last twenty centuries or so, the other
humans with Kedas and land always seemed to send the ones here in
their nest piles enough to eat so they made do.
For a time in Afternoonday he got to graze in a field among
them, and sometimes their need to cuddle would overcome them and
they would want to cuddle him and pet him. He was pretty tolerant
of it most of the time as long as they didn’t grab his eye stalks or
spiracles. Most didn’t, though a few who were unfamiliar with
Kedas and would sometimes walk or sit on him uncomfortably, none
ever tried to be aggressive, and he was able to get them off by
turning without being rough. Most of them understand the word
‘no’ if you speak vigorous one-eye, a few have to be prodded. Now
that they don’t spoil, they have very few cubs, but he still liked them
when he saw them, they are even cuter than the adults and too small
to cause more than minor discomfort even if they swung from your
eye stalks. There were none around today however, but a group of
them did lean on him and pass a pretty sweet bong while he rested
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on this little hilltop.
**
But in spite of how easy life had become and how little he had
to bother himself thinking, planning and stressing over detail work,
he knew that something had to be done. Kedas were just getting too
soft. So, much as he would miss them, he had to find a way to
remove the vast majority of humans from the world and in his old
conclave was a device he needed to start that process. So, early in
the dark when most humans were sleeping, he worked open the door
in the fence and took his leave of the comfortable field and his fine
companions.
No one else was awake when he left. Kedas, especially young
ones who’ve never known the threat of a carnivore, now sleep thru
the dark in the open most of the time and don’t bother to dig a
stroke, or for that matter, even post a watch-eye. He didn’t make any
noise leaving, more because their humans might become alarmed
than any fear of argument from the others. Since Keda eye-speak
makes no sound, discussing what he was doing with the others
would not alarm the humans. He really didn’t want to take the time,
and those who had never known the time before humans might well
object to his plans.
He regretted leaving friends he’d known for centuries without a
word, but they might find a way to spoil his plans. What he meant to
do was for their own good, he would console himself with that. He
closed the fence door when he was out, not because he thought there
was any chance a carnivore might happen by, but because these
youngsters were so used to having humans do everything for them
that they might not even know how to operate it themselves.
The area of his old conclave was now so infested with humans
that it was almost impossible to move about. The old meadow was
now covered with human nests every few feet and they all had
fences around them. Even here, many were piled in layers. One had
to either use the paths they had left between them or keep to the
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brook.
As he prowled the area he noticed that humans were now
startled by a lone Keda nosing around on his own. It had been
awhile since even he’d done this hadn’t it? Of course, no human
could be more than twenty centuries old because they used to spoil,
none of those here would remember back to when Kedas were often
on their own. In fact none of them alive today would actually
remember when he had last gone out nosing around on his own
among dense concentrations of human nests this way. That was back
before he found the job pulling them on wagons. Funny how forty
centuries can slide by in the lazy way they will. He pretended he
was just nibbling tasty morsels by the stream, then took a little
drink.
He knew that Kedas would leave their humans from time to
time. The human would age and die without children was the most
common reason up until the last twenty centuries. It had made a big
difference in life since that stopped happening, especially for the
humans. They were a lot more easy-going now for one thing,
especially the ones that reproduced, since human young require
almost constant care for their first two decades and some care for
three. This human might be hoping 5O^ was looking for a new
human. It was a nice looking human, a fairly big one with strong
tool-limbs and thick black fur on it’s head. It was motioning at him
and making soft human noises at him. Yes, it was trying to use it’s
right tool-arm to speak a crude one-eye. Follow it to it’s nest. 5O^
waved ‘No thank you’ to the human a few times, even in one-eye,
but the human didn’t get it. He tried just plain no, even in one-eye
and the human at least shut up.
The human who watched him eventually went away, so 5O^
could look up under the overhang and see that there was still an
opening beyond. He thought it best not to pick up the granite shards
he would need until no human was nearby. Until now he’d failed to
consider that there were probably few humans alive now who had
ever seen a Keda use a tool of any kind. He had to stay focused on
that or he would do something very stupid. What he wouldn’t give
for a good carbon steel spike and iron hammer from a Pronna
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demon, but he knew from the old folk that before God Pronna, sharp
glassy rock was the best you could hope for to dig in stone, but the
best he could do around here was granite.
A theirops is already disoriented by being wet, they don’t like
that, they can’t strut their plumes over a kill as well when they’re
wet. So it was always wise to put water right in the entrance to a
conclave. The theirops has to come under and up and be silhouetted
to enter here, they could be speared by the guards at the entrance.
There were no guards here now, the conclave had been abandoned
for over three hundred centuries, since shortly after humans started
making fences.
He saw immediately that humans had been in here. They made
marks on things that were a lot like the motions a Keda makes with
his eyes to speak with another. 5O^ had no trouble understanding
their marks, they were easier to understand than the noises they
make to speak with each other. They only started making marks
about a hundred centuries ago. They changed the way they made
them every once in awhile at first, but this kind had been in use for
more than ten centuries now so he had figured them out also. These
were mostly just their names, often two names together. Humans are
weird in that half of them can only make fertilizing gametes and half
of them can make only germinating gametes. And what else is
backwards, the one with the germinating gamete doesn’t tongue it
into the fertilizing nostril, no; the fertilizing gametes are injected
into the individual with the germinating gamete. When you
continually consider that these beings used to spoil so quickly that
they barely had time to raise the next generation, you might begin to
understand how deeply this dimorphism shapes their lives.
How can there be any mutualism in a species made up of
beings like that? It is good for them that in the few centuries since
they stopped spoiling, they have begun to become more one species
and treat each other like members of the same species. But that is
only because reproduction is no longer the immediate imperative it
was for them when they were ephemeral, and the lopsided allotment
of reproductive duties and potential was no longer so important.
Anyway, they still came in here in pairs to practice reproducing,
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something they love to do, and they write their names on the wall to
celebrate. There was no doubt in his mind that every inch of the
conclave that a Keda had ever strode and more beyond, had been
picked over by humans dozens of times since he’d been in here last.
The thing that he sought wasn’t really in the conclave, it was buried
in the rock more than two feet below the surface.
The actual work humans had done in here was nothing
compared to what he heard they’d done in Moria. Here the first few
chambers had been re-worked the way they’ll do, carving all kinds
of geometric shapes like columns and rectangles into the rock or
even making sculptures of other objects. In one room their numerous
hands had gotten very busy and carved out delicate and delightful
details of something that was so abstract it could only be due to the
penchant for hallucinogens they’d also developed in the last few
centuries.
But after that, most of the tunnels of the conclave went back
into the hill the way they always did when he was young here. Once
in a while you’d come to more human markings or even some
carvings. Where there had been mines, the humans had completely
played them out back about forty centuries ago, more or less. He
took a quick trot up to the brood chamber where he was born. He
could only see in here by sound, there was none of the fungus left at
all in here.
Humans couldn’t see in the frequency of the light that the
fungus emitted, but they did glow just a bit in it, quite a bit more
than a K
eda, probably because of their ephemerality or lack of fuzz. They
had just as much of that subtle glow now as they ever did, so it must
be the fuzz.
He had to go back to the main tunnel, what was called the
Toassembly Corridor back when he used it regularly. The assembly
hall wasn’t very deep in the puny hill here in the deeps, but still a
good mile on the corridor. There were a few niches here and there,
mostly a vein of something or other, but it was straight and very
gently uphill.
Toassembly Corridor comes to the Assembly Chamber at the
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rim. There are fourteen tunnels coming in, the floor is a bowl, as is
the ceiling. There is one tunnel coming up out of the center of the
bowl where the presenter comes up. There is a small ridge marking
the presenter circle on the floor. Humans have scratched it up a little
but it’s still pretty much intact. By what little light was left he could
see that humans had made all kinds of markings on the floor inside
and outside the circle. He could smell that they had used blood of
three lifes on this floor, Celluliod, Tentacloid and Humanoid. That
was a small fraction of the total marking material, humans used
various latexes and pigments to make their marks, anyone’s mane
could smell the formula for whatever was nearby. He just couldn’t
see the details of the pictures.
The main thing humans had done in here was kill most of the
fungus by bringing in burning sticks and ropes that they use for
light. That sent smoke to the roof which had once been a bowl of
glowing fungus that humans could barely see and couldn’t see by.
The smoke killed it, so now there was just a little bit of it over each
tunnel. It was barely enough for him to see, he needed to get five
eyes wide open on one spot to make much out on the floor. He saw
the patterns more by the different smells of the different paints.
He knew which tunnel pointed out the artifact. He paced off the
forty two stride lengths, and saw that the floor was untouched. The
sandstone would give way easily and he took granite shards in his
front four legs and began chipping. It would take some time, hours,
to get down to the caller. He wondered if his humans were awake
yet and what they were thinking of his absence after all this time. He
wondered what the dark shift Kedas would think when seeing him
missing? They might not even notice that he was absent from his
scrape.
A Keda can go around the week at a task if he had to, so 5O^
really didn’t feel that taxed as he chipped away for hour after hour.
The time let him spend some more pleasant time rummaging in his
memories again. He liked to take himself back to the time when
humans were new, a thousand of their generations ago, when there
were still more Kedas than humans. Back then at the opposite end of
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the meadow from the conclave entrance there was just a small group
of them together in their nests on a curve of the stream.
Everyone was still thinking humans made nice pets at the time.
He used to like going over to where they had their nests, which was
in the archwoods near the stream. Their nests at that time were only
six or eight mounds of sticks between the tree trunks. A pair of
humans, one of each gender, would live in each pile with their
offspring, they would have between four and eight at any one time.
Roughly every ten decades there would be at least twice as many
humans. Not all of the offspring survived. Ephemerals tend to have
less robust immune systems and humans were no exception. But a
good percentage of them did survive.
Humans, being smaller, weaker and without appreciable teeth
or claws, fell prey to many things that would not attack a Keda such
as hakken and quibarta and most of the lesser stryders. The greater
stryders, of course, might pass a human by if there was something
bigger nearby, or, if it was really hungry, gulp one down on the way
by on the trail of that thonga. A solitary Keda might have to be wary
of them, but back when the humans tapped out all the mines, they
also hunted the stryders to extinction.
But not the theirops. It was true there was nothing to really fear
now that all the meadows are fenced in by humans, and especially
near these huge nesting colonies. Humans are clever enough to
figure out how to make crossbows as fine as the ones from God
Pronna, but tailored to their daintier size of course. With weapons
they were still big enough and strong enough to be respected by a
theirops.
Humans wanted to exterminate all theirops, but the theirops is
too crafty when it is the hunted. Humans can make clever artifacts,
and they do see pretty well in the spectrum of red and beyond. They
can hear OK also but they can’t even smell shit till they step in it
and can’t even identify each other by smell. Their electrostatic sense
seems to be extremely indistinct and has a range of only inches
unless you’re talking about a thunderstorm, and they hardly sense
those.
During the dark, humans are just about blind and carry fire
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around with them if they are going to see at all. They can see with
both Kunae and Cynd in the sky and open ground, but barely enough
to find their way across a field. They can’t hunt during the dark and
some theirops would retaliate at first. Unlike Kedas, theirops have
no organization at all, and will do only two things when
encountering another theirops, fight or mate depending on whether
Cynd has circled the sky since the last time they encountered
another theirops. Humans on the other hand always work in teams, it
even takes two of them to reproduce. They never hunt alone and
never went alone into the wilds, it seemed to be instinctive with
them right from the start. When the Pronna first dropped them off
they already knew how to make spears and did fine craftsmanship
with them, but once again on their delicate scale, more like the
crossbow bolt from the weapon he used to carry before humans got
here. So the humans were able to defend themselves from the
theirops in the dark, but since the humans were stationary the
theirops could cross a mountain-range by the time it was light. So if
a human didn’t get the theirops by dark, it was gone.
He still enjoyed the time when there were only six or eight
clumps of sticks inhabited with humans in this whole meadow. He
still carried a crossbow from God Pronna at the time. He and his
friends used to go visit the humans in their nests. The humans were
almost as affectionate as they are now right from the first and used
to come out and groom a Keda’s fuzz as well as they groomed each
other’s head fibers. They had never been afraid more than an hour
when being introduced to someone as big and strong as a Keda must
look to a human. But they’re usually quick enough to figure you’re
not going to hurt them and are soon climbing on top of you. He
remembered how they would squeal with delight, especially the
cubs that were just about full grown, to cling to his back as he ran as
fast as he could thru the soft meadow.
What he always had to be careful about when he played with
them was the urge to slide and tumble. They are so small and light
that it is possible to forget there is one clinging to your fur. The ones
who produce germinating gametes at least produce loud and highpitched chirps so you remember they’re there. The other ones might
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favor you with a little grunt now and then, but are more likely to try
and point you in one direction or another.
You have to keep an eye on them that they don’t fall off and
don’t stick their fingers in your spiracles. Their fingers are not
dangerous, they don’t really have claws at all, just some stiff patches
on the ends of their fingers for peeling fruit. But their fingers do hurt
if they grab you in a spiracle. In more recent times they make a little
rig of straps to strap themselves on, but back then when humans
were still a novelty, you had to be more careful with them.
He finally broke thru and had to come back from his memory
ride. The caller’s chamber was opened. With renewed energy he
enlarged the hole until it was revealed before him as the Pronna’s
demons said it would be, just as it had looked before they sealed it
into the hole. It was just a plain white sphere. It only had to be taken
outdoors. He quickly picked it up in his firstclaws and rolled it up
those legs to clutch it against his forebelly in his elbows. Such a
device is easy enough for a Keda to carry and in a few more minutes
he was down to the chambers humans had carved-over a few tens of
centuries ago.
There were no humans in here now, and he saw it was still
dark, or dark again. He peered out and saw there were no humans
around outside either. Humans are not creatures of the dark or light.
They are awake early in the light, sleep in the middle of the light,
get back up until dark, sleep early and late in the dark, but are awake
in the middle of the dark in their nests. Their food is very smelly,
especially since they often treat it with fire, so it was no secret to
anyone that they eat during the dark. The sounds and smells said this
was a period when they were sleeping, it had to be the one later in
dark.
He had to high-step with six legs thru the brush along the river.
This area is still very human-infested, it is a spot that is swampy
enough that they haven’t filled it in yet. Back in the time he had just
been reminiscing about, you couldn’t see evidence that humans
existed from here, now it is empty nesting-box-like stuff they make
just to store things in or do their handiwork in.
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There were nests with pens forever after that for a couple miles
around. He would keep to the smaller human paths and hope they
were all sleeping or at least in their nests where they would think the
sound was just another human riding on a Keda. He kept up a good
pace, like a human out riding who asked his Keda to hurry, partly to
make up for the missing footfalls. 5O^ was all too aware of how a
human groggy with sleep looking out his window could see his
forelegs up clutching the caller and his six-leg gait and start calling
‘theirops’ to all his companions.
He kept his step loud on the cobbles, not stealthy like a theirops
would run thru the paths. Of course what humans here had ever
heard a theirops run? Fence after fence went out around all the fields
the humans used for many miles in all directions. It had been long
before humans stopped spoiling when the last theirops was seen
here. Most humans would have never heard of a theirops except in
their storytelling.
It was miles till the first patch of forest. He wouldn’t stop there,
but he cut thru it. He was bound for the spur of the east range that
wound down into this area. Humans have only two legs and don’t
like to walk up and down slopes much over thirty or forty degrees,
so he thought the mountains would have better places to hide the
caller. There were back garden paths he could wind his way thru
much of the time from here. Dark was fading however, humans were
probably already waking up, and he still had a mile to go to get to
the edge of the closest patch of forest he knew of. He plunged thru
another long patch of brush at a gallop, out of sight and not caring
about the noise. He had to dart down the garden paths humans made
between their own patches. Besides the thesh and vedn ribbonleaves
they grew almost exclusively for graze now, humans kept all sorts of
other plants. Humans also caught and ate all they could of small
animals that came to eat their favorite grazes. Their weeding
extended to animated life as well as inedible plants. Humans would
eat mooliuks but not bugs while 5O^ saw no difference between
those forms of life other than size.
He soon encountered a human. The human made noises as
humans always will. They are second only to lumins as a class in
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their vocalizations. Many Kedas have told him that if you listen
carefully and remember what noises they make in what situations
you can get to understand a little of what they’re saying.
This human was one of the fertilizing gamete injecting type,
which, strange as that may seem, are actually a little larger. He was
being soft and sweet in his noises, but those two beady little eyes
back there inside its head were locked on 5O^’s elbows and the
twelve inch marble sphere. The human was trying to coax him to
come get his neck scratched but 5O^ ripple-stepped around him and
kept going. The human made a few more noises at him as he briskly
walked away, but didn’t start making the loud alert sounds he feared.
The humans had larger fences in their own space over here and one
had such long rows of gloribards that 5O^ couldn’t help stopping
between them. He needed the moisture and sugar in these gloribards.
Humans liked to keep them on the sprays longer till they were thick
and yellow with sugar, but Kedas like them green and firm like
these. He needed to put the caller down anyway, it was heavy after
this much time.
As he remembered the lecture by Pronna’s demon, the device
was already calling them now that it was no longer buried in the
mountain. It is not so much ‘calling’ as ‘visible’. He also understood
that it would take decades to be heard or seen or whatever. He knew
what would happen if a human found it. They would find a way to
get it back to their nests where they would tinker with it until they
either made more of them or broke it. He didn’t want to risk them
breaking it. He also didn’t want the sky dark with Gods like Pronna.
He just wanted them to take the humans back. Don’t leave any,
because before you know it, we would be overrun with them again.
He only half-filled his belly, then squeezed it out lengthwise so
all his legs would benefit from the small, concentrated meal. He
needed to stay active. He was out of sight of humans in the outer
fields here. He came upon another Keda contented in his fence. He
swiveled all his eyes 5O^’s way and even curled his nostril a little.
5O^ didn’t have time to socialize. He told him he was on an
important mission and a little about it before he was out of sight.
This was another youngster who didn’t remember the days before
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humans, might not have even known about Pronna.
The guy was probably lonely in here in such human-infested
territory. He might have little regular contact with others of his own
kind. There was a lot of that in the modern age also, isolation from
each other because of the sea of humans around us. He longed for
the days when there could be crowds of Kedas to the ends of sight,
like the tales of the great conclaves of old that he heard when he was
a youngster. Even in his little conclave you were usually among
dozens and even hundreds. Now most Kedas don’t even know they
are meant to be herd animals like thonga or lentosaur.
5O^ continued on his way. He crossed one more large human
path and then had nothing but smaller garden paths until he was able
to reach a scrap of forest. It was a smaller scrap than he
remembered. He curled quickly thru this and found he could still go
quite a ways. He was still in it when Kortrax appeared. In full
daylight he had to get beyond another human path with all their
fences and there were lots of them stirring now. He could hear them
making noises to each other, they’re even worse than blanth in the
way they blab to each other constantly. Lots of them had started
fires. They knew how to do that when they first got here. They knew
how to take furred skins of dead animals and wrap them around
themselves to give themselves fur. They have very little fur of their
own, a few small tufts on their bodies and long manes on their heads
that are merely decorative with no olfactory receptors.
By following a little brook he was able to get very close to their
path, but there were humans crossing it every few minutes now,
several would see him if he jumped over the bridge. It was a very
small bridge, more like a pipe that a brook trickled thru.
He looked at it closely, trying to imagine if he could fit. A
human would have to crawl thru, but their shape is more closely
related to the stryders they exterminated, except their legs are
separate and they are always standing up at maximum point because
they have no counter-weighing tail. They would have to go thru in
normal stryder posture with body horizontal. When it seemed like
there were as few as possible humans nearby, he scooted under the
bridge.
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It was very tight, he could not straighten his legs. His body
blocked a lot of the water and he was facing the current, so it was
rising in front of him and he had to push against it. He had to shuffle
along. His elbows, with the bulky, heavy, caller in them, were
banged painfully into the rocks of the stream bed. His second rib
banged painfully over the top of the caller when they passed over
rocks. It was a good thing he couldn’t go fast. He worried that the
caller would be broken.
He was only halfway out when a pair of humans noticed him
and started pointing and making noises. Humans can make noises of
two different loudness levels, loud and deafening. They are close to
lumins in sound per unit size also. These weren’t blasting, but one
was pointing. 5O^ would have guessed one was asking the other
what Keda this was. He didn’t wait around to see what they thought
of this, he dragged his last pair of legs out, scraping all the way, and
headed up the stream bed at a bolt, come what may. He went a good
quarter mile before he even looked up and saw he was in forest
again. He headed uphill and away from humans.
We’ve already mentioned that humans are gregarious, so once
you get away from them, you’re pretty much away from them. They
will go out and explore, and hunt for bigger game than inglethor
now and then, and there are some who will even build nests out in
the forest, but you can always smell their nests from far enough
away. The humans themselves are moderately weak and inoffensive
in aroma, except for their intestinal wastes. There were none out
here, he walked easily, carrying the caller to the high country.
Humans had the least use of all for land that is bare rock and in
the rim of this little valley there were plenty of places with bare rock
and this patch of forest followed them. He wanted to find a place
with boulders. He couldn’t put it in the highest spot, because
humans often go there just to see from. You have to expect that from
a creature with a habit of keeping it’s head as far from the ground as
it can.
It was many hours along the base of that ridge out of human
view. His forelimbs ached with the weight of the caller. He carried it
with his second elbows awhile, but that made walking awkward,
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whether he used his forelegs or not. Trying to walk on only four hurt
his back. If he could only control his human at all, he could have got
him to make a strap that could strap it under his...
Why? Why was he so stupid? He used to have to tie his own
knots in vines back then when a Keda had to do everything for
himself. Then he remembered how long it used to take. A human can
tie vines into a basket by the time they sleep thru noon. The most
skilled in the conclave could weave what he needed in a light, but he
had two or three helpers fetching and stripping vines. So 5O^ would
have to carry the caller all the way.
He came to a point where the rock was high enough to keep it
away from humans. It was a difficult climb, but there was bare rock
above. There were roots clawing the cliff side at every crack, the
slope probably didn’t average over seventy degrees so he was able
to make his way up it. In some spots he had to put the caller down
and back up so he could lift it ahead of him. He got to a point where
the rock ahead was bare, but only sloping at about forty five
degrees. It was broken rock and a few loose boulders had
accumulated. 5O^ put the caller down between three other boulders
that were a bit rounded and light in color. This was right where it
was starting to get very steep and you couldn’t see the vegetation
that was growing in the cracks below. He hoped this was the most
unlikely spot for a human to find it.
From here he could see the immense piles of human nests, even
thru the thick air of this deep. He was now at least thirty miles from
the field where he used to live, and that was at the very beginning of
the mountains of nests. At the very center, they had piled up a few
thin spires that were miles in height, looking like a God’s arrow
from this distance. It took coming here to get a really good grasp of
the true extent of the human infestation. There was a mountain full
of them, a conclave larger in numbers of individuals than even
Traygol. If he ever had any doubts Pronna’s help was needed,
looking down at what had once been a lowland prairie surrounding
an arm of the sea just a hundred centuries ago wiped those doubts
away.
After he had done that, he knew he could not go back. Now he
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had performed step one as Pronna had taught. He had brought out
the caller where it could be seen for a long period of time. But who
knows what is a long period of time for a God like Pronna? He
remembered that Pronna proclaimed it could be as little as two
decades before he could re-appear in the sky. Sometime before
Pronna arrived he had to uncover the other device God Pronna left
in the great conclave of Traygol, and that was a distance of several
long migrations away.
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I. 54,15,14 [1951]
2. Om
A faint ring of light looking something like a halo five hundred
miles in diameter approached at the speed of light, then stopped
instantaneously in the same orbit it had used last time it orbited this
planet; 22,728 years ago. The halo twinkled slightly on close
inspection. There was really nothing there, all that showed was the
occasional atom of interplanetary gas disappearing into the spinning
zero-mass ring singularity that reached across forty light years from
a nondescript brown dwarf that was being mined for electromagnetic
energy and gasses.
A world begins to move thru the halo, slowly, majestically. It
will take over three hours to complete it’s transit. It looks like a
miniature planet with an atmosphere and weather and green forest
below. It is a small world, impossibly small, but astronomers will
note it’s effect on the planet’s moons and fishermen will note it’s
effect on the tides. It assumes a close orbit to the planet, an orbit it
first knew a million years in the past.
The world’s name in the language of it’s makers is a perfect
spherical tone of electromagnetic energy at 38.671Mhz and of an
intensity similar to a cell-phone signal. It is rather difficult to look
up a standard translation for that name into English. There are some
humans who live within this world however, and since they still
communicate with each other using acoustic vibrations, we will use
the name they have for the world in the most common human
language within it. So ‘Om’, pronounced in the baritone E, is the
translation of the name of this particular world.
This is a world of the Pronna, a race of beings that has been
roaming the galaxy for the last billion years or so, give or take a
couple hundred million depending on what stage of their evolution
you mean by ‘Pronna’ and how you define ‘roaming the galaxy’.
The number of Pronna worlds is limited because the neutronium
needed in their construction can only be obtained outside laboratory
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amounts in the presence of colliding neutron stars, so there are only
a billion, to a billion and a half Pronna worlds in the galaxy in
Earth’s year 1951 (not all participate in the galactic census).
The Pronna have built themselves a biological environment
without gravity. Almost all the world’s mass is in the neutronium
rings at the surface. They are held in a collapsed metal cage, the
only other significant mass in this world. The whole interior
contains nothing but air, biology and a few incidental devices the
Pronna or their co-habitants use. It is practically mass-free, making
it gravity free. The total mass is only one millionth of the planet
below, it’s tiny radius in relation to the planet gives it a surface
gravity of .71g and it can retain an atmosphere for millions of years.
Om is about thirteen miles in diameter but contains as much
macroscopic biomass as a continent. The entire volume of the sphere
is filled with a 3D forest thru which a hundred million Pronna
‘individuals’ swim. The world is big enough that one could fly in it’s
atmosphere in a small plane, the first thing you will notice is that it
is lush jungle but it has no surface water. At the surface of the world
there appears to be a forest with deep holes of all sizes in it, some of
them many miles deep. Warm moist air rises from the interior and
condenses as clouds in the atmosphere above. The thin air reaches
almost as far as it does from Earth. It is orbiting close enough to the
planet that their outer atmospheres often twinkle upon each other.
The clouds pile five, ten, even fifteen miles into the air, making the
world look like it is over thirty five miles in diameter. Rain and even
hail pours onto the surface and shatters and sprays and washes deep
into the passages within.
It is obvious to even the most casual observer that the waste
heat of a jungle miles deep would build up, as it would be obvious
that this jungle won’t grow in shade that is miles deep. To solve this
there are about seventy five thousand ‘suns’ that cruise slowly thru
the passages of the interior converting heat into light and balancing
the whole interior. The details of the process that make this possible
are only available to those with authorized access to Pronna
technical literature.
Only thirteen or fourteen thousand of the Pronna worlds have
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any human’s in them at all. Most humans in most Pronna worlds are
pets. They can be trained to more complex tasks than a wehnt. In
Om, the humans were clearly feral and breeding, and had been for at
least a thousand of their generations. Even though there were human
pets in Om, most who kept them took care to keep them away from
the wild humans, though occasional meetings were inevitable.
Om was still clearly under Pronna control, you would hardly
know there were humans in it except at places where they came out
in the open to play. Om had picked up it’s humans twenty five
thousand years ago when it was staying at the planet below. They
were the reason Om left the world below.
Om first reached this world about one million Earth years ago
and used it as a base to weave teams thru to explore other nearby
suns. This world is only a hundred light years from the Aldeb front
and they were able to weave to several infected planets from here
and make meaningful studies of the problem. This world itself was
an excellent source of biology and an interesting study in itself,
being one of the few planets known where life had evolved twice. At
that time there was no danger of a Rikavik venturing this far and a
million years ago Rikaviks were much more polite to Pronna worlds.
During most of the one million years Om was here, they traded
goods with the herbivores named kedas living here. The kedas living
here were smart enough to be easily trained and primitive enough to
treasure even the simplest artifacts in exchange. The Pronna
discovered australopithecines a half a million years ago on a nearby
world where evolution was rapid. By the time the kedas started to
seriously whine for help, those creatures had evolved into something
that could also be trained to do agricultural work. The world of
human origin was a small, cold planet covered with water in most
places and deserts in many others, not very suitable for biological
harvest itself. Om brought humans here twenty five thousand years
ago. Om was the second Pronna world to use humans in this way.
For a few thousand of those twenty five thousand years they
continued to trade goods with the herbivores living here while they
supervised humans doing agricultural work on the planet.
Om gave up biomass trading at this planet as soon as it became
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apparent that humans would have to be classified as a pest species in
any light-gravity liquid-water environment. It was already obvious
that humans would become endemic on the planet below within two
thousand years of their introduction. Fully half of all humans born
had immediately gone feral on the planet below, but took their
knowledge of agriculture with them. At that same time it first
became apparent that humans had gotten loose in Om while being
transported and were breeding. Within twenty two hundred years of
picking them up, and after trying to purge them once more on
another nearby world, it was understood that Om would be best
served trying to manage the human problem rather than exterminate
them.
The practice of using humans for agricultural work stopped by
the fourth world where they were introduced, as far as was known
by Om. Of course they could not know how other species would
interact with humans if they found them, except Rikaviks, who
would strip off their continents to add to their world and then stalk
and eat them for sport. There were about seventeen other cultures
capable of reaching this planet within the next few thousand years
but it was doubtful any of them would think of spreading them any
further once they saw the infestation this planet had suffered.
When an individual’s name is a certain shape of
electromagnetic wave front at 46.071 Mhz in it’s native language, it
becomes difficult to translate into English. We could write it in
tensor equations but instead we’ll just call him Hank, it’s easier for
all of us. We’ll call the other Pronna individuals present by other
simple names, though the Pronna concept of individual is not quite
the same as it is to a human. The being we’re calling Hank is
something that considers itself biology, though it’s genetic science
allows it to grow electromagnetically controlled titanium muscle
rods in its fins. It’s senses run at quantum levels, it’s muscles flex
with kilovolts.
Hank’s fin is a riot of color and very tattered in spite of it’s
incredible toughness. No one in this room has reproduced since
Om’s first visit to the planet below. It is only when they reproduce
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that they can grow a new fin, so one can see that all the individuals
in this room are of some age.
The Pronna are perfectly aware of the economies of simulated
life and often retreat into simulated universes, but Pronna run all
their virtual universes in their head. Most Pronna keep a few
different ones running to play in as they wish. Hank was concerned
because the number of people running simulated human universes
was increasing. Soon those playing those universes were going to
want to have them interact with live humans. The time most devote
to a virtual universe is often on par with the total mind time that a
species like a human, keda or vamish had to work with today. That
was often how people with pet humans interacted with their humans
and some biologists, like the one who named himself digitally ‘24',
ran virtual humans in their minds to interact with their subjects.
Om had woven it’s way back to this planet to investigate a
paired-particle distress beacon. The distress beacon was definitely
on this planet. This was a planet where there had been no contact for
22,728 years. Om itself eased thru the wormhole and the three of
them who were focused on this checked that they took up the same
orbit that was laid in last time at this planet. The near moon had
moved a good fraction of a mile closer to the planet since then,
making the orbit a little less stable. They all arrived at the same new
stability constant within five places.
Hank, like Jake and Pete, was a vertical. They faced each other
in a triangle, about eight feet apart. All of their fins waved only
slowly to keep themselves stationary here in this large chamber
where there was always a sun only a few layers of leaves away but
that no sun ever entered. They had been working together like this,
not steadily but most of the time, since Om began this
reconnaissance of the Orion and Sagittarius arms just over five
million years ago.
With the communication bandwidth that three quantum brains
have to work with, the three of them are each integrated on time
scales that a single human neuron can’t match. To try to translate
what goes on into dialog between Pronna individuals is to
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fundamentally distort what happens. All those that are involved in
any Pronna ‘conversation’ become a super-individual and have
thoughts of we and us. The point of consciousness shifts so that all
interested are part of the individual thinking about the process.
Verticals are those whose fins are exposed the most to each
other as they swim beside each other. When verticals meet each is
exposed to most of each other’s fin, allowing them to use fine
nuances of wave shape in their conversation. There is no closer way
Pronna can communicate but the exchange of nucleic acid thru their
straws. The act of moving Om thru into the space of this humaninfested world didn’t require any decisions that deep.
If the Pronna world we’ll call Om could be said to have a
control room, when all inhabitants who are interested in the
proceedings are more or less part of the world/species mind, as they
want to be at the time and subject, then this was the control room. If
the world of Om could be said to have a bridge crew when each may
think with each other at the speed of mind from many corners of the
galaxy and any corner of Om, this was the bridge crew.
As Om slowly emerged from the hole woven back to this
world, all three of this bridge crew were linked to all sensors at
once. They and everyone interested who was linked with them
observed as one mind how humans had overrun this planet almost as
badly as Aldebs had overrun Kiandutan. It was apparent that about
two thirds of the galaxy’s human population must be here. There
was the thought that they could have also run amuck like this on the
worlds of the Sindara system where they had also been abandoned
about eight thousand years ago.
The species the Pronna traded with in the past was present, that
was broadcast to all interested and thru to all those in Pronna space
who were interested in this distress beacon. The beings of that
herbivore species were slightly more numerous than when they left,
so they hadn’t been exterminated but had continued their normal
growth curve.
The records of this beacon were available, it was given to a
group of kedas to be used if they ever found themselves in serious
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danger from the humans, like if humans started raising them for
food. That clearly hadn’t happened, they knew the rate of growth of
keda young and could assay the number of them. The relative
number of young implied that the average keda was living slightly
longer now than when Om had traded here. The humans appeared to
be using the kedas as draft animals but nothing within view showed
any systematic mistreatment of kedas by humans.
But the humans had multiplied with reckless abandon and
continued the canal projects in proportion to their numbers. Within
the first few seconds of the wormhole’s arrival they perceived that
almost half the planet was now covered with biology, even the
surfaces of the oceans. The ocean’s surface was not covered with
humans at least, but some other biomass floating on it, looking like
jungle.
Those interested sent showers of relativistic nano-instruments
to get a close look at what the humans had done and were alarmed.
The humans had brought their genetics under conscious control and
could make intricate mechanical devices. They had evolved further
in their noise making arts and employed mechanical devices in that
also. They employed devices in their optical arts and could
understand graphical symbology.
The distress beacon was located, of course, by it’s nanoprobe
trap, the paired particle connection cannot be directly located in 3D
reality. It trapped a nanoprobe that located it abandoned on a rock
outcropping far above the thickly human-infested plains below. The
only molecular clues on the beacon were from the kedas. There was
no evidence that they had even been back to it since they put it here.
It was curious that the beacon had been set out and then abandoned,
but after this much time, the keda may have forgotten how it
worked. The humans were an ephemeral species when they were left
here. It was likely they had gone thru a thousand generations since
the last time any of them saw any manifestation of the Pronna and
likely they had forgotten everything of those days. Of the kedas it
was likely that a tenth of them remembered the days when Pronna
was in the sky. Those kedas would know what the apparition was in
the sky, they could tell the others of their kind.
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The Pronna of Om all knew almost at once, that the humans
would notice and wonder about Om in their sky. They knew these
humans had the optical arts that would allow them to get a
magnified view of Om. They began to abort the parking of the hole.
As a mind, all those interested from Om, concluded that the best
course of action was that Om itself should be moved to the point of
solar opposition from this planet and an observatory molecule
should be planted on the inner moon that would be invisible to
human-made instruments from the surface.
They polled the entire population of the world with this data
and all agreed to park in opposition. They thought this would be less
frightening to the humans and thus less likely to disrupt whatever
ecology was going on. Humans were already a significant part of the
wildlife on several planets where they had been released and clearly
deserved some kind of consideration in their treatment as a species
of rudimentary self-aware beings. It was now recognized that they
were at least as self-aware as the original inhabitants of this planet, a
species they had traded with for almost a million years. A species
between Vamish and Wehnt in consciousness.
The population agreed that the humans were probably beyond
the stage in their development where they would accept Om as
something supernatural. This meant that the Naturalist rules should
really come into play and they should refrain from giving them
evidence that they were under observation by an advanced culture.
At this stage of development, if they were indeed starting down the
path to technology, large scale technical apparitions in the sky could
be very disruptive to their development and all the Pronna worlds, at
least all that haven’t gone rogue, would try to avoid direct contact.
A more primitive species, such as the keda, vamish or wehnts,
simply take Om and the Pronna as a supernatural power and leave it
at that. In the two thousand years there was contact between humans
and Pronnas, there was mounting evidence that the humans did not
believe the Pronna were simply supernatural powers.
Hank and the others began immediately adjusting the control
fields to make the change in their plans as soon as Om completed
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drifting thru the hole. The neutronium hummed a little as it adjusted
the projection of the ring singularity they had just snapped home
from the brown dwarf. More minds took interest thruout Om as they
felt the graviton ripples of the turning and each of the control room
crew had to explain what was happening about twenty million times.
A Pronna can run a few more personality instances at the receptor
level in their skin to take care of that.
It would take only a few minutes to punch the ring thru to the
opposing stasis point since it was only fifty million miles away,
nothing like the years of steady rumbling it took to weave thru from
one sun to the next. Then a few more hours to drift thru the new hole
and they would be gone, allowing the humans below little more than
an orbit and a half to see them.
They would probably sit behind the sun until they wove thru to
the world where humans originated. It would take over eleven years
to do that, but in only a few minutes the population who were
interested agreed that had to be done. If they had progressed this
much here, it was likely there had also been big changes where
evolution proceeds over four times as fast. Most in Om became
interested and all agreed that the nascent technology of humans was
an important issue and should be given careful investigation. Many
thruout the galaxy had joined in the conversation by then, even a
few other species with the bandwidth to participate had tapped this
thread.
They agreed in union that they would need to study the
human’s home world carefully also, the emergence of a
technological species is an important event and all civilized species
agree that a new species should be given their chance without
interference. Because of their limitations, humans would likely just
remain pests. It was possible that they could become a threat if they
continued to discover the laws of physics and went in for large scale
engineering. The gentler side they showed on the planet below
raised the possibility that they might even become worthy of dialog.
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3. The Festival at Dorilot
Esher rumbled on toward the city on East Farm Road. It would
only take him the first half of Morningday to get there, so he could
have lunch in Dorilot. FiveCircleUp was ambling well the way
kedas do on a brisk and bright Morningday while Dawnsleep’s
dusting melted away in the new week’s light. This wagon, its cargo
of sweet thesh and Esher wasn’t really much of a load for the big old
boy, especially on this road. It was well leveled and well maintained
by the farmers that had been bringing their produce over it for ten
centuries now. This was one of the dozen or so great roads leading
into the city that farmers used to haul their produce. The traffic on
this road seemed normal, a steady stream of wagons like his.
Both sides of the street are filled with log or stone-built
businesses with two or three floors of townhome grown above them.
The businesses often had wide awnings and porches and sometimes
room for a keda and wagon to park. The signs of the businesses
outdo each other in works of art. There is a psychedelic mushroom
decor to this neighborhood, whether the establishment pours cups or
sharpens farming tools.
There were many small paths off the main road along here that
went back into miles of small holds that carpet the land within ten
miles of the city. Some would buy staples and grow produce for the
city. Esher sometimes sold thesh here, when he couldn’t find the
quality to get city prices. The paths were narrow and hemmed by the
flowers on the hedges that bordered them.
The upper branches of the houses and townhomes are big
multibrake hangleaves, all with their leaves completely unfurled for
hours by now. They are laden with flowering vine, much of it
larorlie, as high as the residents dare climb. Flowering Twistknot
and Elephant Ear twine thru the upper branches.
Dorilot is a friendly city way up here in the highlands of
Sunhillow on the upper west Vesh. It is a great city of at least a
million residents, but nothing like Oterlaveshta. There it took several
weeks to really get in and out of the city. Esher lived twenty five
miles from the urban edge of Dorilot, so a keda could easily bring
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him there in five hours. The city itself was three to five miles across
depending on what direction you crossed it. He would have half an
hour of city to get to Harvest House, the great market on South
Dorilot Crossing where he usually sold his crops.
There was a big festival in Little Plaza park this coming
Afternoonday, Afternoonday of Week Hareenduul, first week of year
54,15,14. He hoped to have this cargo sold by then. Afternoondays
are bright and sunny here, great for getting high and listening to
music.
A pretty woman with long dark hair dressed in a snug soft
jersey and carrying a large mesh sack of panips smiled and waved
for a ride as they passed. Jorma whistled and waved FiveCircleUp to
a halt since she could never run with that sack. She was obviously
pretty fit if she was carrying it at all. She couldn’t have been
carrying it far, her figure was so pert and smooth that no male could
have passed her by. The thin silky jersey clung to it so well that he
couldn’t keep his eyes from the soft points swaying within it as she
heaved the sack up on top of the thesh pile. “Thank you very much,”
she said as she hopped up beside him, “That sack got heavier than I
thought very quickly.”
“I hope you haven’t carried it far,” he said while waving
FiveCircleUp on.
“I started out OK, but after a quarter mile I knew I wouldn’t
make it all the way to town.”
“I should think not,” Esher said, “I’m glad you graced me with
your presence.”
“All sweaty like this? I should take this off and dry it.”
“Be my guest.”
“You sure you don’t mind? It’s all I have and I wanted to get to
the festival tomorrow.”
“So do I,” Esher said, “But I warn you, you’re way too pretty a
woman for me to keep my eyes off you.”
“Thanks, I picked you to mooch a ride from because I thought
you’re cute too.”
She was a pretty woman, smooth and tan and fit. Her breasts
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weren’t abnormally large, but firm and bouncy with tight little
nipples. Her belly was pretty flat to her pelt and her legs were firm
and round. She held the tee up in the breeze and sat up straight.
“My name is Esher by the way,” he said, “I live about fifteen
more miles up the road and about three miles off.”
“I’m Delsah, I live a quarter mile back up the road, third house
back.”
“A convenient spot, on how much land?”
“Just about an acre, it’s enough, but I can’t keep a keda and no
one around has one either. I used to have a pushcart but a bearing
seized and I haven’t saved up for a new one yet.”
“I’m going to market at Harvest House,” Esher said.
Delsah was distracted waving at a couple guys who gave her
the approval sign and a little hoot. When she looked back she said,
“Oh you don’t have to bring me all the way down there, I was just
going down to the Jimba transfer.”
“You’ll get twice as much in the city, even at Harvest House,
you can get even more if you walk the streets crying. And didn’t you
say you were headed for the festival?”
“Are you?” she asked.
“Yes,” he replied since she must not have caught it the first
time. “Are you meeting people there?”
“I always meet people,” she said, “but rarely anyone I know. I
go down every year for it.”
“It’s a big crowd, that’s probably the only reason we haven’t
met before. I would have remembered meeting someone as pretty as
you, but I doubt I’d be able to get close enough.”
“Oh I don’t draw that much attention. I’m not shy of it, but I
want to wear this tomorrow, that’s why I’m airing it. I appreciate
those guys applause, I know they mean well and all, but did you see
the tooth that guy on the outside had?”
Esher laughed, the pair hadn’t been real sophisticated, you can
tell people who can’t read. “I didn’t notice that, but I do think they
were wearing fat lumpils.”
She laughed, so she must have heard of them, very few had
enough ecto-parasites to support a lumpil since the 40's. He looked
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closely at her, the closer he looked, the better she looked. If she had
a flaw, she might be a bit too thin, but many preferred girls even
thinner. “Anyone pathetic enough to hoot over these little nibs
deserves any fun they can get. Speaking of which,” she turned and
reached for her bag and produced a nice travel bottle with handle net
and cap clip. “I travel light so don’t suck this down for thirst unless
you want to miss the festival.”
She handed it to him, he took a sip and knew what she meant.
“Wow, where’d you get this?”
“In ‘Veshta, I was down there just three years ago and brought
back eight bottles.”
He read the label, “Jagged Sky, nice name.”
“There’s a band by that name playing tomorrow,” she said.
“Are they as good as this?”
“I doubt it, I’ve never seen a tape with this name on it.”
“Did you buy any music in ‘Veshta?” Esher wanted to keep a
lively conversation going with her and didn’t want to stare too
much. If they were talking he’d have more reason to look her way.
He didn’t think her nibs were pathetic at all, he thought they were
extremely cute, like every other curve on her body. Her coloring told
him Kortrax found her body often.
“A few. I went to Yondure once, that’s where I bought a lot of
tapes.”
“I’ve never been there, I’ve only been to a big city once, that
was Oterlavashta. I’ve heard about Yondure of course and read some
books set there, but never been even a few miles down the main
Vesh .”
“Yondure is NOT like Oterlaveshta,” she said. Oterlaveshta is
just a way-too-big Dorilot. Yondure is three times as big as
Oterlaveshta and ten times as old. Crystal building was invented
there in the 14th century, before there were people in these valleys.”
She went on to give him a whirlwind tour of that great and ancient
city and basin. He was rapt, and not only because she was telling it.
He knew it only from history and tales of the great clans of olden
times.
“I’ve never even seen a map of Yondure of recent times,” he
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told her.
“I’ll tell you what,” she said, “stop at my place on the way back
from town, I brought a few back.”
“I would like that very much,” he said and, gathering a bit of
courage, went on to admit that, “I would love to hang out with you
thru the whole market and festival week.”
“Is all this just because I stripped in your presence?” She
smiled when she said that, a smile her eyes joined in.
“It’s more than that, but that is a sure way for a girl as pretty as
you to endear herself to a man.”
They both giggled, but then that was some potent yaag and that
one sip was already starting to have an effect.
“So who do you want to see?” she asked.
“You.”
She laughed again but said, “No I mean what bands?” She put
her hand on his shoulder and leaned against him. She felt wonderful.
He put his arm around her waist and his hand on the tender
curve of her hip. “I’ve never seen the same band twice at one of
these, or at least, I’ve never remembered.”
“And how many have you been to?” She turned toward him, he
felt the curve of her chest against his side.
“Oh, a few thousand by now. My life’s been pretty steady the
last century or so. The only thing new is FiveCircleUp here,” he
said, pointing to the keda, but then just about everyone recognizes a
keda name when they hear one. “He came around as a stray a decade
ago and settled into my pasture.”
“I’m twelve decades old so that doesn’t seem that recent to
me.”
“And you’ve been to Yondure already?”
“And eight times to Oterlaveshta.”
“You’re quite the traveler,” Esher said.
“Your feet aren’t nailed down either. You can go anywhere you
want for centuries now. There hasn’t been an uncivilized basin
discovered since the 45th.”
“Oh I don’t need permission, I just need desire. This is enough
city for me. I’ve been down to Veshta twice come to think of it,” one
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of his trips down there was almost a century ago so he had only
vague memories of it, “and came back each time glad this valley’s
got Dorilot.”
“There are dozens of Dorilot’s in the lower Vesh valley,” she
said, and Keilenhyow. That’s only five times as big as Dorilot.”
“I stopped there once also,” he said. “I still prefer Dorilot.”
“I guess that makes some sense, seeing as that’s where you’ve
settled.”
“Have you also, or are you just passing thru here on one of
your travels?”
“Oh no, I live here, I was born in the house, actually I should
say ‘camp’ where I am now. I always come back. You are right, it is
better here or I wouldn’t come back. You’ve got everything you
really need and you can just tend a garden and not have to go and
work just to eat.”
“But how often do you come into the city?” Esher asked.
“Oh, about once every two or three weeks, say six or seven
times a year.”
“I only get down here about twice.”
“But you’re much farther.”
“But I have a keda.”
“And that’s how often you can convince him to take this trip?”
“Old FiveCircleUp’s pretty good, he hardly ever gets obstinate
on me, but I’ve only had him a decade. I think he might get
obstinate if we started doing commercial runs, but you see he’s not
minding the both of us and your sack added to the wagon.”
“Always pick a farm that’s on a gentle downhill slope to the
market, I always say.”
East Farm Road was that, till it got down to the bottomland and
became level. They talked and laughed the whole hour and a half till
they got to the flat and the edge of the city. At that point Esher took
the back street behind all the early markets. He had come often
enough that he knew how to cut several blocks off the trip to
Harvest House. Delsah had not known this route and noticed how
much shorter it was. By this time he was starting to worry himself.
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She was such a nice girl as well as pretty. Maybe she wasn’t
everyone’s idea of beauty, a little slender and her hair was straight
and plain. Her eyes had no tilt or curve and were a plain dark brown.
It was her sparkle, he thought, that made her so appealing. Delsah
had been planning on spending Noonsleep rough on the concert
field, but as Esher was buying anyway, she had no problem
accepting his invitation to share his room.
By the time they reached the market, her tee was dry. She made
an iron and a half on her panips, Esher made eight on his thesh. She
spent most of her change on a sexy little skirt at a knotcraft shop on
the way to the Little Plaza neighborhood. Their interests meshed
well, sell the crop, have a nice noonmeal at a city café overlooking
the river and then a shady inn for some energetic sex and a good
long sleep in a breezy loft while Kortrax made the city hot for
Afternoonday.
It was such a sweet sleep, she was cool and smooth, completely
uncovered in the gathering heat by the time sleep was over. He woke
up first and was glad to see she was still there and was still beautiful
when she woke up. “You can have the shower first,” she said
sleepily, “I’ll have a few more minutes rest. Don’t hurry.”
When he got out of the shower she was leaning out the window
looking at the sky. There were some puffballs here and there, a little
more than most Hareenduul’s but not enough to worry them. All the
valleys in the Sunhillow highlands are on the equator but under only
two miles of air, almost five miles above the docks of Yondure.
Afternoondays are hot all year, Dawnsleeps are always frigid and
most moisture falls as snow during Dawnsleep.
She hadn’t put anything on and had left the house quilt on the
mattress. She came out of the shower the same way. She looked
around the small room, really little more than a compartment, then
said. “It looks like we didn’t bring up anything for breakfast?”
“I’ll buy you brunch.”
“Oh you don’t have to, I’ve got to break this iron anyway.”
“You put that away, somewhere where no one’s going.”
“Oh I don’t know that I have any such places on a day like
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this.”
“Is that a come on?”
“To be honest with you, I like to have sex about four times on
festival day. I’m glad it’s going to be sunny enough so I can wear
this today.” She put her new skirt on while she talked, she was still
standing up, he was sitting on the mattress which was barely above
the floor near the window where the roof sloped down too low to
stand. From down here he could see up thru the open weave lower
part of the skirt to her sweet little lips. Perhaps that was what he
found so appealing about her, she was smooth and firm, almost like
a child, but had thick dark curls that he had enjoyed playing in. She
had no top for her new skirt but her own firm self.
He reached his arm out and wound it around her thigh, up until
he cupped her cheek. “We could have one of those four before we
step out for brunch.”
“Yeah, this’ll be my first time having sex with this skirt on.”
She undid his pants and sat down on him. He was really enjoying
meeting a girl this eager, even if it took him a few more minutes of
nuzzling and tonguing her nipples before he was really ready. He
knew she would flirt away from him before this festival was over,
but he would enjoy her for all he was worth while he could.
They didn’t take the wagon in the city, it would stay with
FiveCircleUp at the feedlot not far from Harvest House. It cost him
half another iron with the feed, but he seemed to be happy enough
and was waving his eyes with the other kedas in the lot as they left
him. They walked back and turned north on Great South Road. Two
blocks into South Road Heights they ran into a breakfast man who
was set up on the little patio in the shade of his house. You climbed
up thru the dayblooms to the patio, following a sign that said
‘breakfast plates, yellowplume on meershot egg, three pennies’. It
was a pretty, sweet-smelling place with umbrella-tree tables. There
was another couple and a foursome there already.
“A skillet each?” he asked.
They looked at each other, “They smell awfully good,” she
said.
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“Yeah,” Esher said.
“Got some nice wakeup cup here,” he said, “A penny a cup.
Come on up and help yourself while it’s fresh. You’ll find it’s just
what you need on a day like this.”
“What kind of day is that?”
“Hot, it’s gonna be hot. You want some of this, not those kettles
with steam coming off them.” This was cold, everyone in these
highlands saved snow from Dawnsleep in insulated boxes and used
it to keep food. Esher knew that wasn’t possible in the lowlands and
considered that a big drawback to living in those areas.
The table of four was closer to the cook than where they sat.
They could almost see the street thru the dayblooms from this side
of the patio. “Now this is almost like a neighborhood cook on the
‘Veshta shore,” she said.
“In a way, but wouldn’t you see some crystal towers scattered
around down there?”
“Not if they happened to be hidden by the house on the next
street the way they are here.”
She was right, Oterlaveshta had many clumps of crystal
buildings a mile or two apart across meanders and islands in the
lower Vesh. Almost all the crystal buildings in Dorilot were in a
single row along the waterfront, looking like one of the minor
clumps in ‘Veshta. They were actually on an island, just about a mile
from here. Two crystal buildings had now been started on the
mainland where the great bridges to West Dorilot and its beaches
came across.
Esher filled his travel mug with the morning juice and found it
was quite a tangy mix. There was plenty of fruit juice, much of it
tart. There must have been a tea of some kind, a nip of alcohol and
even a touch of yaag. A refreshing, ‘let’s get started with everything
for breakfast’ party-day wake-me-up.
“I’m glad we saw this sign,” Delsah said.
Esher agreed. He was still on a trip from the potency of her
yaag bottle, the ease of her lovemaking, her beauty, her touch. She
wasn’t trying to pull away from him yet, as long as this kept up, he
would certainly not pull away from her. He would be all the sadder
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when she did go, but he wouldn’t let that stop him from enjoying as
much as he could of festival day with her.
The breakfast was good, not as great as the drink, but nothing
to complain about. Esher wouldn’t have beat the egg that much
before frying it, but compared to some other cooks he’d encountered
in the city, it was great.
They walked another mile north up Great South Road. The road
does leave the city to the south, but it runs all the way out onto one
of the upstream docks on the north. Before they got that far they
turned on Spider’s Eye Road into the center of Little Plaza and the
park. As soon as they got to the street they could hear the sound
checks going on. Delsah giggled and ground his elbow into her chest
once more. If they hadn’t done it this wake-up, the point of her bare
nipple would have given him a boner. He was really going to hate it
when she wandered off.
As if reading his mind she said, “I want to tell you right now, if
I get to flirting, or even go off with someone, I still want to leave
with you. I won’t be gone long. I want to spend a long, late
Dusksleep with you at my place.”
“Does that mean the other two of the four are going to be out
and about today?”
“It could happen, but maybe not. I want to let it unfold as it
does and not worry about it. I want to know where to meet you. If
we get separated, meet me at duskmeal at Keibii’s, you know where
that is?”
“Right across from the park on the East.”
“That’s the one, you can see it right there,” she pointed. He
couldn’t actually see it since it was too small and far away and
behind all the plantings that laced the park.
“I think I want to sit somewhere straight out from the stage
near a good kegman.”
“Yeah,” she said, “Are you looking for anyone?”
He stopped and turned to her. He probably shouldn’t admit this
so soon, but he already cared enough about her to be honest with
her. “Delsah, you’re all I could look for in a festival. Sometimes
people I know find me, I tend to get too numb to notice.”
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“Then you may be all I look for in a festival. But we probably
should eat something more today.”
“You just laid out Duskmeal at Keibii’s.”
“Oh I can’t afford that,” she said as she started walking again.
“But I can, you get Nightday breakfast and we’ll figure it out
after that.”
“I saved four panips. We could eat a couple of them after our
first cup.”
“I’m still too full from brunch, we’ll get to them sometime,
want me to carry the bag?”
“No silly, it matches the tie of this skirt.”
“So that bag is part of your outfit?”
“Yeah.”
The park is more than a quarter mile on a side, the stage is
aimed south, near the middle. There’s a small pond right behind the
stage. That, the public restrooms and all the wagons the equipment
came on, delineates the crew area. He could see the dish of a solar
reflector and boiler to power the sound instead of a bank of guys
pedaling. That would be easier to keep going on a day like this
Afternoonday was going to be.
Esher got them each something light green with quite a bit of
sunshine in it as soon as they finished the morning brew. No doubt
he would be drinking something darker before many hours passed,
but for now this was good and only a penny. He didn’t doubt that
Delsah would be drinking something darker before dark either, he
had discovered she was quite a partier. All the more reason for him
to get hung up on her, all the more reason he should know better.
She parked in a great spot near that keg at the base of a large
tree, more than big enough for both of them to lean against. “How
soon do you think it will be before someone starts playing?” she
asked.
“I think it’s always a battle between the bands who want to start
playing now and the vendors who want to keep the people milling
around looking at their wares.”
“But it’s the faire the pays the bands isn’t it?”
“Mostly the kegmen, the trinket vendors might kick in an iron
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each on a good day.”
“Are these the new city pennies?” she said about his change,
elaborately embossed plastic chips that interlocked with a very fine
mesh around he edge. There was a beautiful color picture of the
Dorilot waterfront embedded in the plastic, the front and back face
of the island. The back face had to be pasted up out of many photos
and shrunk down to fit the coin. He was glad she asked because of
the way she pressed against him doing so.
“Yeah, that’s what it says. Four tenners and three singles left
from that iron. We should be able to drink on that even at two a cup
for the good stuff.”
“Don’t blow a whole iron on drinking,” she said.
“What did I earn it for? Why did I wander the hills gathering it?
So I could enjoy this festival to the fullest. I would spend it even
without the most beautiful and interesting and sexiest company I’ve
had at a festival in many, many decades, if ever.”
“Esher, please, I’m just a regular plots girl here for the festival
myself. If you want to be with me, sure, I’m all for it. I don’t think
I’ve been at a festival with a guy I was having such a great time with
either since I can remember, but you’re doing too much for me and
flattering me too much. Let’s just lay back and enjoy. We’re happy
with each other, we don’t need to go looking for anything or anyone.
Let’s just cuddle up and enjoy each other until the music starts.”
They did that, become wrapped up in each other for perhaps
another hour, maybe more, enjoying much, but saying little. A few
real notes made there way across the field. Someone had come up to
the yandrille. They took a few more pulls of their cups and settled in
for the ride.
It was after they’d had lunch of the panips she’d saved and a
few more cups of yaag. Delsah was still with him, she hadn’t made
any motion to go join anyone else except when a few people she
knew came by and she went to play nude flying ring with them for
awhile. They were still by the tree, there were other people around it
also by this time. What an Afternoonday this had become! The
music was great, the people nearby liked to party, the sun was hot
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but the shade was delightful. He lay on the ground now in perfect
tranquility, absorbing the peaceful joy all around him.
He idly watched a few nude girls throwing the flying ring
around. They were pretty, but he didn’t think they were as pretty as
Delsah when she was out with them. She had now returned to sit
beside him so his head rested on her sweet thigh, making him too
warm and relaxed to spoil it by trying to move. She was sitting on
her unwrapped skirt and in a conversation with some of their
neighbors about ‘Veshta. The talked about things like what canals
went where and what was on them. It had started because of the
music, the band before this one was from there. This was ‘Unglue’
from right here in Dorilot. Esher had heard them before, though not
at this festival. They were very psychedelic and free form, playing a
lot of little woopy/weepy little levers as well as yandrille and toms.
They were wiping sweat from their faces as they ran to different
little levers they had connected up to different sounds.
He had been to their lab once, where they invented the sound
patches they worked up. It was meant for those doing acid, but this
yaag and this warm and quick-witted woman were giving him no
inclination to move and certainly no inclination to take anything
stronger. The hypnotic throbbing and spinning of the music was
taking his head places gravity didn’t allow his body to follow. They
had a screen going like they had in the lab but you couldn’t see it at
all in the mid Afternoonday sun and he didn’t care, he knew what it
looked like and could see it in his mind.
The guy just the other side of the tree was passing him a bong
but Esher was pretty wasted already. Delsah reached for it for him
however, seeing as it was leaf, not norrot. Esher knew a couple of
people who were around before yaag was introduced, so he had
smoked leaf in the past. He took a rip to be sociable. It’s a quicker
hit that way, but not as healthy.
So with all that going on, and Delsah shotgunning him her hit,
he thought it was probably a hallucination or just a cloud that he saw
in the sky, so he didn’t say anything. It looked a little like a cloud in
color, but it was very round and very finely detailed. It was moving
slowly and steadily across the sky, in a different direction from the
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other clouds. Of course that sometimes happened with clouds at
different altitudes. He noticed that the song that was being played at
the time went with it, and maybe that was giving him the vision.
Still, he’d only had yaag, no real hallucinogens unless there was
something in that morning juice.
He noticed that one of the other girls nearby had seen it also
and was watching it. “What do you think that is?” he asked her.
“You see it too?” she asked.
“What?” the guy with her asked, looking where she was
staring.
“I thought it was part of the song,” she said, “although it
doesn’t look like a fireball, more like a cloudball.”
“It’s a cloud,” the guy who handed them the bong said.
“I see a skinny halo way out around it,” Delsah said.
“Ice clouds do that,” the other guy said, “See how it’s not
moving with the other clouds, that means it’s really high.”
“I guess,” Delsah said, but didn’t sound convinced.
“I still think it’s part of the song,” the girl said. “It must be
something floating just a little ways up. That halo must be like a fan
or something to push it.”
“It’s too high,” the ice cloud theorist said.
They all watched it for a long time. It took nearly a half hour to
get out of sight, long after the song was over. It eventually
disappeared in the east, opposite the general direction of clouds.
It was after a long wait for a very good Duskmeal, and they
were back in the park again, high on the grassy bank in the
southwest corner. They were too full to make the walk back to the
feedlot right away so they stayed on this hill on the dying fumes of
all the yaag they’d consumed during the day, watching the crew tear
down and pack up. The real cleanup wouldn’t happen till next week
since it was already too dark to do very much good trying to pick
bits of trash out of the ribbonleaves.
“Doesn’t that look like that cloud again?” Delsah asked,
pointing into the sky at the west.
“A little,” Esher answered, “But it was rounder before, it’s now
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just half illuminated, it looks like half of it is behind the sky in a
way.”
“Why isn’t it as red as the others?” she wondered.
“It must be really high.” He thought about the fact that they had
no dark-worthy clothes with them. If he hadn’t met her, he would
have left hours ago. “We should get going, even with FiveCircleUp
pulling us, it’s going to be a couple hours till we get to your place
and it’s going to get pretty cold.”
“We’ll just have to cuddle closer on the wagon,” she said in
response.
They cuddled closer on the walk back to South Dorilot
Crossing and down that street and a block back to the feedlot where
he’d left FiveCircleUp. He saw the wagon, just where it should be,
but the keda was not in sight. Normally FiveCircleUp would smell
Esher even if he was asleep and be slowly strolling and stretching up
towards the wagon as Esher got to the harness. Instead he had to
wade thru the ribbonleaves already damp with dew, and see that
FiveCirleUp was not in the field.
Delsah could see what had happened by his silhouette as he
walked back across the field. The lanterns on the street on the far
side were enough to see what had happened. She came to him,
walking at first and then running into his arms. He began to
appreciate even more what he might have gained on this trip to the
city, in spite of this loss. FiveCircleUp had been with him a decade,
he thought he was settled, but then he realized how short a time a
decade is to a keda, ‘I stopped in a little scrape and got humanscratched a bit’ was all a decade was to an animal where an
individual might live as long as humans had been in existence and
the keda as a species went back at least fourteen thousand centuries.
The keeper was dumbfounded that FiveCircleUp had gotten out
of his field. He was all apologies and refunded his money and even
offered to give them quilts if they needed to sleep in the wagon. A
keda straying is not an unknown thing, especially during festival
when schedules were off, but getting out of a latched gate was quite
unusual. He had to admit, his schedule was way off. FiveCircleUp
had never known him to be so late before so he had probably taken
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off for home. Esher wished he’d found a way to bring the wagon
with him.
For a third of an iron Esher and Delsah were able to beg a tow.
Delsah was how they got the tow, he doubted there was any way he
could have advertised well enough by himself. It was pretty late in
the Dusk now, they were very glad to get a tow as far as Delsah’s.
He had to wedge the wagon in some overgrown bushes in front of
her place. Her street was little more than a path that he could never
get the wagon on. Her home was cute but tiny, he couldn’t see much
of it in the dark. There was a roof, the floor was thickly padded and
was the mattress. The walls were only the mats and she had sewn
them up out of old awnings or something like that. She laced them at
the corners to make her home snug for the dark.
Their third sex of festival day was before they fell asleep there.
They spent a rainy Nightday in her cute little cottage puzzling over
maps of Yondure by candlelantern and having sex until they were
both sore. Her acre included the cabin, the bushes in front, under
which his wagon was stuffed, half of the path in front, half of the
bushes on the three other sides of the yard. What must have once
been another room in the cottage had grown in with trunks and
branches now. It looked like she kept enough aisles snipped clear
and enough branches snipped off to use it as a closet.
Her bed was her couch and her main room. There was a table at
the end of the bed, a counter opposite the table with doors at each
end of the counter. The small space between table and counter was
the only place tall enough to stand. There was a tiny ceramic
fireplace opposite the table on the passage to the bed. It was used for
cooking as well as heat. The starter canvas was still up on her
ceilings, but the way it barely moved said there was at least an
eighth inch of leaf grown up on top of it.
In spite of the small house and yard, her garden produced well.
There were more panips saved on the stems and they were field-ripe.
She stuffed them with the marinated fruit of her traps, minced with
the panip seeds in a buiberry jelly. It was a darkmeal that he would
remember long and well, as long as he would remember rocking that
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cabin while the Nightday rain turned to Dawnsleep sleet that
shushed down the roof.
By the time Morningday came he knew he was hopelessly in
love with this girl. They made plans to see each other again in four
weeks, for lunch of Chezhervizhod Morningday at a roadhouse a
little way from here. He wished he could stay longer, but he had to
get back to his place and he would have to beg a tow from some
farmer going up the road with an empty wagon. Delsah was nice
enough to help him with that once again.
He got a tow only on East Farm Road. Where he had to turn off
he had to leave the wagon. He knew Alwaz who lived two houses
up. Together they were able to push it into his yard where he had a
space it could stay until Afternoonday when Esher could get back
here with FiveCircleUp. Of course Alwaz had a little cask of his
home-brew going, so he stopped for the end of that and gushed
about Delsah until Alwaz couldn’t stand it any more. With all of that
he didn’t make it back to his house until Noonsleep.
When he did get back, he found no trace of FiveCicleUp. That
meant he hadn’t just gone home when he thought it was time. He
was gone stray, just as he had done when he arrived. Esher was
without a keda once again. He might as well go back down there and
put a ‘for sale’ sign on the wagon. But he still couldn’t get into a bad
mood because of that appointment with Delsah at Kolum’s. He
would keep that appointment even if he walked thru Dawnsleep to
get there.
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4. In the Museum
After decades of exploration 50^ was convinced that the
translator was no longer in the conclave and must have been taken
by humans. In the four decades he had lived in these Highlands he
had found only a few who remembered the days of God Pronna. He
had known over a hundred who remembered the God when he lived
in the thick air. Those who knew of God Pronna and most of those
who didn’t all agreed that if humans had stolen an artifact from
Pronna it would be in the big nest they named with the noise
‘Museum’. That was down among the biggest piles of human nests
by the river. He met others at other times who were able to tell him
what it looked like and where it was among piles of human nests in
this valley.
There is really only one big pile of human nests in all the
valleys that border Traygol. Compared to the way humans pile nests
down in the thick air, it’s not much but there aren’t as many humans
up here, or Kedas for that matter. The biggest piles here are on a
little spit of land that humans have made into an island in the river
by digging and walling in with stones. The museum was not on that
island, but near it on the inner shore near a small bridge, not one of
the long bridges that went all the way across the main river. 5O^ had
never been to those parts of the local human warrens. It seemed that
humans who had Kedas dropped off the extra food they could raise
near the edge of the heavily human infested areas and the humans
themselves dragged it deeper within.
This last decade he’d been staying with a human and hoping to
get a chance to see that building. If he went back to work pulling the
wagons that humans ride, he would probably have seen it long ago.
But the Kedas who had that work wouldn’t share it in this small
patch of piled human nests. So he picked a human who was not
close to the nest piles, but out in the open, something he got used to
in his three decades exploring the conclave. This human took food to
those landless humans a couple times a year, but never to the
‘museum’ itself. Once he was a paying customer in these city
grazing fields he had become friendlier with the guys who pulled the
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wagons in this city.
The day he must get that device was upon him, it didn’t matter
that it was hidden deep in the human warrens inside one of their
nests. God Pronna had returned. He had seen Pronna in the sky
today, once earlier and again as Kortrax left for the underworld. As
soon as it got too dark for humans to see well, 5O^ departed. He
took a nice human-made pack sack down from the racks and put it
on himself. That got the attention of several of the youngster’s that
were staying with him in this transient field. There were many eyes
waving when he opened the gate and closed it behind himself. Let
the humans think his human had been here. He had already told all
the other Kedas to help in sending the humans back to Pronna and
showed them Pronna, who was now getting higher in the sky, much
faster than Narrulla. He told them he was off to speak with God
Pronna about that now.
Humans count a year when Kortrax is furthest to the north,
that’s now. They must have learned it from Pronna who picked now
to appear. His human would want to go home in the dark if it didn’t
find a mate with a nearby nest. It could be almost back to this field
now.
Once out on the street he found that having a supply sack tied
to him made him seem a lot more legitimate to the humans around,
even though the sack was now empty. He could have been just sent
home, that did happen, many Kedas talked about it. Most talked
about getting sent home with the wagon. One he often met down
here went on and on about how once his human found out he could
get the harness and wagon off, he never did it for him any more.
This was stupid whining, proving once again how lazy everyone had
become. 5O^ remembered when Kedas taught humans how to make
harnesses, back when there were many translators around.
Even though darkness was nearly full, he could see where the
thickest human nests were. He couldn’t see that they were on an
island from here, it looked like taller trees along the river with more
of the little fires in them that humans use to see in the dark. There
were plenty of paths wide enough to walk comfortably, maybe two
side by side or in passing. In passing he asked all the Kedas if they
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knew of the nest that humans called the Museum, and enough did to
keep him pointed in the right direction.
He was near the deepest human constructions now, here they
were piled almost as thick as they had been around the field he lived
in during his old life back in the deeps. This was as deep as they
piled them here, unlike in his old home where they only got deeper
till you got to the islands. On one of them there were spires going up
miles. Here he saw the island, it was separated by a canal he could
almost jump. There were many small bridges over it like he had
been told. The island was piled with human nests to about three
times the height of the tallest wild tree. On this side of that canal
there were very few nest piles higher than a big wild tree.
Pronna was brighter than Cynd or Kunae in the sky lighting the
way for him. There were still many humans up and quite a few
Kedas helping them. He circled inward on the museum and spread
the word of Pronna while Pronna was still visible in the sky. Pronna
went into a strange eclipse sideways by the time he actually got to
the stone pile he was sure was called ‘museum’. It was built of
squared-off stone blocks that humans would need help with. There
were thick old trees growing over them and lots of turrets up in their
limbs but it didn’t seem to be swarming with humans at the present
time.
Humans have a way of disabling the handles on the wooden
panels that they put across openings. They are clever and busy little
tinkerers like that, whatever they do, it is never enough, they always
have to work something more onto it. He found all the handles on
the large openings were disabled. He also saw that humans made
alarmed noises at him if they found him in the process of
discovering that. He didn’t know what they meant by them of
course. He pointed to the pack he had as authorization, but it didn’t
seem to satisfy them, so he left, with a bit of quiet haste.
That made him have to come back to that nest by a different
route, rather longer than his first spiral into it, and by the time he
did, there was hardly anyone out to ask directions of. The good news
was, once he finally found the right pile of stones again, there were
very few humans out now. Still he thought it was a good idea to
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crawl into the plants that were around the building.
Of course all the portals were still disabled. Humans seemed to
do this when the nest was unoccupied. They seldom posted guards.
He next tried all the smaller openings that he could reach. These
were blocked with something that was nearly invisible, and some
sticks of wood. These would not open either.
This was not good. If he climbed up above, it would be arduous
and he would certainly be seen. Instead he decided he would have to
damage this nest to get into it. He knew he could do so, the stuff that
was nearly invisible was quite fragile, all he had to do was tap it
with his claws and it would break out. He waited until there were no
humans nearby, they would be able to hear the noise. He had to get
that stuff out of the way and then break out the sticks. He had to
claw out a lot of fragments of that nearly invisible stuff that had
been in the opening.
Now he stayed quiet for a few minutes, waiting to see if any
humans would notice. He also didn’t know if he could really fit thru
the opening. In spite of his care, the stuff that had been in the
opening broke with toothy edges that his fur might not be enough to
stop. The opening was very small, it was hard enough getting his
head in. Each leg had to come in one at a time, and to do so he had
to press hard against the opening. His blood left some blue stains
behind, he wondered what they would make of that?
So now he was in here, but where did he have to go and how
would he recognize the translator when he saw it? The only other
artifact of the God he knew was the caller, so he’d go by that. 5O^
had seldom been inside a human nest before but it was about what
he expected from looking inside them. It was all divided up into
chambers and tunnels, not as smooth and flowing as Keda digs used
to be, but all angular and geometric. There was nothing in this
chamber but the discarded husks of shed human artificial fur. They
have so little fur of their own that they make themselves furs from
plant fibers or even skins of various animals. These discarded skins
smelled worse than their flesh did.
It was very cramped, he had to squeeze himself thru the portal,
which was just squared off tall and skinny like a human. After that
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he found a passageway, all skinny and tall also, but wide enough so
he could just about walk, but somewhat uncomfortably. By the time
he got his whole body out of the discarded fur chamber he had to
squeeze his head around a corner. Now there was a longer
passageway, but not much wider.
He had to dip each shoulder to get around this abrupt and
narrow passage, but he was able to get thru. He walked quietly thru
the building, wishing that humans dunged their ceilings also so the
fungus could grow and provide some light. All he had was the dim
glow of the dying heat, and that was barely enough to see his way.
There were many portals in this passageway, and most of them were
open. Many of them were chambers that reached the outer wall of
the structure and there were holes in the outer wall admitting a little
bit of light from the outside. What light there was came from a few
little fires used by humans nesting in the nearby trees, but it was
enough to let him see the objects in the chambers. He didn’t go into
any of them because they were full of little boxes made of that
nearly transparent stuff and he was afraid to blunder into them.
He came to a passageway that sloped up. Humans always make
these passageways steep and cut notches in the floor. This was
clumsy, but nothing he couldn’t deal with, no worse than tangled
roots on a forested hillside. This lead to another level, a level a lot
like the first but with a bit more light. He wandered down that
passage, looking into the chambers he passed. He did it carefully
and quietly, none of their panels had their handles disabled once he
was inside the building. He carefully put them back, they were
flimsy sticks of wood, certainly designed to be operated by dainty
little human paws and not Keda claws. He was careful to press the
handle with the side of his claws so he didn’t gouge the soft wood.
Just then he heard humans walking in one of the chambers and
saw a lot of light behind him, they must have come thru a wall gate.
They would come thru into this passage and see him. He could hear
them making noises to each other. It sounded like there was one of
each kind. The fertilizing gamete donors have deeper voices all out
of proportion to their slight difference in size. He stumped along
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rapidly on his wrists to keep his claws from clattering on the floor
and ducked into the only opening large enough to take him. He
found that this opening went nowhere, there was just a little hollow
thing lightly stuck to the floor and rows of paper stuff hanging on
the back wall. That wall was only a few feet back so the only thing
he could do was try to hide behind this little hollow thing the
humans had fashioned out of pieces of wood. He had to contort so
hard it was painful. He knew he could be seen if he didn’t get all the
way under this flimsy construction.
To his dismay, the humans got up on top of this thing. Now
humans are small, but they’re dense and they’re active and there
were two of them and this position was bad enough already. He
knew this assemblage of sticks they had made here would have
collapsed if he hadn’t been under it, all of their weight was on the
points of his 2nd and 3rd knees and hips. He had to use his cramped
muscles to keep it off his 2nd and 3rd breastbones below so he could
breath. He couldn’t believe they didn’t know he was here.
His big advantage was, these humans would never be expecting
that there was a Keda lying stuffed up as small as he could behind
and under these little sticks. He knew a human could smell a Keda
in close quarters, but he must smell more like those shed furs in the
chamber he first entered. He kept his breathing swallow, if he took a
deep breath he would lift the top off this counter and they would
start shrieking. They were making quiet noises to each other. The
smaller bounced up and down, then chirped and began removing the
plant fiber cloaking it’s body.
He knew it, they were going to practice reproducing right on
top of this counter. Well, he hoped they thought the noise his breaths
were making were part of the counter creaking. He savored his
revenge knowing the next time they jumped up on this counter
without his ribs and folded knees to hold it up instead of these dry
little wooden sticks, they were going to get bruises at least as large
as his were going to be. They would look a lot bigger and show a lot
worse on them.
Humans are more active than ever when they do this and it
takes them one hell of a long time. If reproducing takes this much
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energy for them and takes this long, he wondered why they are so
eager to do it? Even now when it hardly ever works? It must be
because they were ephemeral until so recently and reproduction is so
imperative for ephemerals.
After they finally left, he had to get out slowly, tail, then one
leg at a time. He couldn’t move more than one anyway, and had a
hard time getting the first one out. He found he couldn’t do it from
the front, he had to work his outer side back from fourth and third,
then he could bend enough to get his fourth inner leg out, his third
into the corner and then back himself out. His dead eye was hurt
again, fourth time this century. His ribs were worse than anything
but there wasn’t enough circulation at the time for him to feel them
until much later.
He could move along this passageway again until it reached a
doorway that was large enough for the humans to afford it two flaps
of wood to bar it off. In here was a very large space, about the size
rooms used to be in the conclaves. It was not dug in solid rock, this
whole enclosure was tinkered up by humans out of stones and roots
and some added sticks of wood, finely crafted. There were openings
that exposed some of the sky. That was just enough light to see that
this room was very scary.
Humans have a way of making things even more dangerous
then fences and crossbows and that’s the nearly transparent stuff.
This was the greatest collection of it he had ever seen. He knew
there were bigger ones in the monstrous collection of human nests
he used to live near, but he never went inside those, they were often
full of smaller spaces than this building had been. The whole floor
of this room was covered in delicate boxes of that transparent stuff,
each up on spindly little legs. One brush of even his tail would send
one crashing over, causing sharp shards and noise, and that would
bring humans. The biggest ones were guarding the periphery of the
room, so he slunk as carefully as he could down the path toward the
center and found it was an insidious trap the humans had laid, the
delicate boxes on legs were smaller here toward the center, but they
were easier to miss in the dark, and the space between them was
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blocked by even smaller ones just before the center aisle.
This was clearly an important temple to humans, and these
artifacts on the tables in the center must be the most precious. He
saw them, and immediately was convinced this was really a humanmade temple to God Pronna. They had been ephemeral for at least
five hundred generations if you count a generation on the last child,
since they had last seen God Pronna, but here on the table in the
center of the temple were artifacts brought by Pronna. There were
two broken calling eyes, one of them only half there, another one
with a big chip taken out of it. There were other objects on the table,
mostly some of the little stainless steel trophies God Pronna would
give out along with some human metal artifacts from the age when
they played out all the mines. With them was one more round grey
ball, featureless but for a single lens.
“Are you the translator?” he asked it.
It’s lens projected eyes on the wall and ceiling that was it’s
reply. It would have been more intelligible if it had eyes on tentacles
come out of it, but 5O^ understood the meaning. “I am a translator.”
“I am here to rescue you from the humans,” he said.
“Take me to a view of sky,” it asked.
“As quickly as I can,” he told it. He had the strap and sack with
him this time. He was proud of himself for being able to get it on.
He knew it was human made, it was more finely crafted then the
greatest Keda artist in the whole reign of Saggoth could produce, but
at least he could use it.
Now that he had it, he was less worried about discovery. He
would get out of this human nest as fast as he could and out to the
tunnels of the ancient Traygol conclave that were only a few dozen
miles from this pile of human nests. He encountered a human in the
passage that went downhill. It was afraid of him and ran, he used the
time wisely to get away. He remembered a rumor he once heard that
when humans disable the handle on the planks they block portals
with, they disable only the outside. He tested that rumor at speed
and found it to be true, not only did the doors open, the handle flew
right off and rattled down the notched stone path. He would have to
be sure and pass that information on when appropriate. Meanwhile
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he twined down the notched stone slope in front of this temple and
got to a wide path.
No doubt the human he had scared would have found more of
it’s kind by now and they might start getting loud any second. He
trotted briskly down this street. He knew which way east was and
took the straightest paths in that direction. He knew he was passing
to the north of where his human expected him to be, and he knew his
human would be distressed. It would have to drag the wagon back or
leave it to the humans here in the nest pile of humans with no Keda.
It was empty, but there were hills, and it’s small body could not even
roll the empty wagon back to it’s own nest. It would need to get
some other human to coax their Keda into doing him a favor to get it
home, or get several humans to team up, they will do that if they
have to. It takes about four of them to move with difficulty what a
single Keda can hardly feel.
There were lots of human paths out to the east, he trotted along
for a couple hours until he noticed most humans had gone to sleep.
By then there were just normal human settlements around again, not
where he lived but just like it, a little flatter. He went up a garden
path. There was open range out behind already, but there were
fences here and Kedas within them. He asked each one if they could
open their gate and come with him for awhile. Those that hadn’t
bothered to figure out how to operate a gate, he showed.
He had four witnesses by the time he got to the range. They
trotted gently over the first roll of the plain in the east Dorilot valley
so there could be no humans watching. “Who remembers God
Pronna?” 5O^ asked them.
Not one raised an eye. Damn.
“God Pronna brought us humans to do everything for us, four
hundred centuries ago. With this...” he brought forth the translator
and twenty rings of lashes drew back. At first it was just that he
could bring a small object forth from a human-made pouch by
himself, they would find out it’s real magic soon, “I can ask Pronna
to take them back.”
Four Kedas waved as one, “No!”
“Yes, we have become brain dead, we don’t even raise our own
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young any more...”
“It wouldn’t be life without my humans,” one of them said. “I
love my humans, they are so cuddly and so active. I would hate life
without my humans. I have two,” he babbled on about them, “my
original one brought home a mate and I hope they have a cub. I had
a human cub once and they are the...”
“Oh shut up,” 5O^ said. Actually the Keda equivalent of.
“I love my human too,” another said, “He’s as loyal to me as I
am to him, maybe even more. I strayed on him once, like you’re
doing now, he took me back with nothing but hugs and scratches,
not one turd in my yard, not even when I was gone.”
“But what of us?” 5O^ asked.
“What of us?” a couple of them asked.
“What do we do for ourselves, our own culture?”
“What’s a culture?”
“I do all my own grazing, I dug my own scrape.”
“Did you ever dig one thru to connect with someone else’s?”
“Why? No one else around here has one.”
“So you can visit without your human’s knowledge once in
awhile,” he chose for an answer of many he could give.
“My human parties so much he only knows where I am and
who I’m talking to if he’s looking for me,” the loyal one said.
“Who’s human can speak to them?” another asked.
No eyes went up.
“There’s never been a problem communicating among us
guys,” another said.
“I already know how to operate gates,” the one who did said.
“Yeah, it’s no big deal,” another said.
“But there are way too many of them,” 5O^ pressed.
“Gates?” the one who could operate them said, “None of us has
more than one or two.”
“No, too many humans,” 5O^ said.
“Over to the west there are, but around here we’ve each got one
or two, that seems about right. How many do you have?”
“Just one, but that’s more than enough.”
“Then go live out east another fifty miles, no human’ll ever
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find you out there.”
“What about the great piles of humans?” he went on, “a few
decades ago I came from a deep basin where the big pile of human
nests are the size of mountains.”
“Like the Traygols?” one asked.
5O^ trained an eye, then a second on the Traygols. It was not
too dark to see the shapes of those mountains against the sky. No,
the Traygols were more like the Gligzath. “Those piles of humans
nests were a hundred times the size of the one on the little island
here, the thick coating of human nests was ten times as wide around
it.”
“But not as big as the Traygols,” the other replied, “and they
are pretty much human-free.”
“Yeah, just go live out there,” the one with the loyal but
partying human said.
“I don’t care what you do with the extra humans,” the one who
could already operate gates said, “but you tell your old God to leave
my humans alone, thank you very much. I thank him for them, thank
you very much, they’re fine.”
5O^ trotted away in disgust, let them find their own way back
into their fences, or do they need their humans to do that for them
too? Once he was out of sight he let his claws dig and ran alternate
leg till he was winded, pretending he was a wild thonga on this
plain. The land started to roll and started to get a little brushy when
he was pooped as he should be from a good workout.
He wondered what the odds were of encountering a wild
theirops out here? He had run quite a few miles since the last fence.
He knew humans would wander around in the wilderness with a
standard deviation of about a mile from their nest. There would be
less than one human a year this far from their settlements, in the
light.
He stood his manes on end smelling for human and found nary
a live multicellular organism from that evolution within a mile. He
detected no telltale of theirops either, but knew he had too much
wind and too much in common to tag anything but theirops mating
and shit markers. There was plenty from the kedoid phylum of life
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in these shrubs.
With his manes fully pointed he measured the wind. It came
from uphill. A theirops will attack from downwind because it knows
from upwind the stench of it’s mouth will give it away as it salivates
before pouncing to snap off the first limb.
5O^ didn’t actually believe a theirops could snap a leg off him.
5O^ knew he could bring eight four-inch claws meant for clawing
dirt to bear on that theirops while it tried that and he would be going
for the folds between the breastbones with all his might. He would
disembowel that theirops while it worried a joint off him. 5O^
would be an old seven after that.
And he caught himself knowing it, he caught himself knowing
he would get back on seven to his human, and that human would
take him to the big pile of humans where he’d just escaped from the
Pronna Temple, and they’d grow a new leg on him like the old one
and his human would hug him and feel sorry for him the whole time.
So here, even in his greatest dream of the grandeur of his kind, he
was dreaming of his human taking him back and fixing it when it
was all caved in.
He checked to make sure he had put the translator back in the
pouch, he had, he went so far as to take it out and check that
somebody didn’t sneak a rock in there when he wasn’t looking. It
was the translator. He put it back away. Once he was relatively
comfortable that he was in a spot where he could let one eye-mane
stand duty at a time, he did that and rested the thirty hours till
daylight. Once it was just light enough to see to run, he set out.
What did he know so far?
He had the translator, it continued to work, but the rituals said
he needed to get to the ancient Traygol conclave’s fifth entrance.
What did he know about that? It was in these mountains he was
running toward in the first light of dawn. He was an automaton of
running, one eye resting lightly on guidance, it was eye to leg pipe
connection more than that. The country got thicker, he had to drop to
a chain-walk to get thru it at times.
He knew the location of the correct entry to the conclave in
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ancient memory, passed to him by an egg parent from sometime in
the past [like the oligocene period on Earth]. He knew he would
recognize it’s location, it was beginning to look familiar already, but
the mountains were softer than in the ancestral memory. This was
how an ancestor had come home from the plains. He homed on the
shapes of the mountains that Kortrax was lifting from. As he got
closer the shape of the land triggered other inherited memories till
he knew what the compound would look like.
But it wasn’t. Where his ancestor’s memories told him the
brook should come out of the compound thru a little canyon, it came
out of a burrow at the bottom of a hill from a pretty big human
village. At first glance it seemed that the compound’s yard had been
filled in with human ruins to a depth of about 40 feet by now. They
once went thru a phase of throw-away stuff about forty centuries
ago, they probably filled it in then.
He approached the stream coming out of where this gate to the
conclave used to be. He had inherited the memory that the stream
came out of the conclave mouth. It smelled strongly of plastic and
oil. He noticed it came out thru a big plastic-lined burrow, one he
might be able to squeeze into. There were no humans or Kedas here
to see if he went in there. He slunk up next to it, checked the
translator once more and checked to see if he could fit.
Just.
He could go around to another entrance and backtrack but that
would take another pass of Kortrax and he noticed that God Pronna
was already gone from the sky. He might be too late already. He had
better try this burrow.
He couldn’t swing his legs in here but he could inch along
without too much discomfort. Once again he was in blackness, but
this time it had been noon, his eyes weren’t ready for it. He went
along by feel. The burrow was smooth plastic all the way around, he
came to few particles on the floor, most were rotting blobs of
organic matter, smelled like a lot of them were dead chiggleblossoms.
When he encountered something it was with his upper lip. It
was stone. The tunnel got considerably smaller and lower. The
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water, which had been ankle deep at most in the plastic part, was
now knee deep and the mud under it was more than ankle deep. It
was just as dark, there were no photons at all. The roof and walls
were roughly cut stone blocks that hurt his eyes when he bumped
into them. It was so low he had to crouch even more than in the
plastic burrow.
He came to a block that had fallen from the top and had a big
pile of evil-smelling dirt on top of it. He spent hours digging, but
with the persistence of a quibarta, he would get into this conclave.
At least the water was washing the dirt away so he didn’t have to
back it all the way out. The stench of the dirt that was falling was
horrible. He was so glad the current was taking it away. He had to
dig around the end of the fallen block to let the water out that had
backed up behind it. All the while he had nothing but feel and smell
to tell him what was going on.
The water didn’t seem to be going down on the far side of the
block, but it was rising on this side. It was too deep on the far side
for him to keep his spiracles above it. He worried about the whole
place filling up till he couldn’t keep his spiracles up. Gradually the
water level began to descend. It was at least an hour until it had gone
down enough that he could move on and keep his spiracles above it.
As soon as he tried to get into the next section of tunnel, he found
that there was enough current that his body blocked it and made it
come over his spiracles. He had to back out and wait another hour.
There were limps in the water and three of them found him
almost at once, making him bang his head as he came out of there.
The reek was overpowering so he was getting into a bad mood
anyway, so he rent the limps totally asunder, they’d never try biting
a Keda again. Then the others went after their dead comrades and
didn’t bother him for minute. He was sure there would be more
upstream. He waited two more hours.
By now the mud was to his ankles and the water to his knees
again. He forged ahead, busy with the limps the whole way, too
squashed to ever get a good slap at them. All he could do was maybe
dislodge them. He had to just tune out the pain in his knees, he
hoped they would get hot enough to light the way, they felt like they
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were hot enough, but they didn’t provide any light. He had to lead
with his chin, there wasn’t room to thrust his forelegs forward
without sliding on his armpits, something he certainly didn’t want to
do with these limps.
His hearing told him first that there was a larger space ahead.
He inched faster, ignoring the limps till he could stand up. He was
still on muddy ground in shallow water, but above and to the sides
there was room. His instinct told him where he was, in the entry
hall. There would be a steepening slope to one side or the other. He
heard the trickle of water and knew it would be across a pool. There
would be limps in here also, with no Kedas on watch for most of
four hundred centuries.
He made his way across as quickly as he could, on the trickling
slope he took care of all the limps, hopefully for the last time. His
tongue knew the water was still pure, the conclave was built above
the aquifer in the bulk of the Traygols. He used it to wash out all the
scrapes and dings and gouges and cuts he had built up ever since he
first had to break into that nest the humans called ‘museum’. Then
he slept for a long time. He had an ancestor who knew all the main
tunnels and a lot of the small ones and even a good deal of the secret
ones in this great conclave. He knew exactly where he had to go
where the crystals in the rocks would let the translator speak right to
God Pronna. But first he would sleep.
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5. In Opposition
When they were parked, the piloting of Om’s motion was no
longer something that required the three of them to remain in the
control room area. Hank relaxed by dropping out of the world’s
positioning mind and becoming individual for a few hours. His
individual interest was a concern for knowledge of the human home
world so he decided to swim to the environs of those instruments
that would best resolve the noise coming from the human home
world. He began discussing it with other interested individuals who
were converging on the area. In Om there aren’t a lot of big ugly
devices. When everyone can receive the TV picture directly and
interact with it directly, there isn’t the need for as much hardware.
You could say that most of their hardware is simply modeled in
software in their minds. The fact that the radio collector was a faint
ring around Om didn’t interfere, the location chosen as the radio
astronomy room was arbitrary. The particles of the ring would be
focused toward whatever space in Om the population agreed was the
radio astronomy room.
By the time Hank got there he was immersed in the noise. To
actually be in orbit at the human home world would be deafening.
They would have to shield Om, probably at the opposing orbital
point, so they could keep the sun between them and Om. As
observation time built up, it could be detected that there were new
sources appearing and old ones disappearing. That must mean that
most of the strongest ones were on the human’s home planet itself
and being moved out of sight by it’s rotation. Their planet is at a
strong G type star, thus it’s rotation was a quick twenty four hours.
There were squeals of all kinds in it, but they noticed there was
a grinding in each of them that could not be consistent with
planetary rotation or even atmospheric turbulence. It was of the
frequency of human noises so they thought up some tools and
resolved the modulation out of it. The resulting audio was routed to
local transducers and the result sounded to their physical auditory
organs like one or more humans in the chamber. The translators
could not render their meaning at first, but it was apparent that many
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of them were excited. An Earth human of 1951, if one was there,
would have immediately known it was eleven and a half year old
radio news accounts of Hitler’s blitzkrieg thru Poland.
In their playing with wire and magnets, they had devised ways
of putting such incredible electromagnetic power into their voices
that they could be heard from eleven light years away. As this news
wound its way thru the wormholes at ten thousand light-years a
jump, most cognizant species on the Pronna worlds took notice.
Om found it quite interesting to focus translators on the
human’s noises and find out if any abstract meaning could be
translated from them. There were many interested in carrying this
out, in spite of the time it took their acoustic encoding to carry a
message. That gave everyone plenty of time to discuss the signal as
it was coming in. There were those in Om who could already
generate and receive audio to ‘translate’ for them and knew a lot
about what to expect in human audio encoding.
Like the humans in Om, the humans back at their home world
used more than one audio-meaning encoding, and the signals in one
encoding interfered with signals in another encoding. As another
part of the planet became visible many different signals came in that
seemed to be mainly in one of three audio-meaning encodings. In
spite of these difficulties, it was soon rendered out that there was a
big conflict going on between one tribe of humans designated by the
audio tag ‘Poland’ and another designated by the audio tag
‘Germany’. There were others tagged ‘Britain’ and ‘France’ and
‘Russia’ involved. From what they could get of the human’s excited
babble, it seemed that some groups of humans there were using
metalworking and explosives to destroy others of their kind. Hank
was glad that the humans on the planet at this sun were not so
focused on the aggressive arts. Hank remembered how they were as
wild animals while they evolved and could well understand that
their aggressiveness could result in such things if they got an
understanding of technology.
Om wondered if there was a working translator left on the
ground? Om did not dare land a large probe for fear of scaring the
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humans. They still probably had nightmares about headless people
and tentacle-headed people from the use of wehnts and vamish as
their handlers on the ground. The fact that the wehnts and vamish
ate them now and then probably hadn’t helped the human’s views of
them either.
They could synthesize another translator, Hank took a few
milliseconds to call down to the materials area and see if anyone
was interested in building one. They would have to get some human
languages analyzed, the same people were interested in that. The
bandwidth available at any public port is about like a single Pronna
there in your presence so a general conversation could be carried
out. The in-world relay itself is a device that looks like a miniature
Pronna horizontal listening in an out-of-the-way corner of the
bushes so one could not use fine nuances in a distance conversation,
but this was enough to allow him to get that translator synthesis
started.
The synthesis of a translator itself might take a few hours, once
the language was analyzed. That would probably take another hour
depending on how many samples they could get. There were
probably no more than a million audio feeds remaining functional
from the initial showers. Most nanoprobes had penetrated a few
miles into the planet and could now send no more than static
geological data. Some had entered the planet at shallower angles and
remained near the surface. A few landed in or near human bodies
and did pick up some of their audio. Hank became part of the
consciousness analyzing their acoustic signals for awhile and got
caught up in it.
What characteristics of the sound was significant to the human
was already well known. Humans often changed the audio-meaning
encoding in their noises, but many different ones had been analyzed
since humans were first collected. The significant characteristics
were always something relative to another part of the sound.
Humans are able to produce certain particles of sound that they
called ‘phonemes’. These make up the most basic elements of their
communication. These information packets often had to do with how
the sound changed, an abrupt increase in volume, a gradual lowering
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of pitch might be significant, but more often it was about what
harmonics were most intense in the sound and how the harmonics
evolved over a few tenths of a second of time.
Humans piece these phonemes one after the sequentially to
convey a message. The phonemes are grouped into a hierarchy,
syllables, words, phrases, sentences. In most languages the audio to
meaning translation is done at the ‘word’ level. After extracting an
‘alphabet’ of sound particles, the next task was to sort the areas into
languages. They were surprised in this because they found there
were no significant language barriers between the humans on the
planet here. More than seven eighths of the probes picking up
human audio were picking up the same audio to meaning encoding,
and it was an encoding done at the syllable to meaning level.
Instruments sent to the local planet showed that the humans
here had concentrated on medical and biological technology.
Overcoming their innate ephemerality was their greatest triumph.
Those on this planet were still unruly and argumentative a lot of the
time, but didn’t actually harm one another physically any more.
They seemed to be more willing to leave one another alone as long
as they each had enough to eat and fellows to make their noises at.
They must be getting enough to eat because they were so numerous
but did not seem to be suffering from hunger.
After devoting fifteen minutes or so, or the amount of thought
in a few dozen human careers, Hank broke from those in the
language mind and began to swim in the direction of the comms
instruments. He contacted Tom who was often interested in comms
instruments while he was on the way and discovered that on the
keda’s planet, the humans had taken over the optical networking
eyes that had been such popular baubles with the kedas. There only
seemed to be a couple hundred thousand of them in use, at least
outdoors. They knew they should send a probe to investigate closer.
He wished they’d left a pair particle connection with the server
modules, but the Pronna follow the treaties they’ve signed and don’t
allow higher technology to fall into the hands of inappropriate
cultures. There were some who argued that even these simple optical
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tricks were too technical to use as trade goods, and Hank was
sensitive to the fact that Om had faced censorship.
It would take over an hour for the probe to get there, now that
they were on the far side of the sun, but they could look at some
leakage signals meanwhile. The humans were able to use the density
gradient of the atmosphere to bend the signals well around the planet
but up in thinner air the light wouldn’t bend and the molecule they
left on the moon was able to detect leakage signals from eyes in use
there. They were mainly using just the diagnostic message channels.
Occasionally there would be a burst of real data. There wasn’t
enough signal leakage to analyze what the data meant, but the
number of different diagnostic message types in use correlated with
the number of sound particles in their acoustic signals. Hank became
a cross link between those working on the data and those on the
acoustic for a few tenths of a second.
It didn’t take those interested in this topic long to decide that it
was likely that the humans were probably using the diagnostic
message channels to carry messages in their language. Even the
diagnostic message channel was a thousand times faster than human
audio. The bursty nature of the messages lead them to believe those
bursts were actual human messages being sent. As more minds from
the acoustic-encoding team focused on this, it became easier to
decode the meanings of both.
It soon became possible to understand what the humans were
saying as the messages built up at their leisurely half a million
phonemes per second pace. He couldn’t help emitting bursts of static
over some of them. He understood why some kept humans as pets.
Most wanted to discuss what level of mentality these messages and
developments represented. Hank protested that the contents of the
messages they sent each other proved they were still firmly in the
‘part of the wildlife’ column.
But a few of the messages showed that they could think about
fairly abstract concepts, things like the nuclear reactions in stars and
the implications of differing intelligence between individuals. These
humans had come a long way. They had caught up with the keda in
all things the keda excelled in such as agriculture and peaceful
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organization, and exceeded them in many other things which kedas
were poor at such as science and mathematics.
Many became interested in these discoveries regarding humans
and Hank was drawn into politicized thinking about the
implications. If the local humans were using the eyes, and the
humans of their home world were blasting electromagnetic signals
light-years into space, it was inevitable that one group of humans
would soon learn about the other, if they hadn’t already. The
naturalists in the conversation thought this would be an important
event to them and would give humans incentive to undertake their
own efforts to cross space.
Naturalists are those that believe each species should be
allowed to develop on their own, free from interference by outside
species. They dredged up all the old data, case after case of species
who’s development had been damaged by premature contact with
the galactic community. Right in Om itself, the wehnts, vamish and
humans were examples, none of those races had progressed since
they became inhabitants of Om, in the case of the vamish that was at
least forty million years of stagnation. On the worlds of the core
there were many other species and many of them had been stagnant
for hundreds of millions of years.
For three billion years, since the collapse of the Thume
monoculture, most of the advanced species in the galaxy had
followed the informal rule that until the species works out the laws
of physics on their own and begins voyaging between the stars under
their own power, they should be left alone. The Pronna, the Ces
Quintayins and unfortunately even the Rikaviks had been
beneficiaries of that rule. There had been some exceptions made
when a species encountered another, enough like their own, to make
trade and communication meaningful. Some species that were barely
technical and still looked for naturally occurring worlds to inhabit
had made other exceptions, but since the fall of the Thume, none had
settled more than a few million worlds before moving on to a
roomier environment. Thus most of the ninety billion or so liquid
water worlds in the galaxy still had their own life forms and were
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rarely visited except for study or occasionally bioharvest.
This world and the kedas had been an exception. Because they
were of limited intelligence and evolved extremely slowly, it had
been determined that they would never have time to progress to the
point of interstellar travel on their own, though there was still a
significant fraction of the population in this conversation that said
they should have been left alone also.
Worlds were always more likely to think that the policies of
other worlds engaged in biological trading were more suspect than
their own. Deciding whether a species should be used for trade or
left to mature was always a delicate matter and always fraught with
disagreements. The extremists would only bioharvest on worlds with
unicellular life. But it was a fact of life, no Pronna world was a
totally closed system and some amount of biological material must
be imported from time to time. Many worlds will trade for the
excess, but some, sometimes, have to ‘farm’ and Om was a world
that had chosen to ‘farm’ for awhile.
When a Pronna world needed to bring biological materials
aboard, a species was needed that had enough intelligence to be
trained to do the harvesting, but not so intelligent that they had a
culture that would be destroyed. It was now obvious that the keda
culture had been irrevocably modified, but it was the humans that
had impacted it more than the Pronna.
Even so, the wormholes connecting the Pronna worlds buzzed
with the discussion and a couple of galaxy-wide elections were held
to try and influence Om’s policy toward the humans. The results
were just what Hank would have expected, no direct contact with
the humans of either planet, blah, blah, blah. Om had no intention of
doing any such thing anyway. Om was glad that they had not been
requested to leave the area however, since they still thought the
situation worthy of study. The majority of Pronna contacted agreed
with that policy and it was doubtful that Om would have agreed to
give up the study even if that had been asked.
That discussion dragged on until the probe arrived at the planet.
It found an eye that was on a tower that was far from humans but
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still emitting signals. They saw it was being used as a relay and
router. That probe found that the humans had also discovered the use
of the fiber ports. Most of the eyes in service outside human
dwellings were large collector devices. There had been about two
billion small collector devices used as trade goods on this planet
before they began to introduce humans. It could only be supposed
that at least some of them were at the other ends of those fibers.
This was more than just ‘pretty clever and easily trained’, these
devices were quite sophisticated and the humans had never been
given any instruction on them. Understanding them would have
required generations of thought, or maybe they hadn’t figured out
their use until after they stopped being ephemeral. That’s the only
way they could have had enough time because with only one mind
working on something and the puny bandwidth of their
communication medium, they would spend all their time training
new researchers and never advance in level.
The population of Om agreed that they needed to go to the
human home world to see enough detail of what the humans were
doing and Hank thought it prudent that he make his way back to the
control room to get that started. He had been gone from the control
room a little less than six hours by the time he got back to do that. It
was just a matter of what modulations you put on the spins of the
neutronium rings and how you coordinated them. It was a simple
sending to make a hole in space that stayed stationary on the side
near Om while the other end advanced toward the human sun at the
speed of light. It would just take awhile, meanwhile they could study
the humans here.
They wove for 39.7 years to get here, a few hours to get to the
far side of the local sun and now they would weave for 11.4 more
years to get to the human home world. They were putting a lot of
energy into the neutronium, they would need to gain mass sometime
soon, they were down trillions of tons in mass since all this weaving
began. They would begin losing atmosphere and begin sinking in the
upper stories if they didn’t get back to the core sometime in the next
million years to replenish their neutronium supply.
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The weaving was well under way by the next time Hank took a
break from his station and became a single Pronna once again. He
took a long swim this time, all the way to the surface where he could
get a look at this system with his own eyes. The planet wasn’t
visible from here on the far side of its sun. Its sun was still a very
pretty one, a pretty color and had nice bands and curlicues on it that
slowly evolved. There are fifty billion like it in the galaxy, but only
one in a thousand K dwarfs like this supported such a vibrant
biosphere as this one and thus were seldom visited. He was
swimming slowly backwards in a big opening where there was a
good look at the sky. Above he projected the image of the humaninfested planet as it looked from the instrumentation package they
had left on its inner moon.
Unfortunately for the humans right here in front of him, it was
projected by his video data input receptors and not anything that
their eyes could see. They continued to play but did not see the great
world that their kind had covered in the twenty two thousand years
since they had been left there.
The humans right in front of him were here for the current of
air that they like to ride and they often congregate just above the
neutronium surface with sheets of woven plant fiber strung out
around them. They were fun to watch when they did this, they
clearly had fun doing it. They were also being harmless, aside from
emitting quite a bit of audio noise with their squeals and yelps. They
were trying to tilt the plant-fiber sheets to keep themselves in a
group at the top of the little hill of air above the neutronium surface.
Pronna had not dealt with gravity in at least the sixty million
years since Om was built. It has been at least a billion decimal Earth
years since Pronna last kept their history in analog form and there
was no history of a Pronna ever existing in an environment with
gravity. Various revolutions and mutations and corrupt mindsets
along the way had caused mutations in the data that most intelligent
Pronna didn’t get lost in. They didn’t try to use more than the last
million years of the past in their thinking without at least some recalibration, and no sane Pronna really tried to plan more than a
million years into the future in their daily lives.
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The Pronna often addressed other species as if Om were a
single individual because in many cases at least, all on Om who
were interested were participating in the conversation as part of the
mind having it. When Pronna encountered a life form with interindividual communication bandwidth like their own, such as a
Rikavik, they had to act more as individuals, but not when
addressing humans or kedas.
Humans would undoubtably encounter Rikaviks if they hadn’t
already. Rikaviks would love to patch thru human military patrols to
their home world now and then for sport. The Pronna hoped humans
would escape major predation by Rikaviks. They were sure they
would escape extermination because Rikaviks would like them for
their sporting value. An individual human was no sport for a
Rikavik, but a small band of humans armed with their most
advanced weapons would be good sport for a naked Rikavik’s
dinner. Hank mused on the possibility that the Rikaviks may have
done that and the humans may have even escaped into the wilds of
the vast Rikavik homeworld. He emitted a few bursts of static over
that thought.
He tried not to think too much about that homeworld, a sphere
a billion miles in radius with controlled G6 supergiant at its core.
The Rikaviks met you in whatever dimension you wove your hole
thru at more than a eight hundred light years from their homeworld.
They did not let Pronna approach in hole space, and they weren’t
polite about it either. If you wove without a dump dimension, their
trans-dimensional strings-mines could collapse the generator, in this
case the neutronium rings in Om’s shell, and the event horizon
might be large enough to do some damage, such as inhaling all of
Om in a few thousandths of a second. Pronna hole-weavers are
dump-dimension protected and the projected singularity
disintegrates into cosmic rays and other high-energy particles and
sprays nearby space when encountering a string-mine. It would still
mean the weaving would have to be started over again.
Meanwhile there was the molecular equivalent of a very large
telescope trained on the planet from it’s inner moon. That was
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transmitting the image to the sky above them. It was too bad the
humans couldn’t see it, but they couldn’t directly receive to their
video cortex over feed from the telescope over there. So they
continued to play with the air current coming up from deep in Om
and probably wondered why this Pronna was watching them. They
didn’t seem to let him bother them however, as long as humans were
polite and limited their numbers, in Om, Pronna almost never
harmed them.
They examined the details of how the humans on the surface
were doing. They had enough to eat but there wasn’t enough energy
on the planet for them to play as they liked. They had discovered
chemical means to keep themselves amused that didn’t require such
a high expenditure of the planet’s energy. They had refined the use
of energy in their civilization to the point where water seldom
flowed downhill without giving a push to something the humans
wanted done.
They paddled themselves on level ground, walked up the stairs
and ladders to upper levels where it wasn’t level. They scratched
little canals following the contours, they used the currents to run the
locks. They built locks that just cycled with the current, year after
year, bringing fish and small boats thru as there was water to do so.
When there wasn’t enough water people portaged their boats thru, it
was a very water-borne civilization they had built in many areas. It
rolled on wheels in others and the herbivore the Pronna had once
traded with pulled most of the wagons in most areas.
They had noticed that humans had devised symbolic means of
encoding their noises. This meant that they would be able to transfer
information thru their eyes at a faster rate than they could
acoustically. This; and ending ephemerality, was probably what
allowed them to progress faster than the acoustic information
transfer alone would have.
They now knew the distress caller had been abandoned on a
rock outcropping not far from a very large colony of humans that the
humans in it labeled with the noise ‘Yondure’. Hank was pretty
much alone in looking for the translator to go with this distress call
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now, this planet had rotated three times with no other signal detected
but the basically passive distress beacon. Whoever was calling
certainly didn’t expect them to comb the entire surface of a vast
world such as this, it was one of the largest light-gravity liquid-water
planets known. Whoever was calling would have to get a translator
working by the time the hole was punched thru to the world of
human origin or there would be no contact.
They had no idea if whatever force had moved that distress
beacon to it’s present location was human, keda, or some denizen
left behind twenty two thousand years ago who had found it, or even
natural forces. There was no way to tell if it had been put here for
it’s intended purpose or was no longer interesting to whatever was
carrying it around. It was removed from its cache and got left for
forty years unattended, recording only the weather since then.
The instruments they left at the moon were capable of resolving
any life forms more than a centimeter long that came around the
distress beacon. There were a few who came by, but they had no
special interest in it. There were a few biological traces with it that
said it was a keda which put it here. Was it one who knew the whole
story, or a distant descendent of one who knew, working with dim
inherited memories only?
Did it think the beacon would immediately speak to it from
forty light years away? Did it know the device it set out here only
from legend? There was no way to tell.
Did it really matter? The clue they had was forty years earlier
warning of the signals coming from the human home world. Forty
years earlier warning that humans might be a bit more than ‘quick
and clever pests’. Hank was a little afraid that people might see what
these creatures had done and over-estimate humans. True they had
made loud electromagnetic signals, but they were still using them to
carry their audio signals as data so they were still limited in the
amount of information they could transfer.
Maybe it really mattered that the data they could transfer really
did have a high level of abstraction. They might be capable of a
higher level of abstraction because their inter-individual bandwidth
was so limited. Those on this world had certainly conspired to pool
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their energies in a well-directed whole towards absorbing the
planet’s water in it’s biomass. The scale of time on which they had
done it ruled out blind evolution, this was considered planning on a
planet-wide scale.
While he was here admiring the projected view of the world
opposite them in this orbit, Jake came within conversational range.
Hank conjoined with him a bit about catching and training a resident
human to go down and take a look. It would take a few minutes to
come up with the genetics that would let them function in gravity
again, but it would take years for that to take effect. One big
problem with humans is that an individual exposed to 0-gee for long
periods will, like a Pronna, lose the ability to inhabit gravity.
Because they were so ephemeral, the only practical way to regain
this ability is to raise the new generation in gravity. Getting it done
any faster requires detailed intervention. Then they would have to
thread in the nano-tech connections. Hank had already practiced a
nanomic entry to a human mind. Each mind was profoundly isolated
by the audio bandwidth of their interflesh communication, but there
was a scrappy little hot-rod soul running in it that was hard to get
control of; better to just ride along with. In it’s own way a human is
aware of itself as a being, is capable of understanding simple logic
and arithmetic and can remember events and places, etc. Most of all,
they definitely have a ‘me.’
The native species on this planet was also self aware and highly
organized. Beyond that they had the next step in the development of
a higher consciousness, they were not ephemeral. The humans on
this planet had crossed that boundary also since Om had left them
here and had shown that they could be somewhat more than just
pests or pest hunters in the bushes.
Anyone who has used a translator to talk to any of the animals
in Om has almost certainly talked to a human. Some have intellects
that reach all the way out to calculus and philosophy. They are
capable of deception and make-believe. They can perform amazing
feats of dexterity and are the most able climber of Om’s large animal
life after wehnts. They are probably the most fun to talk to of Om’s
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animals. They can tell jokes and imagine funny situations that could
happen.
The conditions on this planet had spawned movements to grant
relief from ephemerality to the humans infesting Om and other
Pronna worlds. Hank and Jake spent some time investigating those
movements and compared notes a few seconds later. They agreed
that they could sense a growing pettishness in Om’s feelings toward
humans. They each knew and agreed that everyone would need to be
re-informed that humans can be unreasonable and violent at times.
But they both agreed that it seemed worth ending ephemerality for
the humans here in Om since it did increase their maturity more than
their dangerousness. They might even be able to take over some of
the duties that Vamish perform today.
Jake was just turning his attention to investigate the economics
and practicality of doing that, so Hank felt the signal a fraction of a
second before Jake did. It was a translator and it was forming a
message. It was coming in from the species that used to be dominant
here, the kedas, not the humans. These creatures had a language a
Pronna could at least understand. It was based on the position and
curvature of their eye stalks, but if you transpose radio frequency
and eye number, field curvature with eye stalk curvature and
intensity with eye height and/or velocity, then this dialect of the keda
language is a lot like the Pronna language we could call pidgin blem.
Of course, there is that ten thousand to one reduction in bandwidth,
so their eye-waving was as bad as the transfer rate of human noises.
When they saw what message the keda was signing in, there
was what would have sounded like an electrical storm to a cheap
radio, but it was the Pronna equivalent of laughter, staccato bursts of
white noise that would sound exactly like lightning bursts to a cheap
analog radio.
- Distress-, was the first thought, -drowning in, overrun with
humans. Please take back the humans. We will bring the humans to
Mount Traygol where this translator is located. Oh great and
powerful God Pronna, we thank you for this help.They remembered the gentle and simple minds of these
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creatures. All they wanted was a sunny meadow free from the threat
of carnivores. They had good instincts as herbivores, how often to
reproduce to help their genes participation in the environment. They
could bide their time as individuals, reproducing too quickly would
decrease their own food supply. But when humans were ephemeral,
and that was until an evolutionary instant in the past, they were
going to die anyway and had no such throttle on their reproductive
instincts. Their instinct was to make as many copies as possible.
Jake was first to post the ‘all interested’. They would handle it
here since there was adequate bandwidth with just two of them
present. It takes an average of three to four tenths of a second for
those of Om interested in the topic to attach to the conversation.
Some in distant parts of the galaxy might take as long as a second to
attach. It was known to all present that there were initially about
seven million residents interested in this event. The Pronna knew
they could take seconds if they wanted to reply. There was quite a
discussion about this. All knew that the chance of making any
significant difference in the human population of this world was nil.
In spite of that, there was a lot of support for taking a sample of the
local humans back to their home world as an experiment. The
experiment would be small scale because the kedas would never be
able to get a significant fraction of the human population to one
location.
Over six million were no longer interested once that general
plan of action and content of the message was decided on. Most of
the remainder dropped off once a general wording of the message
was laid out, but the twenty thousand that remained by then, spent
another whole second and a half picking apart the semantics and
then everyone who thought they knew any of the keda language at
all, which was still almost one hundred individuals, continued to
worry at the translation for seven more seconds, trying to keep it
within what the keda’s minds could assimilate.
They replied with, -Hail oh Keda. Four hundred centuries ago
Pronna warned the keda that if you did not limit the number of
humans you would be overrun. The prophesy was fact all along, but
you keda thought they were too soft and cute and eager to please so
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you had no heart to control their excess reproduction. As I told you,
you are now overrun with them.
-Pronna will do what I can to help, but it won’t be enough. I
will take all those that you can bring to mount Traygol in a hundred
fifty one of your years. I will open a door back to where they came
from.
-Please reply with information on this translator’s capability of
interacting with humansThey sent that off and went off to a mental meeting with Paul
and Bill while the translator projected five white tadpoles on the
cave ceiling for awhile. They had to meld a bit about where the
incoming humans would be kept when the time to transport them
arrived. Bill certainly didn’t want any more on the world of Mon.
They would stay in Om, a Pronna would be assigned to keep them in
a field, who knows what mischief it would cause if a new strain of
feral humans got loose in Om. None who were still participating in
the conversation were at all in favor of that experiment. And these
humans were not ephemeral, they would have time to learn things.
No doubt it would be difficult for the keda to bring the humans to
the portal they would set up, so there would not be as many to
transport as the keda would like to send back. The population of Om
thought that as a favor to the keda, they could take back up to the
number they brought, only about twelve thousand. The keda would
not be able to get that many humans to one point at one time, most
thought it would only be a handful at most.
They would have to prepare a gravity-capable being of some
kind to interface with the keda and watch that end of the tube, a
wehnt wasn’t really mentally capable of interaction with a keda or a
human, it would take something more like a vamish, something that
could hold a thought and a translator. It was too bad they couldn’t
raise a gravity-capable human in the time they had available. They
would certainly want to try in the coming years.
Both wehnts and vamish were dimmer of wit than humans, but
generally more manageable. Gravity-capable humans as capable as
the ones on the planet could fill their jobs. They had to be introduced
to the idea of a multi-species civilization to live in Om. Those on
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this planet were getting some practice with the keda. They had to be
able to accept a role less than the keda played in their civilization,
but a role as rich as they could cope with. The wehnts and vamish
coped because they could not evolve beyond thinking of the Pronna
civilization as magic. They were at ease with their place as the small
partner in society, that might be the most difficult thing to settle with
humans in some ways.
Putting a tube thru to the location of the translator was no real
problem, it would take only minutes at this distance. The kedas
would have eleven and a half years to gather all the humans they
could to send back, they would have plenty of time to think about
this.
Hank and Jake turned as one and headed away from the surface
side by side as Verticals, left eye to right eye, not edge to edge like
Horizontals. With fins edge-on it is harder to fully communicate
than it is with each other’s fins fully exposed. The horizontal stage
of life helps Pronna young become more integrated into themselves
and not as diluted into the general population. Historically this was
always seen as a good thing, especially among the literati.
While they swam, Jake worked a little on the economics. Hank
looked at a little human genetic code to see how bad it was. It could
take most of the swim back to their own area to unravel it all, was
his first guess when looking at a little of it. It was a four-three base
system unlike the local world’s four-four and six-three systems.
Pronna found an eight base system that worked in one of their racial
makeovers some hundreds of millions of years in the past. The
current 8-4-2ecc code used in Pronna DNA had defied unwanted
mutations for sixty million recorded years in Om alone (providing
you believed no regime had altered the data).
They were together when they detected another message
completed from the translator. -Please, oh great God Pronna, please
don’t wait another hundred and fifty one years, please start taking
humans back now. In a hundred fifty one years there will be a
million more humans in these valleys alone. The humans are very
nice, they helped us in every way you promised and more, but there
are just too many of them now.82

There was much less interest in the general population of Om
in this message and none among the population of other worlds, not
even Bill. By the time the first second was up it had boiled down to
the Pronna equivalent of ‘you handle it’ and Jake and Hank swam on
toward the center of Om with kedas in their heads. Together they
began composing the message.
-Please oh Keda, Pronna is not the most powerful of gods, even
your people know that. Pronna is a god who may only listen to
Kortrax and may not address him. Working with all my might, it
takes Pronna a hundred fifty one years to make a passageway from
keda’s world to human’s. That is the limit of Pronna’s powers.
-Please understand that your world now has too many humans
for Pronna to change. If all space in this Pronna was filled with
humans you would scarcely know the difference.
If you want to be free of humans I will take you and all your
friends who want to come, to a world free of humans where you will
be able to survive. Your best hope now probably lies with the
humans. The smartest of them understand the problem. The humans
on your planet have reduced their rate of population growth
substantially in the last few centuries. They have continued canal
building, all over, small scale, the way it works the best so there is
enough food for all.
-We have reason to believe the humans you have here are more
peaceful than the ones at their home world. The keda have taught
them well. We will need to insure none from their home world get
back to your world thru the portal we will open. We will probably
use a time-lock to protect you, you will understand what that means
when we show you.
-Please do not attempt to rise up against the humans. The
signals from their home world indicate that they can become
extremely violent in large numbers or if threatened. You would also
find that your level of comfort would be much less without them.
-You must bring us the humans unharmed, humans are a selfaware species, as you are, and must not be harmed. They feel pain
like you do, they think and know of their own existence. In one
hundred fifty one years Pronna will leave your world to go to their
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world of origin. If you bring unharmed humans to the point where
you are now speaking, a portal will open to me. Pronna will take the
humans you bring and transport them to their home world. You will
be protected from anything their home world could do to you.Hank sent that off. While it was translating into waving lights
on a cave ceiling, Jake filled him in on the economics of curing
human aging. They might be able to consciously participate in
environmental design. They had doubled the habitable area of the
globe they inherited while allowing the existing species to increase
at it’s natural rate. Humans were clearly an ecological catalyst on
this planet, what could they be trained to do in Om? How much of
it’s overall ecology could they really understand? Someone should
do some research on it. Someone should research how complex a
trinket they could master. Just because they couldn’t make them
didn’t mean they might not be able to use rather sophisticated
devices as long as they were adapted to control by their physical
abilities. Their use of Palantirs in a global communication network
was cited once again. Not having a brain network interface organ at
all, much less the RF receiving and transmitting organs, much less a
compatible interface, humans had never been able to operate any
Pronna devices and the only devices they had been given were
translators, which they had mastered as easily as kedas had, once
they got over their initial alarm.
Anyway, Jake calculated it would take about one hundred
Pronna-days of attention to get the necessary therapies delivered,
since the humans could perform a lot of the process themselves.
Only the humans could find all humans for instance. Pronna could
synthesize and employ devices if need be, but tried to keep them to a
minimum. Even neuro-fields had failed to capture all humans in the
past, so devices probably wouldn’t work either.
It seems that many humans are not able to tell the difference
between fact and superstition, so many of them had superstitions
about the reasons for ephemerality. It is only but one survival
strategy. It’s aim is to produce more adapted variations and is more
attuned to worlds with high mutation rates. Another survival strategy
is to do without the whole energy waste and bother of reproduction,
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decomposition and growth. Many other life forms, such as kedas,
choose to keep the existing macroscopic structure and reproduce and
evolve on the cellular level. This approach was more successful on
words with low mutation rates. Their studies indicated the humans
had copied this approach on the planet here, probably having studied
the kedas or any other life form in their phylum as an example.
Both Hank and Jake thought that most humans would rather not
age, regardless of superstition, and would elect to be cured of aging
if given the choice. They would no doubt want to maintain all their
systems at their optimum age, if they could understand to that level.
Popular opinion was, they could. Samplers had returned human cells
from the surface by now and some interested persons sequenced
them. They both picked up an ‘all interested’ and grabbed the report.
There was a group analysis of it for a few seconds afterward. The
humans on the surface had already developed a delivery system that
would do the trick nicely. It was a contagious virus so that any
human who engaged in sexual contact with a human from this planet
would stop aging and gradually revert to optimum. All they would
have to do is introduce it to a few and the task would be
accomplished. The same thing would happen on their home planet,
though it would take some time to spread to the whole population.
They continued the swim toward the center of Om, they had not
come a half a mile yet, less than ten percent of the distance. Pete,
who was still in the control room, was noticing a bulge in the
neutronium sphere and was informing them of his compensation.
Someone must always be aware of that. Should one of the
neutronium rings get too far out of alignment, Om could collapse
into a black hole in a fraction of a second. They each checked his
figures carefully and he thanked them for it.
There would be many humans who would die between now and
when they brought humans from the planet aboard. They thought
about bringing some up now, but the eleven years would give them
time to more thoroughly prepare and study the dynamics that will
result. They polled the population again and the majority interested
agreed. Those who objected were mainly those who already had a
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pet human that they wanted preserved. Those interested decided that
pet humans could be provided for via synthetic means until then and
several were willing to cooperate on that research.
A message came thru from the translator.
- We never harm humans. As you command, we will bring them
in unharmed, in a hundred and fifty one years. Please re-appear in
the sky when it is time to bring the humans to Traygol. All kedas
will know that is the sign to bring the excess humans to Mount
Traygol.There was continued conversation as they went deeper into Om
about the coordinates where they could beam in to the translator and
how long in advance it should be scheduled into the rings and how
many diagnostic cycles they should practice with and how the last
should be on planet.
The kedas below knew him/them/us as God. Together they and
those interested wondered what the humans thought of the world of
Om when they were able to see it for those six and a half hours
before they moved thru to opposition. It was thought that they
should not re-appear where the humans would see them since they
would not think of Om as a God. There was genuine concern that the
humans on the planet below might actually recognize Om for what it
was. That was information they didn’t want the unsupervised
humans to have at this time. It would be breaking several treaties of
which Om was a signatory to show themselves.
They conferred for awhile as they swam about what they would
tell the keda. The time they spent absorbed in this conversation was
not enough for their tattered fins to move to the end of their arc, but
it gave them plenty of time to plan alternatives and try to determine
how the alternatives would be received. They composed the
response together, it would be meaningless to try and decipher what
part of it was each of them.
-Dear Keda, Please keep the translator with you, it does not
need to be beneath that great quartz rock to function. Please examine
it each week as the year draws near. You and only you will be
informed, you will inform all those with you. You will be warned
three times, one year, four weeks and one week before the portal
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opens.
-We will not appear in the sky again, it is too frightening to too
many humans, you will know of the time only from the translator.
All kedas saw me in the sky three weeks ago, they will remember. If
they don’t, those who do remember will have to tell them.
- Use the eyes to tell each other, we left one for every keda
alive, and there were many, many young when we left. For awhile it
looked like you might reproduce as fast as humans. The humans
have less than one in eight the eyes we left for you, where are the
others?They worried about the keda civilization and what had become
of it. They looked up the information that had been learned so far. It
appeared that the kedas really no longer had a civilization of their
own but had become completely domesticated by the humans. There
were several who had studied this already so they were able to
confer with some. It appeared that there were essentially no kedas
living underground any more and essentially no kedas living in the
wild.
It seemed that kedas weren’t quite owned as captives by
humans. A keda could ‘stray’ if it felt the need, because it is not
practical for the humans to hold one against it’s will. Even if they
did stray, they soon settled with another human family. There was no
clear pattern of either species mistreating the other, the humans
provided a home for the keda, the keda provided them extra strength
when needed. Each species afforded the other affection and
companionship, though neither could really understand the other.
Each species preferred to keep it’s interaction with the other to a
group of simple motion signals because the inner workings of the
other’s mind was too different for them to get into philosophical
conversations with each other.
There were people also studying the signals from the home
world and comparing them to the behavior that was observed in the
humans below. All who studied it had come to the conclusion that
the organization and use of agriculture by the kedas of the saggoth
civilization had influenced the humans to a large extent and taught
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them to be more peaceful. Other students had retrieved literature
humans had made about their own history and found that this world
had gone thru an age such as the home world is experiencing about
five thousand years in the past. Perhaps being exposed to an existing
civilization had just moved them ahead in their development on this
planet?
By the time Hank and Jake had looked into those studies, they
were no longer in the part of Om where one can feel the surface.
Here there was no feeling of going ‘down’ at all, no particular
direction to the air currents. These passages were familiar to them
for millions of years however, and they both knew with certainty
that they were going in just about the same direction and still had
more than four miles to go before they were in what they considered
their home turf. While they were still on their way, the keda had
another message ready.
-Oh Great God Pronna, none of the keda have Eyes any more.
The humans take all they can find and bring them to their big piles
of nests. There is not a keda left who could set or align an Eye. So
few have kept up their skills since Pronna abandoned us to the
humans.Hank and Jake both remembered how it was their own fault.
There had been long arguments with the keda about limiting the
number of humans and limiting what they taught the humans. Hank
and Jake and most of Om knew it obviously had to be done. The
kedas had been the main opposition. They thought humans were
delightful at the time and dreamed of the day they would each have
their own family of humans to care for them. They failed to
understand what would happen on the next day. This was many days
after the next day.
Jake was the one with the most knowledge of how simple the
mind was behind those eyes. The keda did not understand advanced
mathematical concepts on an intellectual level. It was built into their
genes to seek no reproduction till there was a space for another and
then they knew intellectually that they had to seek it. With humans it
was in their genes to reproduce as much as possible and they had to
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use their intellect to come to a mathematical prediction of disaster
before they would stop.
There were some in the neighborhood who had not heard of
kedas already, or the fact that they were now orbiting opposite a
planet with a heavy human infestation. A lot of the locals tuned into
research on that and observed it with them. A lot of them were new
to Om in the twenty two thousand years since Om had done biomass
trade with this world, this was a fairly transient neighborhood it
seemed. Several who came out to swim with them wore the bright
orange fins that were common on Hedjm.
Two of those who swam along with them also had pet humans.
Their humans were long, thin, pretty ones with long flippers and
flowing falls of fibers on their forward ends. One of these neighbors
had given their human a screen that showed what they were seeing
from the data feed. They showed only casual interest until humans
appeared on the screen walking on the ground among the kedas.
Then they started twittering and chittering to each other and pointing
at them and the screen. They clearly understood the symbolism of
the screen. They paid attention to the sounds made by the humans on
the screen. Their keeper used a translator with them for awhile, but
meanwhile Hank and Jake noticed that the keda with the translator
was still sending.
-Your appearance in the sky is all I have to contact the kedas of
the world and get them to Mount Traygol at the appointed hour.
Please appear in the sky a week before the gate will open and please
stay in the sky until the gate closes.Neither one of them liked that alternative, neither did any of the
Pronna swimming with them, even the one who was translating
something for his human.
What Ryan had told his humans, was that the pictures they
were seeing were humans on that planet walking around like wehnts
do on the surface of Om. That got them very excited and they both
began making noises at once. Others wondered if it was a good idea
to let humans learn that. Then they learned that it would be
necessary to use native humans to care for the humans they were
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transporting, that was the root cause of this whole conversation.
About ten individuals had come out to swim with them by now,
and all were interested in the topic of humans in Om knowing about
humans on this world or on others. So far, each population of
humans is pretty much isolated from one another, but it is hard to
tell what would come of it if they all knew about the other
populations of humans scattered around the galaxy. These were
obviously very excited about it.
There hadn’t been any thought given to this phenomenon, so
there were quite a few in Om that were interested but none who
knew what to expect. This would go on till some of the people who
had swum with them began to break off at the end of their home
area.
Ryan explained that they were really so amazed that they were
able to stand in gravity, not that there was another population of
humans. Still, in the wilds, humans lived in herds and the
individuals from different herds seldom interacted. So even here in
Om, these pet humans were used to separate populations of humans.
Ryan had plenty of time to explain the pedigree of his humans since
he caught them wild about eight thousand years ago. He went over
the number of females you need to keep a blood line going and lots
more detail on the raising and grooming of humans than either of
them had studied before. They were more interested in wild humans.
Meanwhile Hank and Jake felt responsible for saying
something to the keda down below. They could think of nothing
more than individual contact.
-Please oh Keda, Please understand. Pronna will NOT appear in
the sky. Organize your helpers so you can tell some and they can
each tell many others when the time comes. You will be given plenty
of warning. You know it will be in one hundred fifty one years and
Pronna knows you can count years. You know you will be informed
thru this translator as the time approaches. This is all I can do for
you.They thought it sounded callous, but the situation demanded it.
This creature had to face the reality of it’s existence. It should have
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asked to be taken somewhere where there are no humans if it really
wanted to be without them.
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6. To Kolum’s and Back
“Do you read these?” Esher asked. Kolum was down the other
end of the counter washing out his bowls now that the lunch crowd
was officially over, so Esher had to speak up. They were the only
people in here at the moment so it didn’t matter.
“I look thru most of them but that medical one and some of the
more technical farm catalogs.”
“So you saw that article from ‘Veshta observatory?” Esher was
walking to a stool at his end of the counter. Now that the place was
empty it didn’t matter which one he took. Kolum was a cook where
he and many other farmers around here often stopped. Sometimes on
their way into the city, or more likely, on their way out of the city.
He was set far enough back from East Farm Road to get a keda and
wagon, three in a squeeze, into his yard out of traffic and he had a
nice feed trough you could let your keda eat from for only a penny.
“Yeah?” Kolum answered. He’d known Esher casually for
many years.
“So I saw that thing, that Afternoonday. I thought it was a
hallucination.”
“That was Hareenduul wasn’t it? If you were at the festival,
weren’t you supposed to be hallucinating?”
“That’s why I didn’t think anything of it at the time, not till I
saw it again just about dusk. That’s when I first wondered if it was a
celestial body closer than Narrulla. That telescope seems to agree
with me.”
“It’s fine by me too, I’ve never actually been hurt by a celestial
body yet, well maybe a little sunburn in the high hills.”
“It says that thing weighed more than Narrulla.”
“How would they know that?” Kolum asked.
“The way it made Narrulla move, they can watch that and
calculate. I guess it’s caused quite a stir among the mathematically
inclined.”
Kolum had the bowls all rinsed and up on the racks by now. He
was already drying his hands while he said, “I guess that’s why
some people climb mountains and watch celestial bodies and some
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of us cook, because it hasn’t caused much of a stir with me. I never
even saw it anyway, and nobody ever accused me of being
mathematically inclined.” He reached behind the counter and
grabbed a cup, just a little half-pint. “I think I can take a little break
now, but want to top yours up?”
“Yeah, I’ll take an excuse to not give up yet.”
“Give up?” he asked while Esher slid the cup and another
penny across the counter. “I’ve seen it often enough to know what
that means.” He sat on a stool on his side of the counter while
sliding his filled cup, the penny and the news magazine he had left
at the other end of the counter back to him. Esher didn’t get a chance
to question the penny, “It wasn’t a full cup and I’m not for giving up
either,” he said and raised his cup for a swallow.
“This is good penny yellow you got going here, I could just sit
here and swill it down till duskmeal or my pouch runs dry.
Whichever comes first.”
“Or whichever comes last.” Kolum retorted.
“I really can’t do that. It’s really put a crimp in my life since
FiveCircleUp left.”
“Yeah, you can almost fly when you’ve got a keda.” Kolum
said, he’d earned many pennies from FiveCicleUp. Esher certainly
agreed with him on that. Now he would have to pay half to Rellie
for carting and trust that it was really half. He really hadn’t liked the
way he whined about how bad the market was when he’d last had to
use him a decade ago. “I think Bemen’ll come by this Morningday,”
Kolum continued, “he’s often by here on a Chezhervizhod. I think
he can convince Forthinaloop to go up and haul a load for you.”
“That would be good, I’d like to get right down to the factory
and pick up a new theshhook. I’ve taped the handle on mine a few
times and now it needs a blade anyway.”
“I’m sure Bemen won’t use his for a week also if you need it.”
“Nah, it’s a little dull but I think I can chip it out a little more
for this harvest. I’m unsteady enough one more inch on the ground
won’t matter that much anyway.”
They laughed about that and clinked cups again. With a clatter
of beads a couple came thru his front curtain just then and asked if
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he was still cooking. “Sure, I’ll cook, what’ll ya’ have,” he said as
he got up from the counter. Esher noticed the woman, she was very
fit and well shaped, with a face that was a little bit flat, featuring
cheekbones of the high northern plains and beautiful grey eyes. Her
hair was wavy bronze with golden highlights, and swung past her
strong shoulders. They left one stool next to Esher as they sat down.
He hoped it was a sign of hope that Delsah might still arrive and not
that they wanted distance from him.
They sat down and looked over what Kolum had to cook and
picked out a recipe while he got the coals of his fire piled up and put
on some fresh sticks. Once Kolum filled them each a cup and turned
to the cooking, the guy leaned forward and looked past the woman
to Esher. “So what’s new?” he asked.
Esher took a while, but then remembered the curly goatee that
handed him the bong around the tree he’d been leaning on at the
festival. “Oh, hi, I didn’t notice it was you as you came in.”
“I wasn’t with Jayra that day,” he said as he introduced them.
“She makes me hard to see.” Jayra nodded, but didn’t say anything.
“So you weren’t at the festival?” he asked her.
“Oh I was,” she said, “But I never found Yulming.” She
wrapped her arm around his, let her breast press Yulming’s arm
lightly.
“How’s the lovely woman you were with that day?” Yulming
asked.
“I came here hoping to find out,” Esher admitted.
“You’re a regular country song this afterlunch,” Kolum teased.
“Why?” Yulming asked.
“His keda left him.”
“Ooooh,” Jayra said.
Yulming laughed. “I’m laughing at his joke about the country
song, not at you.”
“Is she local?” Jayra asked.
“Yes, are you?” Esher asked in return.
“No, I’m from out by the woods,” she waved in the general
direction of the hills a few miles farther on beyond Esher’s place.
“She’s from down the road about another mile,” Esher said
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about Delsah, pointing past the swap center next door toward
Dorilot.
Since they were talking, Yulming came over and took the stool
between them. He pulled it back and kept the cup in his hand. “So
what is new?”
“Remember that thing you thought was a cloud?”
“Yeah, the really high, round one.”
“There’s an article right in that news about astronomers found
that it moved thru a halo and disappeared.”
“That could be something different.” Yulming had been the one
who championed the cloud theory.
“But I saw it again on festival day, just about dusk. It was rising
in the west like Narrulla would, but moving as fast as it disappeared
the last time. It was shaped differently, but now I can see how it
would have been a half crescent of a ball of clouds.”
“Like I said, clouds.”
“But it’s out in space,” Esher said.
“Aren’t we also?” Jayra asked. “The whole world I mean.”
“There was a picture,” Esher said, and reached into the used
magazine rack to pull it back out. The picture was about halfway
into the twenty sheet fanfold that the magazine was printed on. He
folded it open to that page and handed it to Yulming.
They both looked at it for awhile, but it was Jayra who spoke
first. “It looks like all the clouds and the whole... ‘atmosphere’? I
guess you would call it, of this valley, like Dorilot valley, popped off
into space.”
“I think the weather of the whole Dorilot valley would make a
lot bigger ball of clouds than that. I think this looks like just the
weather over the upper north end of the valley, Tettlemeck and the
towns up past there.”
“Yeah, O.K.” Jayra agreed.
“She’s seen all that,” Yulming said, she climbs in Traygols a
lot.
“Sounds like an exciting hobby.”
“That’s what I do for a living.”
“Mountain climb? For an exploration magazine or something?”
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“No, I’m a commercial hunter, I do coriscamp and axio for
restaurants in the city, that’s what brings me by this way. I caught a
ride with Yulming on a friend’s wagon but we’re late for lunch, what
else is new?... I can tell by the look on your face and the first tastes
that the yaag is good here and already know I won’t make it back to
my camp before dark.”
He noticed Yulming grin at her and knew it would be
detrimental to Yulming’s sense of well being to be too attentive to
Jayra. Of course knowing that she probably climbed bare rock with
a loaded crossbow strapped to her back to hunt those delicacies, he
wasn’t sure he wanted to get too stupid around her either. He
checked the level in his recently topped-off cup.
Yulming obviously knew her and obviously had hopes that she
didn’t start making it back to her camp till after it got light again
next week. Of course Esher had once held his own dreams of
Nightday entertainment, then taking Delsah to a nice NoonsleepAfternoonday vacation out on a river beach two miles into the outbends starting just a mile off this road.
They had both started reading the article. It sounded like a push
cart with a squeaky wheel was coming up the road when Jayra got to
the part that said. “‘There is either a lumpy object or another layer of
darker clouds inside the ball of clouds. Look, you can even see it in
the picture,” Jayra said, that part wasn’t in the article. The cart with
the squeaky wheel had turned in at the keda park and Delsah was
pulling it, out of breath, long dark hair all tied up in an unraveling
knotted braid and wearing the same sweaty jersey that she had on
when he had FiveCircleUp and been a successful theshman.
Esher was out the door before she got to it, pulling the cart the
last few feet up to Kolums. “Uhhh,” was all she said at first and
hugged him tiredly, “I guess I don’t know my own weakness. I’m so
glad you’re still here.” They propped the cart in plain sight right
outside the door and went thru the curtain into the shaded interior.
“It isn’t really still lunch time any more,” she said as she walked
thru but Jayra was just getting a nice breaded baked Lorv and hot
chocolate sauce, garnished with young fruit, Yulmin had yellow tails
on sticks with mixed greens under buiberry sauce. “This is your cup
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right?” was the last thing she said as she put it to her lips. “Oh hi,”
she said to Yulming when she put the cup down. “Sorry I’m such a
mess.”
“You’ve just come up a mile with that cart?” Jayra asked, “You
should be a mess.”
“I should’ve got that bearing fixed, that’s not making it any
easier.” It was quite a cart she had. A fine archwood frame and
scrolled wicker-work. There was a lower compartment with doors
and an upper tray with a domed, wicker-scrolled lid. It was tied
together with fresh string in a few places and some tied, hot-glued
splints were used on one member of the frame.
“You brought quite a bit of stuff.” Esher said. The lower doors
didn’t quite close over it all and the string she tied around the load
and the ends of the doors didn’t keep him from looking in. There
were additional bags tied onto it.
“Well, I said to myself, ‘what’s the longest you want him to let
you stay?’ and brought enough for that. And there’s a couple books I
think you should read.” Then she turned to Kolum, “If you could
whip up another of those lorv things and have you got a few bites of
those sumaidic leaves left?”
“It would be my pleasure,” he said, and went to do so. Esher
introduced Yulming and Jayra to Delsah. It is quite often that names
are never actually exchanged at the festival. Delsah untied her hair
and shook it out. It still fell pretty shiny once she smoothed it out
and ran her fingers thru it awhile.
“So I’d like you to stay and visit till you’ve used up all you
brought,” Esher said as she finished that.
“And I think you should go into Jillak’s Trading Post over
across the ally and see what you can do about that bearing,” Jayra
told her. “This is great by the way,” she said about the food, “be glad
you’ve got a plate coming.”
“I would do something about that bearing if I could, but I’m
afraid I’m coming broke, I’ll have to tend your garden for my food,”
she told Esher.
“I’ll take a look. It’s my turn to push, and I’m still not back in
shape from having a keda,” he said to forestall her protest. Kolum
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was right here with the greens that were more purple than green,
being mainly rinko spiced with zhulin. She traded his empty mug for
the salad and Kolum topped it off again, accepting Esher’s penny
this time.
Delsah poked him in the side. She still had three pennies and a
ten, she wanted to pay for her own lunch. He would let her do that.
Delsah’s was back sooner since he had one meal to make rather than
two and the chocolate sauce was already made. Esher ran over to
Jillak’s, the trading post that Jillak’s corner was at.
The trading post bought and sold every type of used item, but
farm equipment was it’s strong point and heavy duty was what often
set it apart. He had brought the wheel to check the axle size and took
a good look at how much larger a wheel could go on there. There’s
one large barn out in front with the specials on the front porch.
There was a keda drawn scissor bar, a meat smoker and a mass bean
shelling table out there today. What he was looking for would be out
in one of the tents in the back. It was almost a climb to get back thru
the barn. He went by the threshing and shelling tables, drying racks
and egg coops for a dozen species. All the while ducking under the
hoes that hung in rows from every joist and cross brace. The smell
was earthy, there was a decent amount of dust. Just behind the
immense piles of empty feed bags he had to stoop thru the door into
the small parts tent. The saplings the tents were originally strung up
to now held four floors of ‘attic’ trading space, mostly small tools
and craft supplies, and six floors of fine residences for the Jillak
family above that, but the shape and size and dirt floor of the
original tent remained.
There’s a whole aisle devoted to wheels with big wagon wheels
on the floor, various cart wheels on the middle shelf or two, and
little casters on top. On racks above, bearings of every size, shape,
color, material and ilk. He found a nice set of fiber-spoke inflated
wheels for two tens and two pennies and got a penny each for the
one he turned back in, and the good one of the old ones. He wasn’t
gone much more than fifteen minutes altogether and there was a new
set of larger, softer wheels on the cart with good bearings in them.
He came back thru the curtain to find everyone just getting up.
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“We won’t get back to your place till late in Noonsleep as it is,”
Delsah said as he came in. “I hope you don’t mind but I invited them
to crash at your place for Noonsleep. I brought another bottle of that
stuff I got in ‘Vesta with me.”
“I commend you on your social graces. I do have a loft and two
cushions in my place.”
“I would have crashed in the barn if I had to,” Yulming said.
“I don’t have a barn, FiveCircleUp used to sleep in a scrape
with his nose and eyes sticking out. He didn’t care if he woke up
with eight inches of snow on his face.”
“Maybe that’s why he’s gone,” Delsah said.
“If he wanted a barn he would have strayed into a pasture with
a barn. That’s how it is with kedas, especially the ancient ones like
he must have been.”
“How do you know how old a keda is?” Delsah asked.
“You know how his fourth eye was lame? Well if that’d
happened since the 40th or so, somebody would have fixed it, so he’s
been lame in that eye for fourteen centuries anyway. The more
mischievous a keda is, they say the older he is and 5O^ was that. If
he didn’t want to go somewhere he’d untie his harness as fast as I
could tie it. He’d rear up against the house on Dusksleep so he could
reach around and tap on the loft mats from around the dormer. I had
to go up on the roof to catch him and scared us both so much we
almost both fell and wound up saving each other. All the time the
girl he was teasing was shrieking.”
“That’s a mischievous keda,” Yulmin agreed.
They were walking up East Farm Road now in the late
Morningday sun. It wasn’t really hot yet, but there were no pockets
of the rather heavy, pre-dawn snow he jogged thru left around
anywhere by now and the road was completely dry. Esher and
Delsah each had a hand pulling the cart, Yulming and Jayra walked
right ahead of them. They stayed to the side out of the way of the
other wagons going up the road.
“So you hunt,” Delsah asked.
“Yeah,”
“What do you use?”
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“A Burke-Eno Durofiber 11-51 from the 51st. I shoot Eno 11's
with a Rikerath 12x sight. The spring itself was completely
reconditioned in the 35th decade by Elden down on Taxidermists
Walk.”
“Is that a crossbow?” Delsah clarified her question, trying to
get to a little less level of detail.
“Well yes, but in case I miss I have a forty one inch Kallatian
impaler with twelve inch hilt strapped on under the bow.”
This was definitely a woman who made you glad there was an
Instinct against killing your own kind now. It made you glad you
weren’t one of the prey she went after. The animals she chased had
between twelve and twenty legs and scampered across the rocks on
the high peaks. They could live in much thinner air than humans
could, but needed to come down to thicker air to feed where they
were vulnerable to humans. They were formidable creatures, they
had to be big to survive the cold. They were grey like the rocks but
with thick fur. They were fanged second only to the theirops in the
kedoid phylum, but with claws no more dangerous than those of a
keda, just a few more legs full of them to grip the rock with. The
worst thing about a coriscamp is that it is smart enough and agile
enough to push rocks at you from above. They can also tip really
immense rocks over when they get all legs involved, so you want to
get above them for your first shot at least. Esher would never hunt
coriscamp, he’d almost rather hunt theirops. Theirops can only go
into thin air when they are young, when full grown they can only
live in the bottom lands of Dorilot valley, and barely live there.
The coriscamp and it’s close relative the smaller axio are
known for a flavor even more delicate and flesh more tender than
the theirops. A glutenous human can eat a small axio while a
coriscamp is the most renowned feast you can give in these valleys
for a special occasion. They informed Delsah and to some extent
Yulming of this since they’d never tasted either. Jayra invited them
all to axio up at her place next Kyebenwae, not this year’s
Kyebenwae but the next.
“Yulming,” they heard a voice on the road behind them. It was
someone in a wagon coming back from the city. This is just where
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the road starts to wind up the valley into the hills. You don’t really
call it plots up here any more.
“Tdosie, what’s shakin?”
“Hop in first,” he said, “I can’t keep ThreeAroundFour slow for
long, we wants to get home.”
“Our friends?” Yulming asked him.
“Of course, he wouldn’t notice a locomotive in the wagon
while he’s on his way home.”
They all climbed on while ThreeAroundFour gradually
accelerated back up to keda speed in the middle of the road. Esher
was left towing the cart for awhile, running to hop on. He passed the
cart to Jayra who was already secure aboard while he crawled up to
a seat on the back. From there he hoisted Delsah’s cart up, glad he’d
got larger wheels at this speed. “This is Esher and Delsah, they’re
going somewhere up past Dqill’s bridge right?” Yulming asked him.
“Yeah, it’s three more miles past there where I turn off.”
“I’ll drop you there but I’d never get up there without bribes,”
Tdosie said.
“That’s fine, it’s only three miles back from there.”
“Thank you very much,” Delsah said. She had fished a bottle
out of one of the sacks tied to her cart and handed it to him.
“Thank YOU very much,” he said and tipped back a big glug
before passing it to Yulming, who then passed it to Jayra, who
passed it to Esher who passed it back to Delsah who then put two
thirds of a bottle back in that sack.
“How’d you meet Yulming,” Tdosie asked Delsah.
“At the festival,” she answered.
“You were at the festival?” Tdosie asked Yulming.
“I’m still on my way back. I didn’t find Jayra till the Nightday
after and she had lots of business to do in town that involved going
back to meetings the next week. Then we took a little vacation in the
city so I’m coming home just about as broke as I went down but I
had a hell a time down there this year.
Esher could tell that Tdosie also knew Jayra. They sent eye
messages to each other but didn’t say anything. He looked like he
was asking her if she did and she was saying none of his business.
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Esher figured he’d wait and see where Jayra got off, but then
remembered they would get off before she did. They certainly
wouldn’t pass up most of this ride to spend Noonsleep at his place.
He knew one more thing about where Jayra would get off, it would
be wherever she pleased.
The ‘hills’ that the road winds around from here were not very
steep. There’s a little paddle brook with auto-locks beside the road
for many miles and three rows of wild hangleaves with the road
between the north and center rows, the canal between the center and
south row. There were little stone-arch bridges over the canal at
every lock, and a pedestrian path on the far side of the paddle-brook.
There was one here too, just stepping-stones on the brook side of the
hangleaves. There were businesses here along the road, plots for a
ways and then ranch and thesh and vedn land for miles beyond. The
rows of hangleaves shaded the road and the motion of the wagon
brought them in and out of the shade in a way that strobed, letting
him notice that one hit of that yaag was all it took to be well under
it’s spell.
The homes and businesses here along the street were almost all
grown but the lowest floors had been carved out and decorated with
colorful paints. Some of the businesses had setbacks and awnings in
front, many with cooks. What cooks were around now were really
getting ready for noonmeal.
They relaxed and chatted casually for another hour as they
rode. Yulming told Tdosie about the clouds in outer space and the
two of them did all they could to entertain Jayra. Esher was still so
glad Delsah had arrived that he was talking only with her, telling her
about his place. He didn’t come out and ask her how long she might
stay. She seemed to have most of her clothing and personal items
with her, as well as books and papers. If it weren’t for his cooking
gear and farming tools, Esher could almost consider himself
‘moving’ with this cartload of stuff. He noticed that she owned some
nice tall soft boots and two different pants and a mountain shirt as
well as the dress she had on, three skirts and one more nicer tie-print
jersey. He got to see all this when she rummaged thru it to check if
she had something else with her. Then she went in the other bag to
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get the bottle back out. Esher had mentioned it was only another
mile just a couple minutes before.
“If anyone wants another hit, we’re getting off soon.” It had
been an hour and a half, they were all ready for another hit but Jayra.
Tdoshie was actually ready for another glug as it turned out.
“Is the path hard from here?” Delsah asked.
“No, it’s nice most of the way, a few rocks here and there.”
She took a glug and passed the bottle to Esher again, who took
another hit. She passed the bottle back to Yulming and said their
good-byes and thank-you’s while Esher slid the cart back out and
onto the road. He made sure it was rolling steady before jumping off
himself, running a few steps and dropping to a walk where Delsah
was.
“It’s that path right there.”
“That’s just about a road.”
“There is wagon traffic.”
This path was called Gleep Walk, though there had probably
never been a gleep spotted on it in a century. Along here are small
holdings with the house right along the path or back behind a hedge.
It was mostly plots, but some places had more acreage behind them.
It’s nice, the hedges are all in bloom and the houses are in the
middle of two or three acres of fertile fields. They could see some
tall stands of fernwood behind and a woodcutters’ track back
between two of the houses with hedges of tuvee bean and limcrack
bordering it, heavy with ripe pods.
“Pretty country,” Delsah said. “My path is all dawnbloom and
hedged orangenarc, but they’re only this far apart.” She indicated a
little more than three feet with her hands. A keda and wagon could
not get down there. He remembered all this, more from leaving that
getting there.
“No, all these paths need to pass wagons here but we’re not so
close to the city.”
“I guess not.”
Another mile back there was a big clump of multibreak
hangleaves over the road up ahead, more blooms on the hedges and
more small holdings grouped around them. As they approached they
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could see that the road forked in the middle of the hangleaves and
that those hangleaves were inhabited up to four floors above the
fields.
“They call this village Lemmick Bump,” Esher said, “I used to
have a plot about ten houses down the other way on the right.” He
pointed. Koolie lived right on the corner of the fork and had a still
and a vat and a couple kegs of each. His first floor was given over to
the village hangout. It was open this time of the week but Esher
didn’t see anyone he remembered there, there were only a couple
guys drinking and a girl tending the kegs and meanwhile whittling
away on a very nice little carving of someone clinging to a flat-out
racing keda.
He noticed that Koolie and his neighbors had bent shoots over
on the third floor and grafted them together. This would allow them
to put in a sixty foot triangle over the village center some day. He
looked up and saw there was already a tie-in of upper branches and a
little nest up there in the tops of the hangleaves eight floors above
the streets.
“This plot is new since I lived here,” Esher also told her as they
walked out of the village by the right fork. There were larger places
and crop vines along the street. Kedas were starting to get common.
Woodcutters were starting to get common. Sometimes one doesn’t
notice that for every three wagons of food going into the city is one
of fuel to cook it with. These thick patches of fernwood that
carpeted the valley floor since humans moved in are where most of
it comes from. Twice they had to duck into garden paths for wagons
loaded with it to pass.
About a mile and a half beyond Lemmick Bump, a turn in the
road reveals another large hangleaf clump tucked away in the last
dell before the rolling theshland begins. The theshland goes from
here east to the foothills of the Traygols that you could see out there
in the distance, forty to a hundred forty miles away, two to three
miles above the floor of the Dorilot valley. The Dorilot valley is
about seven hundred miles long, up to two hundred fifty miles wide
and two or three miles deep. Many of the Traygols were too high to
climb, reaching a mile or more above air. There were only thin
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fences here, this was a keda pasture on one side, a commercial rinko
field on the other, only some tettle-nut vines to mark the boundaries.
“The path joins a little creek here at the village of BumbleKuum and continues on around that way for a couple more miles,
but I live out on that path thru the thesh another half mile.” She
could see that there were a few more plots along the path here and
there, but for the most part the gentle rise beyond the village was
just an open field of thesh with an occasional shrub or vine to mark
it.
Bumble-Kuum has a little fountain and splash pool with a
bench around it because of the brook. The balconies of the third
floors had been bridged across the paths to make a little residential
circle at the level of their homes. Della brewed yaag on one side of
the street right by the fountain, Kumba brewed beer on the other.
They could shout to each other when things were quiet. There were
four guys who took turns cooking near the fountain but none of
them were set up yet. There were twenty one residences in this
village and about another hundred out on the plains. Everyone had
their garden, but most of the guys harvested thesh like he did up
here, but only Rellie had a keda he could get to do commercial runs.
All the other kedas in the village called themselves busy enough
with the trips hauling what their own humans cut.
Kaaller was the only one drinking over at Della’s at the
moment but he waved. “Where you been all week?”
“I went down to Jillak’s corner to meet Delsah,” Esher told him
while walking by his way. He’d spent Nightday preparing for the
hike.
“Pleased to meet you Delsah, I’m Kaaller, I chase him around
in these fields now and then. You look like you’re coming by for a
visit.”
“Yeah, that’s the plan.”
“How long?” he asked.
“Till he tells me to go home, we hadn’t really discussed that.”
“More likely till she’s tired of it around here,” Esher said, she’s
used to a more urban environment.
“Well, I hope that’s a while. This is the closest watering hole.
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No doubt you saw there’s one more before the road. There’s a guy
on the road just a few blocks up who’s got some news. I see you can
read.”
“Is that rare out here?” Delsah asked.
“No, there’s two guys here who can’t read. They’re over on the
left of that path, but we have to hike at least that far for something
new to read.”
“You have quite a few paths to the fields here,” she said.
“Yeah, that’s how many of us get to our work. I just have a
room up in there on the third floor and a theshook. There’s eight of
us here I think, but Blorie and Nuunon are permanent like Esher is
and have their own gardens too.”
“How do you get your harvest down?” she asked.
“Four of the guys use Rellie, I used to piggy back on Esher or
Tembeeb, he’s another guy out on the plains. There’s two more that
have other friends they can piggy back on right here in town and
Ilznontz keeps a keda in a fence and scrape out farther than Esher’s
over that way.”
“He should nest himself in over there.”
“He’s trying, but he’s up on a sandy top and having a tough
time getting much growth out of hangleaf.”
“Do you have a hangleaf?” she asked.
“My floors are still on stone and post but the roof is arched
over and you can’t see much of the starter canvas any more. It’ll be
a nice six-trunk home someday but it isn’t much more than a
screened-in platform now.”
“It’s a very nice place he’s got, it’s twenty three, maybe thirty
decades he’s had it going, there’s forty feet of shade over you on
Afternoonday and good thick curtain-mats for dark.”
“I’m in a plank-up between yingleberries on a packing crate my
ma busted open,” Delsah told him. “My walls are used sheets she
picked up from a job she once had at an inn that she tied to the
bushes. She had that job when she had me, left me that job when she
left. I was about ten years short of two at the time. My starter tarp is
pretty tattered, but it was once an awning at that inn, not a starter
tarp. My ma also started that tradition. I don’t know if I mentioned
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this, but I don’t come from money. I was on almost an acre, that is
true but it is in a dark and shady hole beneath tall trees. I grew
mushrooms and fed talrins with grain in cages under the tubs of my
garden vegetables at one point and panips and greenwort were all I
would grow.”
“You’re industrious and intelligent,” Esher told her. “You’ll
have all the room and sunlight you know how to use, but only the
water from a groaning old windwheel a couple hundred feet from
the house at the outer turn of the fence. I’m sure we’ll find some
way to get by.”
Della came in from the door that went upstairs to the back wing
of her place. Bumble-Kuum hangleaf wood is thick and trunky now
and she probably has sixteen rooms on three more floors plus the
taps here at street level. Gleep Walk doesn’t quite end at BumbleKuum but it might as well. What was left of it could only claim the
name because it had once been wetter in that direction, before the
fountain and pool and the wells that spun on the poles beyond the
village hangleaves. Six well owners had water for sale in the village.
“Hey, fine. I heard some of what you were saying from
upstairs. Looks like another female neighbor?”
“Delsah,” she said and they squeezed palms.
“Della,” she said, “Although they’ve probably told you enough
stories by now that you knew.”
“I saw the sign, that was the only clue I had, that and the side of
the counter you came out on.”
“Oh there’s five of us here in the family that will man the taps,
I only like to come down once in awhile when it’s slow. But what
are you having?”
“Quite the buzz already,” Esher said. “Delsah had a bottle of
Jagged Sky with her that we traded for a ride. Actually we passed
around for a ride, but we each took quite a glug from it before we
handed it off.”
“Enough so I can see a cathedral up there made by roping those
trees together a hundred feet up,” Delsah added.
“You should come sit here with Elong some Nightday when he
gets going on that. On many an Afternoonday he’ll lay back here
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with the water pouring on his forehead staring up into just that, his
cathedral. The cathedral of life he calls it.”
“It’s nice to know I’ll have a fellow worshiper right here in the
village.”
“Shall I have anything special brought in?” Della asked.
“If I can afford a pouring keg I consider myself a wealthy
woman.”
“Oh you’ll do fine,” Della said, and Kaaller backed her up. His
face looked more sincere than Della’s did.
“If it’s another half mile to your house, is there a pee-a-ria
handy?” Delsah asked.
Kaaller and Della both pointed thru the lower door. It was
under the kegs. The upper door from the house came down between
the kegs and all were pretty much trunked in now. There was not any
more bark growing on anything behind the bar.
They got going soon after Delsah came back up. This path only
went over one little rise to his place. Once you were over the top, the
upper branches were visible. It wasn’t really in a dell, just a little bit
more level spot on the side of this hill. The windwheel was on the
upper slope of the steeper spot beyond the house. The house was a
six trunk hangleaf at the lower focus of the elliptical fence, the
wheel was at the top of the hill on the far side pulling from a well
below the bottom of the hill. There was a thousand foot coilshaft
running down the hill from the wheel to the well. The other end of
the ellipse was down near the path where he had planted a hedge to
direct the wind coming up the hill over the house and into the wheel.
He was going to keep her guessing until they were at the spot
where his path turned off to a lane in that hedge. The trail kept on
going down to a few more homesteads before you were really on the
open range. But as soon as they came around enough of the rise to
see his front field his breath caught. Even Delsah recognized him,
and her breath caught. “They said he was gone,” was all she said.
“He was.”
“This is your place?” she was literally weeping. “Oh Esher this
is beautiful, no castle in a fairy tale with wings full of servants could
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thrill me like this, I’ve got goosebumps,” she said, but she was
running, “Look at these gardens, we could live well from these
alone,” he thought she said. He didn’t catch the rest.
He was trotting after her. “There’s not much closed in yet,” he
yelled. She vaulted the fence, he had the cart and had to do the gate.
Fivecircleup was over to him already, he paid no attention to Delsah
and she continued running toward the house.
Fivecirleup came right to him at the gate and presented his
chin. “Oh, you missed me so I have to scratch your chin.” He had a
few scrapes on his knees and was a little leaner but didn’t seem too
much worse off. The gate had been open when he left, having no
keda, what was the sense of closing it? If a lentosaur or karga came
inside, the fence might slow it long enough to let him get his
crossbow. Now that Fivecircleup had returned the gate was closed
and latched. No doubt Delsah thought that meant whoever had found
him had returned him, but Esher figured he’d shut it after himself, as
if to say, ‘the keda is in.’ Delsah was running around the house
shouting how it was like a mansion in a romance novel when it was
only a six sided platform planked up about six feet off the ground
between these young trunks that now supported just the tarp and a
few layers of roof leaves. But there were shoots above, so you could
see it would hold more floors someday.
Maybe that was what she was seeing in her mind, but if she
wanted to see that in reality this would turn into a very long visit,
many more decades. Meanwhile he was just glad this day had turned
around so well for him, it looked like he might have Delsah to
brighten his life for awhile and he now had his keda back.
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. 54,21,13 [1963]
7. Interworld
As the halo approached the human home world, Hank knew he
would have to serve as a mind share for Om at meetings on other
Pronna worlds to let them know what was happening. The fact that
another species was becoming technological was something they
would want to know more deeply than a simple data transmission
could tell them. Many would come to observe, it would be crowded
in Om while they surveyed the human home world. It was too bad
they hadn’t saved a thread to that planet in hole space so they could
have saved 11.4 years of weaving time and gotten there when it
would have been a little easier to observe. They had deleted that
thread once humans had been declared pests, that was what most in
the galaxy thought proper.
But now that time of weaving was drawing to a close. As the
data they received thru the halo got closer to that world, they had
moved twenty two years closer in observation in only eleven years.
During that time the humans at their home world began to
experiment with nuclear fission and electrosilicates. The most recent
data from the human home world shows that they are currently in a
cheap energy phase of technology. They can now transmit pictures
via a simple raster scan with analog framing information. Those
moving-picture signals were blasted in all directions and were right
in the middle of the Pronna communications band and they were
absolutely deafening in their intensity.
The humans can now blast mechanisms off of their planet with
huge cylinders full of chemical explosives and that fact would make
observation of their planet a lot more difficult. There would be a lot
of concern about that and Hank was fully prepared with their
observation plans.
In spite of the difficulty, this behavior certainly deserves further
study. Hank, along with many of his colleagues, believed this was a
chance to watch a species in the process of discovering technology.
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The last species to get farther than this was the Rikaviks, nineteen
million years ago and right next door on the galactic scale. The
humans had made significant technical progress in a short amount of
time, showing that, in spite of their brief lives, they are able to
amass knowledge as a species. There was also much mind in Om for
the belief that this had all happened within the lifetime of one
individual human or generation of humans. There is a good chance
that once this group died off, their progress would slow or even stop.
As it was now, they would have to be careful how they
observed. They could use nano-instruments for the present time, but
Om itself would have to be hidden. The human messages said they
were sending probes beyond the orbit of their own planet, that meant
that leaving Om sitting in opposition would leave them vulnerable to
discovery. It would certainly interfere with the human’s
development if they were to discover the world of Om, even if Om
were to then leave.
Allowing the humans to gain direct evidence of galactic
civilization would interfere with the study they wished to make of
them. They already knew how humans acted in the presence of more
advanced civilizations, they became pets and/or pests but didn’t
advance much on their own. Humans now were right on the cusp of
what discovering a superior culture would mean to them. Only a few
thousand years ago the humans, like the kedas, simply looked upon
the Pronna as a God and the wehnts and vamish as demons and left
it at that. They knew so little at the time that it had little effect on
their development. Now it was probable that there were some
humans on both ends of the hole who might recognize Om as the
artifact of a more advanced species. They would certainly attempt to
probe it with instruments as soon as they were able and those
instruments would have to be disabled, or they would know for sure
that it was an artifact.
The interworld room is a place where no other species is
allowed unpackaged and when that is happening the interworld
room is closed to casual swimmers. There were certain other species
that were once allowed thru, but somehow the spread of humans
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continued during those times. One now swam into the center of the
room and down a long tunnel of soft white glow. It was true there
were plenty of other invasive species they wished to confine, there
were several worlds now with nothing but greenwood for
vegetation. It is mist-free in here, greenwood seeds can hide in the
mists. The walls may be soft white like Om’s or covered with
messages or shining mirror.
There is a large ball in the center of the interworld room with
holes in it, as close as the dimples on a golf ball. In every Pronna
world is a room like this. They are all a sphere within a sphere in
shape. The passages thru the outer sphere lead to the local world.
The passages thru the inner sphere lead to other Pronna worlds.
When you swim thru, you find yourself swimming out of the inner
sphere in that world. You could then swim to another gate in that
world’s inner sphere to get to the next step on your journey. The
average interworld room has about thirty connections in the middle
and twenty passages to the local world. Few Pronna worlds are more
than ten steps apart.
Pronna worlds exchange individuals via their interworld rooms
and remain a coherent species. There are actually a few hundred
thousand ‘rouge’ Pronna worlds that do not have wormholes into
this net and so do not exchange individuals and thus do not
technically remain part of the Pronna World species. It is obvious
that the worlds themselves are living things with individual Pronnas
being their cells. They have a society, the one and a half billion of
them that can be reached on the net that connects each world’s
interworld room.
One of the worlds overcome with Greenwood was also more
infested with humans than Om. That is the world we will call Mon,
though it’s name is a spherical tone of electromagnetic energy at
91.658Mhz. Hank is on his way to that world, a brief five-portal
swim from Om. One can look thru into the next world at each portal
in the connected worlds of the Pronna Galaxy. Each was decorated a
little differently and Pronna were in different orientations. A Pronna
individual’s most likely time to go vertical is on the way home from
an interworld trip. He was on his way out. He never left the
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interworld rooms of the worlds he swam thru. He’d been this route
so many times he never brought up the names, just remembered that
the last one before Mon is very commercial. This last portal thru to
Mon was a good sixty feet in diameter with another foot thick layer
of data around it. It was at about a sixteen degree tilt at this time.
Mon was far across the galaxy from the last world these last thirteen
million years and their relative rotations were large, so Hank could
actually see it slowly turn thru the portal as he swam thru. There
were lines of Pronnas flowing thru in both directions that he had to
swim with. So many seemed to be information day-rate traders.
Hank hardly ever listened to a finance mind as much as he did on an
interworld swim.
Mon’s interworld room was similar to Om’s, not anywhere near
as many advertisements as the last one. He noticed more dust in the
air right away, and the sunlight was a different color. But when he
left the interworld room of Mon and swam out into the greenwood,
it was quite different. Greenwood will feed Pronna, and can be
trained to make acceptable flavors, and for better flavor, animated
nectars are shipped in thru the portals. A Pronna in front of him was
guiding a large school of them now. The Greenwood was dense, it
was hard to scour humans out of it if you tried. Om had at least been
able to manage it’s human problem, and they did have their
ecological uses. If properly managed Hank believes they can be
beneficial to an ecology. Here the smell told him immediately that
the humans and several other animal species were not under as good
control. There were Pronna on duty with containment fields and a
powered air circulation regimen was in use here. There were many
other animals living here, wehnts were also out of control above the
neutronium and could be found down in weightlessness looking for
prey. Fin-footed human patrols armed with spears searched for them,
going abroad openly where they weren’t forced back with
containment fields.
Hank formed a suspicion that Mon would some day be
abandoned to the greenwood and the humans, probably as soon as it
picked up an Aldeb infestation to go along with these. Mon will
never catch a spore in space because it is thousands of light years
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from the nearest Aldeb spore. But the spores drift thru atmosphere as
well as space and reach worlds thru their interworld rooms. Where
there were damaged ecologies, Aldebs were likely to take root and a
greenwood monoculture overrun by feral tool-using animal life is
about as damaged as an ecology can get. He didn’t know why Bill
still lived here when there was more than enough nectar in Om for
him and his closest to come over.
To even himself out a little more for the upcoming ordeal, Hank
turned over just before they met, but didn’t think Bill suspected.
Turning over should not matter, as a vertical, both halves should be
equal. Each half is symmetrical, with the eye in the center of the
front. There should be no way to know which was his original half,
especially since his young side was a million years old. He did not
know which was his original half, but he knew those who had been
with him constantly would know from the tatters of his fin. In the
million years since he’d last reproduced, this was probably the seven
hundredth time he’d turned over.
Nearby was a large open space and more Pronna were entering
the space in person, some from distant worlds with differing fin
styles, even an ancient two-arm. He even saw a few human faces
peeking out of the greenwood, they would be wondering what so
many Pronna were gathering for. He noticed that the humans were in
worse condition than the humans in Om. Hank could tell, though the
humans could not see it, that this meeting was going to extend well
beyond Mon. Though Mon is deep in infestations, it still retained
channels to more of the important central worlds of the galaxy than
Om did. Of course Mon was thought to be four hundred fifty million
years older than Om. Mon is one of the great worlds from the age a
half billion years ago when Pronna were really coming into their
own. It had fallen on hard times now, but was still respected by all
the Pronna worlds.
Mon has many individuals circulating. Because it has swung so
far in the galaxy, routes thru Mon are often shorter in steps thru the
interworld rooms. Hank had swum a bit over half a mile since he
entered the interworld room of Om, but he had moved one hundred
seventy five thousand light years in real space to reach two points
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that were only separated by a bit over four thousand light years.
Mon was on the edge of the Sagittarius arm toward the human
world, just a few hundred light years farther from the Aldeb front.
As Hank noticed more of the individuals interested in these
thoughts, he felt almost as if he was taken before a Galactic Council.
This was a conjoined Pronna mind of several trillion participants,
spread over many million worlds but there are other species that can
be interfaced. There were Rendors in the conversation, Weinehs, a
panel from Ces Quintay and Hank was concerned that there could be
a Rikavik tap on the conversation. One they didn’t know about.
Hank and Bill joined straws as verticals and exchanged a bit of
genetic material, within a few seconds they had the memories of
living each other’s lives since last they’d met. That includes all the
virtual universes they had in common also, but there were no
humans in those universes so they will not be part of this tale. Most
of those virtual universes had laws of physics that we would not
comprehend without ways to visualize a few more dimensions. This
act is almost sexual for a Pronna, absorbed in their minds as they
are. Sharing total lives like this is an ecstasy for them, doing it as the
center of an important galaxy-wide joining of minds at what they
believe is base level is like getting the Oscar for best sex would be
to an American media star, if there was such an Oscar. They spent
hundreds of milliseconds in thanks as their life share settled into
their memories, then joined in conversation with a few more trillion
residents of the galaxy who were interested.
The minds joined on this were focusing on the need for a very
cautious plan for studying the human home world. Hank was
surprised to find that Om’s record of caution in their study of
humans was more an issue to the remainder of the galaxy than it was
in Om itself. In the forefront of this joined mind glowed the
knowledge that there were now 4,321 Pronna worlds and four or
five naturally occurring light-gravity liquid-water worlds infected
with feral humans, and counting.
A Weineh announced that they had turned sensors on the
Sindara system where humans were abandoned eight thousand years
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ago. The Weineh publicly revealed that they had detected
electromagnetic signals from the Sindara system also. Not only
signals following the thirty hour cycle of the planet the humans had
been abandoned on, but signals that followed a twenty five hour
cycle, indicating that humans had recently spread to the next planet
of Sindara within the last hundred years. Sindara was two thousand
light years from that radio sensor. That world needed terraforming to
be made habitable. A sub chapter spun off to discuss a look at those
humans also, though there was now no Pronna world within sixteen
hundred years of Sindara. There was no known technical species
that could reach Sindara any sooner. So by then those humans would
have thirty six hundred years to progress beyond the terraforming of
planets.
It was too late to study the humans of Sindara discovering
technology. By the time anyone could get there, it would be on their
terms. Thru Hank, Om pointed out that studying the humans at their
home world could teach them information they would need in
interacting with the humans of Sindara. This was obvious and all
went along with that. There was no disagreement that Om was the
world to do it because Om was there. Privately Hank was glad Om
was not the world that had abandoned humans on Sindara’s world of
Adio, the planet where Om abandoned humans was overrun with
them, but they weren’t hurting anything else and weren’t in danger
of spreading because they had not developed an interest in high
energy technology.
Hank had a line back to Om to offer a live feed of his meetings
with others of the galaxy. He couldn’t help everyone experiencing
that the galaxy’s initial reaction to the proposal of a cross-cultural
experiment with these humans was that now-familiar cheap radio in
a thunderstorm. Hank withdrew from that line of thought, at least for
now.
It was obvious even with the data they had already, that the
humans back at their home world would detect Om’s presence with
ease if Om were to park anywhere near them. If they could toss
machines off the planet, they could undoubtably see the world. It
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would have to be at a vast distance to be undetected. They could
only send small bodies in to observe it in detail, micro and
nanoprobes. They might be able to establish a relay on the planet’s
huge satellite that was gravitationally locked to the parent.
Thru Hank’s link back to Om, there was live feed to the
observations thru the hole as it flew thru space. There was more
interest in Mon because of that and a few million additional
individuals attached to the conversation. In the remainder of the
galaxy another hundred billion listened in. The ring on it’s way to
the human home world was close enough that they could observe
thru it. At eighty hours to go, the probe could clearly see the four
large gas giants in this system. Their calculations confirmed that
orbiting the sun in the outer stasis point behind the outer most gas
giant was probably the best idea. Om had already come to that
conclusion on it’s own and it was already scheduled to poke the
neutronium in a few hours to stop at that point and assume that orbit.
The planet undoubtably had a few dozen moons the size of Om
orbiting it, there might be some rubble at that point already. He
would need to get back to the control room before they tried coming
thru. He showed the search plan to detect that rubble but the galactic
community was not interested in that level of detail so he could stop
moving toward detail in that direction. They were just happy to
know that Om had researched the mundane details.
Too much of the community wanted to draw boundaries on the
territory the humans would be allowed. The Rikaviks were what
they were worried about. Rikaviks are insatiable carnivores, very
animalistic, they never use visible devices and mold themselves to
the shape of any large carnivore of the world they prey on. Until the
treaty of 1,788,497 bc (translated date), Rikaviks had been lifting all
nearby water-worlds with large enough prey animals via wormholes
twenty thousand miles in diameter and then disassembling them to
put their continents into their sphere back at their home star. They
pushed almost as far as Rigel in the direction of humans before
some Rendors forced them to stop, with support from Pronna and
Weineh. Most of this galaxy anyway, prefers a more natural
environment and prefers that protoplasmic worlds be left where they
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occur. No civilization wants the galaxy to endure another five billion
years like the reign of the Thume. They had populated the whole
mid-to-light-gravity liquid-water galaxy the way humans populated
the keda’s world. For five billion years they waited for every world
as it cooled from the molten state, engineered it to their liking, and
settled it. Even the Thume became bored with the galaxy that
resulted and the Thume civilization collapsed of that boredom.
Because of the Rikaviks, the Pronna of the galaxy only wanted
to allow the humans one hundred light years in their direction. Hank
was glad to notice that all Pronna of Om thought that was
unreasonable, even though they all agreed their chance of
successfully becoming technological was pretty low. It was a ninety
eight percent chance both human planets would succumb to the
Aldebs long before they could get a hundred light years from home
under their own power. There were minutes of discussion involved
and the Pronna equivalent of a general election before they came to
the compromise that the humans would be notified and drawn into a
boundary negotiation with the Rikaviks when they reached the first
star more than two hundred light years from their home in the
direction of the Rikaviks.
Hank and Om were very interested that the Rikaviks not be
notified until then. Of course the humans were already doing all they
could to notify the Rikaviks of their presence and their signals
would reach the Rikavik outpost at Rigel H 7 in just about nine
hundred years; long before the humans could possibly reach the
boundary they had just agreed to. So the latest possible date for
Rikavik expeditions reaching humans was a little more than eighteen
hundred years from now.
Hank had with him all the data that Om had collected on the
human home world during the times Om had been there in the past.
Bill had also absorbed that knowledge thru the straw, but it was left
to Hank to upload it to everyone else connected. Both the Ces
Quintayins and the Weinehs use devices, and would pick at it as they
needed it. He felt very much the single cell of his world now and
even though he had support thru a link and several million of Om
listening in, individual presence still mattered.
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The joined minds went over what was known about humans
already. There was a lot known, all the species in the conversation
admitted to studying humans already. After quite some thought
(about as much as the sum of all thought and computation at all of
Earth’s universities so far) on the details of the human brain’s
physiology and psychology, there was agreement that the humans
probably could get somewhere if enough of them kept at it long
enough. If it was funded, to translate into American. If the humans
didn’t deviate from a straight path to technology, they could get to
that ‘trip wire’ toward Rikavik space in ten thousand years. The
Rikaviks could get there from their nearest hole, at Rigel H, in a
little over nine hundred years and would undoubtably move a large
probe to a convenient location near that boundary in that time if they
found out about today’s deliberations. There are Pronna that have
contacts with Rikaviks, there could be one listening in on this
conversation.
They spent a lot of time on the details of the observation plans.
What they didn’t want to think about earlier, they went over now.
Hank thought some friend of the Rikaviks among them tried to trap
them into thinking about the technical details of their nanoprobes.
None who knew anything of the details would discuss any of them
in as public a forum as this. They called the machine a ‘nano-probe
maker’ and thought of no more detail than that. That was as much
detail as any Pronna would think about in the presence of a Weineh,
much less a Rikavik, though Weineh can also manufacture probes
that are indistinguishable from naturally occurring cosmic rays. The
Pronna mind reinforced the call to think in terms of objectives and
boundaries and not the technical detail. That was fine with Hank.
The best nanoprobes the Rikaviks have are indistinguishable from
bacteria, but they are self-reproducing, something the Pronna nanoprobes are not. Rikaviks do not pair heavy nuclear particles, so their
instruments are all connected with elementary electron-positron spin
mirrors. The Rikavik are just as cautious in revealing their
technology but Pronna and Weineh recognize technologies cast off
one or two billion years in their respective pasts.
Hank reintroduced to those minds interested, the promise to the
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keda, and found that there was more interest now. There wasn’t so
much laughter. After thinking about humans for some time, many
saw the promise and the peril. The other thing that had changed, was
that more were concerned about the Rikavik. After all, it had been
Pronna who first found humans. All the species the Rikaviks found
first, now lived in terror on the orbiting continents of their sphere,
the ones they found up until that treaty anyway. This made the
Pronna more defensive toward the humans and willing to give them
a bit better chance at success. If the release of humans from the keda
planet on their home planet could help make them a little less
aggressive, most Pronna viewed that as a positive step. Of course
there was a contrary mind thinking that the humans would need to
be aggressive to repel the Rikaviks.
Om knew that making them as peaceful and non-aggressive as
the keda would be the best protection from the Rikaviks, they would
be too boring to interest them much. A few of the more effete
Rikaviks might eat them just because they were pretty, but most
Rikaviks preferred their meals to be a military challenge. He made
that part of the public thought and the ‘peaceful is better’ opinion
won out among many Pronna worlds all over the galaxy. Toward
that aim the majority of Pronna agreed to allow the introduction of a
few humans from the peaceful world onto the other.
It was the individual from the species we’re calling Weineh that
pointed up a flaw in the logic. Because of the contagious
ephemerality cure, introducing humans from the keda planet would
be giving the humans of their home planet direct evidence of
galactic civilization. Many Pronnas thought of the possibility that
the humans could think of it as a natural mutation, but the keda
world shows that the humans are capable of enough understanding
of their genetic makeup to discover that it was not, maybe not right
away, but certainly within a few thousand years. The humans from
the keda world have adapted a species immunity mechanism
paralleled on that of the kedas as closely as is possible in their
differing biochemistries. It is forty one percent as effective as the
keda’s and nineteen percent as effective as the Pronna’s, in this
environment without other aids it would put the top of the bell curve
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of human lifespan at about eight million years, about where Ces
Quintayins are. Incidentally, there has never been a death of a
Pronna individual recorded in Om’s sixty million years for those
who are curious. Still, the human system was so effective compared
to the approximately eighty year average human lifetime that people
infected with it began to stand out within fifty or sixty years, not a
few million.
There was way too much agreement that making Earth’s
humans un-aging would be too much meddling. Only a few dozen of
Mon saw the risk worth the benefit. Many others thought they would
take it as something religious. All of Om pushed hard to reinforce
those thoughts. Hank had never felt his world so united as it was in
the desire that our humans should be cured of that affliction. The
whole galaxy had a strong will toward a general election. Hank
shipped their best media handouts thru with the predictions made in
virtual universes of simulated humans under those conditions. Hank
started several running under various scenarios of contact between
the human worlds. They could be almost silly to watch, but no one
knows yet what they will do in this base universe.
The election results were rather disappointing. The good news
was, the consensus of all Pronna worlds, in consultation with the
other galactic powers, will allow Om to allow its own wild humans
to mate with those of the planet below, but will require any
introduced to the world of human origin to be stripped of the antiaging technology they posses on the keda world. Any humans
introduced in the other direction, should Om continue to interfere
with them, would have to be stripped of their devices and weapons
also. The Weineh expressed displeasure at even potential aid to an
even potentially military species on their veritable doorstep. The
Weinehs reach half circumnavigates the galaxy to the end of the
Sagittarius arm. They mine high-carbon red and brown dwarves and
live in rings built around them. They are another example of a
species that has moved to a roomier environment than naturally
occurring light gravity water worlds. Hank, as representative of
Om, calmed him by repeating that this minor intervention could only
make them more peaceful and we could make them a lot more
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peaceful than that if you let us cure them of their ephemerality.
A big ‘interventionist’ labeling pounded them thru every
channel and wormhole. Thru him they labeled their whole world,
and all of Om who was interested heard it. Many read him chapter
and verse from the tangled history of inter-species intervention. The
Thume were brought up again. They had another general polling on
the terms, many were re-enforced. It felt almost like self
recrimination to be caught up in that mind, but the thoughts could be
expressed in English as, ‘You can trade a few from one planet to
another and watch what happens to them’, ‘see how soon they got
locked up’ seemed to be another turn of thought back there. ‘Even
that is tampering’ was a common thread. Hank, as a member of this
mind, was convinced that they should call the whole experiment off.
But being still linked to Om, he knew that now, Om would not, it
was a matter of world pride. Om would continue the deal with the
keda to the limit of this council’s findings. That came up thru the
link almost as clearly as the strictures bombarded him from this end
here in Mon.
Most Pronna interested, on the majority of Pronna worlds
thought that if Om did not adhere to these conditions, some worlds
that their gates connected to might consider them rogue. Hank
shamefully knew Om already had three blank passages in its
interworld room and would not like to start picking up more now,
especially on his mission. They were due to come in from the arms.
Om would like to open some portals, not close them.
The interested Pronna of the interested worlds, joined in mind
in Mon, wished to join in over a second of discussion into
sterilization procedures on the humans turned into Om and out onto
the human home world, and any future humans transported in any
direction. The knowledge that microbes from both wehnt and
vamish evolutions had become indigenous on both the keda world
and the lichen world had gotten out to the galaxy. Should life of an
alien biochemistry show up on a human world now, the humans
were likely to draw conclusions. The Pronna of all the worlds, and
those of other great civilizations of the Milky Way that communicate
with the Pronna, were all of a very united mind in opposition to the
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humans drawing those conclusions.
He wondered how many Pronna would be interested enough to
swim back to Om and observe in person. He was worried if it was
all of them that were still in this conversation, years after his arrival
in Mon if it had to progress at a human time scale. There were at
least one hundred thousand still in it, sixty thousand of them right
here on Mon. It would take days for them to stream thru the portal.
That was just the tip of the population that could result because
more than four hundred individuals had gone from Om to visit all
the worlds with whom they were friendly. Om could be very
crowded during the investigation, there would be too much mass lost
to waste heat. The I/R they would have to give off to dump it might
annoy the cryotronics, even though they would certainly aim it out
of the galactic plane.
The meeting had been days in our perception of time, but at
their pace, a full career. When all were satisfied, Hank started to
swim back to Om with the distillation of the greater mind. Bill swam
with him, their message might be a school by the time they were
back in the interworld chamber. As they swam together they shared
private thoughts of how much more important it was to house-train
the humans than try and keep them down with plagues. They can be
easily sterilized with a simple micronic device that homes on the
reproductive openings of the reproductive type of human. A few
sprays of those will thin them out. If you need to you can drive a
steelsnake deep into the greenwood and see what’s lurking in the
dark. There’s often things even the humans are afraid of, way down
in there, especially in a greenwood-infected world. There were
hidden cubic miles in Mon and everyone knew it, space the suns
could no longer go, space Pronna never went. An expedition with
two steelsnakes with seven Pronna had been lost in one, lost to
something big. Hank, in his way, was glad to get out of the rotting
old hulk that Mon had become at four hundred fifty million years of
age.
A few did school up listening to them as they swam but they all
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veered off at the interworld corridor. Only Bill continued with him,
and Alex, a horizontal who seemed enthralled by their thoughts. This
could be the kind of event that would make Alex’s career the study
of the human home world, his young side was in such an initial
discovery stage. They swam to the portal back to Om and then on to
the corridor back to his part of the world. It was over a mile, not in a
straight line. This was deep in the world of Om. Once they were out
of the interworld chamber there was no sun nearby at this time on
this side. A few twinkles of green thru many layers of leaves was
what they could see easily, without expending energy to illuminate
the scene. The sparkles were like stars seen from a planet’s night
side. It was good to be back to a balanced ecology and without the
smell of human dung drifting in the air somewhere deep in the
brush. Om was still vigilant at keeping the humans toilet trained.
There were still too many creatures that couldn’t be toilet trained in
Om. The humans actually ate most of them, but they wouldn’t eat
them all because they were not eager to eat themselves out of a food
supply. This meant that even in their primitive state, they were smart
enough to know that.
They swam directly to the control room. Alex schooled
horizontal to Bill’s side in the control room, Bill made it a four
pointed star of Verticals so Alex was also horizontal to Hank with
his new eye. Even here, none would actually expel a horizontal who
wasn’t in the way, this is how the young eye matures.
The neutronium bayed and howled a little as it spun the hole
that was streaming towards the human’s home star at the speed of
light. It was steered a tiny fraction of a second of arc farther away
from the star itself, into the gas giants with rings and lots of moons.
The outermost was well out there, it’s outer stasis point well away
from the planet itself. It was dark out there and the surface would
get cold. Suns would have to make loops into the atmosphere to
keep that ecology alive and that effected the weather. It caused them
to need to oscillate about the null point to keep the gas giant
between them and the human home world so that was not picked up
by their telescopes. It would cost them even more mass.
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He brought the new people thru the observations of the humans
that had happened in the last few days. They were all pretty
impressed. The main thing was that they were now close enough to
get enough data to actually decode the pictures that the humans were
sending. They were recognizable images of humans, but living
under gravity. They were usually pictures of humans sitting on their
backsides and making noises at each other. Sometimes there would
be images of humans riding on the backs of other animals native to
their world of origin and sometimes there would be pictures of them
stalking each other thru the electric-lit warrens of their nesting
colonies at night, always stopping to make noises at each other in
case there could be a mating opportunity involved. The Pronna all
made static that Hank thought would be loud enough to interfere
with the image transmissions of the humans had Om been in orbit
above them. They were so amused by how innocently seriously the
humans took their little antics.
Now that the ring was stopped and the world would soon step
thru, it was time to tell the kedas to be ready with the humans they
wanted sent back. Bill was actually interested enough to set that
going on the translator.
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8. The Good Life
Delsah was laying in the ribbon-leaves on the side of the hill
not that far from the windwheel. It was mid Afternoonday, all the
chores were done, and hot enough to lie here nude and soak in
Kortrax’s rays. It was so nice to have a place where she could be
nude outdoors as much as she wanted. Just about all of every
Afternoonday. She could see the house from here. The upper
branches were now sixty feet in the air, the roof was good and thick
and the railings were getting grown in nice and solid by the vine.
She remembered so well how overwhelmed she felt when she got
here and as she looked at those branches, she still felt the same way.
No grand castle could thrill her more. Besides this wonderful home,
she had friends here now, good friends, better friends than the ones
in her old neighborhood. After almost two decades she was still
deeply in love with Esher. Maybe it wasn’t that heart-pounding
immediate lust she’d had at first, but it was warm and comfortable
and secure love.
When she first came up here to visit, it had been only a few
weeks before she knew she had to live here and had to live with
Esher. He seemed to feel the same way, they both were only
tentative about it for a few weeks because it seemed too good to be
true. Her visit hadn’t even stretched to a year before they went down
and sold her place and got a nice shower heater for this one with a
couple of the five coppers she made from house. It still made her
tingle all over when they would be down in Bumble-Kuum and
Esher said something like, “Why don’t you come out to our place
next dusk?”
She still wondered why such a man continued to keep her with
him and continued to act like he loved her and appreciated her? He
continued to compliment her beauty, but she thought her figure was
rather plain and her hair rather plain and straight and a nondescript
color. She was fit and smooth, she still kept herself busy in these
gardens a day and a half a week. Now that they were doing well she
longed to do something with herself, get a bit more curve and maybe
some gold highlights in her eyes and make her nose a little shorter.
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Every time she mentioned this Esher was so disappointed.
They had talked about this in depth and she gradually
surrendered to his views. He was right in so many ways. Her own
natural appearance was part of her, he called her look ‘standard
perfection’ and worshipped her for it. He was so glad that there was
nothing about her that looked fake. He was right that she would not
be socially neglected, for none in the area had refused her and they
had a vigorous social life.
She had to admit things were going very well for her. She was
now fond of both the festival and panips because they had been
involved in turning her fortunes around. Before that event, her life
seemed to be a simple cycle of festival, crops, a new guy who soon
got tired of her, punctuated only by a once per decade trip to ‘Veshta
on a workboat, usually tending livestock. With her tiny garden she
was never able to make enough money to bring any to the city, and
she had no city skill to earn much when she was there. Now that she
was in this life she regretted some things she had stolen, some
people she had used and lies she had told while in the city in her
past.
She’d been a sneaky slut to get by in the city, but before she
even came up here she had resolved to make a change in her life.
She hoped that Esher would accept her. Esher had been so good to
her right from the start and had trusted her right from the start in
spite of seeing what she was from. She was not going to spoil that.
She was honest with him, even though it had worried him at first.
Being here and bringing this garden along and growing this
house gave her something that lasted, permanent progress she could
see. It was going so well that the depths of her soul could not help
being stirred. Maybe it was just a deep-seated instinct from her
animal ancestry, maybe it was just the need to share times so lush.
She was here trying to think of how she would speak to him of what
she thought she was feeling, it wasn’t an easy thing to bring up. He
still thought of her as young, even though she was fourteen now. He
would say she had plenty of time. He was over a century and hadn’t
done it yet.
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Lying with her hands behind her head she could almost see
over the valley from here, there was a dotted line on the horizon that
was the Gorgol mountains on the far side of the valley. She could
not see the city but she knew where it was. From the very top of this
hill, at just the right time of year when it was dry and the sun was
just right, you could just see a sparkle off the glass of the towers thru
the trees between here and there. They continued to visit the city of
Dorilot and still made it to the festival almost every year, but in the
decades she had lived here she had not gone back to ‘Veshta or
anywhere down-river beyond.
The only other place they had gone together since they teamed
up in life was climbing in the Traygols. It was a good time and they
spent long hours looking out over the whole valley, watching
weather move beneath them, watching both a Morningday and an
Afternoonday from high above. From up there they had seen the city
easily. The crystalline air of that height showed the needles of the
island as a tiny sparkling line, like feathers on sewing pins, so small
one would think they would be impossible to see. It was only the
sparkle of sunlight on windows that made them visible. The whole
bend of the river could be seen as it wound around the city, even the
great bridges showed up. They could see the parks and the slots of
the main streets that were in line with them.
Another thing they could see was herds upon the plain. South
of their mountain the land was dry and nearly treeless for miles. The
great herds of thonga and karga looked like pepper spilled on folds
of pale green silk. A couple lone dots were between them, the
smallest things that could be seen at that distance. They had amused
themselves wondering if they were theirops.
As they’d sat and enjoyed the view, one of those dots came
closer and closer over the next few hours. As it got closer they could
see it was a keda at an amble. It kept coming like it was intent on
reaching the mountain. From there they could see most of the way
down into a highland valley below. In ancient times there was
evidence that kedas grazed these mountain valleys, though that was
unknown since their domestication. Maybe this was where they
went when they stray, maybe they just needed to get away to the
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mountains for awhile and connect with their ancient past.
The keda had come to that valley, but he didn’t stop to graze.
They could tell it wasn’t FiveCircleUp because his fourth wasn’t
dead. If anything it might have been FourthInALoop. It was too far
to tell. He kept right on going thru most of the meadow and
disappeared into one of the caves that opened into it.
Esher had filled her in on a lot of keda history when she was
incredulous about that. He said that there were serious scientists who
believed the kedas actually dug the caves over thousands of
centuries and that they all used to live in them. There are some who
believe even the great caverns of Dwarven legend were first opened
by kedas.
They kept their eye on that cave thru the whole climb down late
that Afternoonday, but never saw that keda re-appear. They camped
thru the dark in a clump of trees and rock in that meadow. Even
though they had come down almost a mile, and sat by a big fire all
thru Nightday, it was still frightfully cold during Dawnsleep. On
their way across the plains the next day they met another stray keda
heading the way they had come. This wasn’t FiveCircleUp either,
but they never expected to see two strays in one trip to the mountain.
She was startled from her reverie when Esher said from behind
her, “You look comfy as well as delicious. Anyone on the path stop
for the view?”
“No one stopped, only one guy waved,” she said, standing and
going to him. She was too far from the path to make viewing
worthwhile, even if she had been more of a view.
He put down the harvest sack and reached to take her. They
squeezed and massaged each other’s butt, they each got some turnon from that. She slid her hands inside his clout so he could enjoy it
as much as she did. “I need something liquid,” he said when their
lips parted, “and more relaxing than water. We’ve still got a couple
skins of Della’s tawny don’t we?” He lifted the sack again and
started turning.
“Yeah, but I’ve got one going,” she admitted.
“So what were you lost in just now?” he asked as he started
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walking toward the house.
“Just then I was reminiscing about that climb we made last
year.”
“Oh? That was nice wasn’t it?”
“Yeah, I was just wondering about the kedas again,” she said.
“Just the odds I think. I guess that’s where they’ve been going
on their walk-abouts like the one FiveCircle took when we first met.
The mountains are very special to them. They used to live up there
in burrows, those caves. Maybe this means these guys are old
enough to remember and they go up there to reminisce?”
“I wish we knew.”
“Yeah, that would be nice wouldn’t it,” he said. “They say it
can be done. Kedas talk to each other with their eyes and some
humans have learned it.”
“Oh, what do they talk about?” she asked.
“What they like and don’t like is what I’ve heard,” he said.
“They’re smart but they really aren’t that deep. They’re superstitious
and they’re confusing or confused.”
“How would we ask what they are going there for?”
“I don’t know, I don’t know how deeply they can think about
it.”
“I can tell kedas don’t just walk around on instinct like a
quibarta,” she said. “They know about themselves and they have
opinions on things. They have feelings. I can see just from knowing
FiveCircleUp a couple decades.”
“Oh I agree with all that, the inglethors in our traps have
feelings. What I mean is, I don’t know if they might say, ‘I went up
there to remember when I was young’ or if the answer would be
something more like, ‘I was reenacting the ceremony of the dead
from the war of the seventh tunnel when Ol’ Two Blind took the
throne from Third Waving. It must be performed every third pass of
Kunae on the fifth point of Kothorce or the Great Mount will erupt
in fire and brim-stone once again’.”
“I suspect it’s more like the second,” Delsah said.
“Although there are times FiveCircleUp makes me think that
kedas seldom have a thought as serious as my dumbest alternative. I
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know he has something that I would call a sense of humor.
Remember how he reared up from the low side to tap on that rail
when you were first here?”
“Yeah, too bad I didn’t react the way that other girl did.”
“Yeah, you bored him out of that trick.”
There was a secret that she shared with FiveCircleUp that
Delsah never shared with Esher. By now they were at the high side
stairway and had gone into the house. Esher had a silo built up
above the house and coming down over the low side, the space
under the house where he kept the wagon. She grabbed the yaagskin she had going while he unpacked his sack in the silo so it would
slide down.
The platform he used to stoke his silo was catching her eye as
the start of the second floor, along with the loft in the next branch of
the house. She envisioned curling up in front of little dormer
windows in the loft floor that would be head high in a few years. It
was twenty feet to the point where the roof shoots came together in a
point for this roof. Other limbs had been joined seventeen feet above
to make the six fourteen foot wide windows so there could be a
complete second floor in here as well as a third floor loft. The stairs
came up onto the kitchen porch, where Esher had extended the
plank-up floor another six feet and trained limbs along the plank-up
that would take over for it before it rotted. Delsah didn’t mind the
century in between, her mind already lived in the grand mansion that
stands here centuries from now. She was savoring every minute of
it’s growth into that dream house.
Esher had rigged up some sticks and canvas slings out on this
balcony and came to sit with her and the still-pouring yaag-skin.
When the trunks that hold this roof are two feet thick instead of four
inches, she hoped she would still be here. She hoped he would still
flop down in the one beside her and turn it to watch the sunset.
There was a nice view from this low porch. The little patch of
woods between the wheel and the well reminded her of a woman’s
trimmed cleft in a way. The hill curved off on both sides, she would
have dreaded to have thighs as wide as those. That view wasn’t too
much different than the one where she was lying when Esher came
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home.
He made some light chat with her for awhile, a lot about what
he was finding where and how there wasn’t as much on the plain as
there used to be and how they would be stuck with crop farming in a
few more decades if more people kept moving in and hooking thesh.
That was a concern and she thought he wouldn’t want the population
increasing because of that. When she had been down to the deeps of
Yondure she had traveled for weeks where there was hardly a vacant
square inch and there hadn’t been since before this basin was
habitable. The floor of that basin went on for weeks of travel as
crowded as the land around her camp had been.
Esher said, “You’ve got something on your mind, I hope it’s a
good thing, but it looks pretty serious.”
She didn’t want to get it out, she really didn’t have a way
planned out. Maybe he was giving her that way. She did trust him
and figured there might be no better time than this brilliant highland
Afternoonday as Kortrax just began to get out of the shade from the
leaves hanging from the limbs above. “It’s very good I think, but it’s
also pretty serious.”
“What would that be? You can’t be about to tell me that you’re
getting tired of this boring country life. That wouldn’t be a good
thing. I hope you know I still couldn’t think of a better partner to
share my life with.”
“Turn your thoughts in the other direction.”
“Like what?”
“Something that’s been coming to me a lot lately, something I
really need to ask you about.”
“My sunshine, why would there ever be a better time than right
now to ever ask me anything?”
“I have it very, very good here, I’m so overwhelmed I just want
to shout my good fortune and share it and celebrate it.”
“Oh Delsah, it’s just a little plank-up in a young hangleaf out
on the thesh plains.”
“Esher please, you should know by now nothing could be more
heavenly to me, but most of all it’s about you, it’s all because of
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you.”
“You know that’s how I feel too.”
He was clearly perplexed, they had gushed to each other too
much at times. “I do,” she said, and pressed the back of his hand to
her bosom, “That’s what makes me feel this way.”
“In love? You need to talk about that?”
“Yes, and what I want to do about it.”
“Ah,” he said, and she saw his eyes begin to move faster
around her face and get larger, “Is it what I think you’re thinking?”
“Yes,” she said, “I can’t stop thinking about how perfect it
would be to have a child. Every human born today is only born to
commemorate a great love. There is no greater love then what I have
for you, I’m thinking of asking for your help in creating a person to
commemorate our love.”
“Oh Delsah.” He held her and kissed her. “That is very
romantic, but there are no other children around way out here
toward the wilds. That child would have to grow up alone or we
would have to move away from here.”
“No!” she shouted, “please don’t write another molecule of that
thought, I don’t want to ever move away from here. Thillie and
Maybean are very close also, so are Larsa and Bairmike. Let me
start talking about it. If there were two or three right here in and
around Bumble-Kuum, it would be so perfect I would probably cry
with joy every single day.”
“I wouldn’t want you to get dehydrated either,” he said and
patted her shoulder, “but I hear you. I will tell you right now I love
you WAY more than enough to stick with you thru raising a child. If
you take the hormones and go thru it I will hold your hand thru the
whole thing and be there thru the whole growth and console you
when your child is grown and goes away in it’s own life. If you are
thinking about it, I only ask that you don’t decide immediately and
that we do some planning. It is very soon before it turns from a
helpless baby to a young human with a mind of it’s own. It’s nothing
like raising a keda. If you didn’t plan for it, it’s too late.”
“I’m only starting to think about it. I trust you enough to tell
you right from the start.” There was no need for him to know she’d
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been thinking of it all summer. “Your answer is wonderful. I thank
you already for being with me.”
“I want to tell you something I will do,” she went on, “I’ll plan
for it like I’ve already decided to do it, but I really haven’t decided
for sure, I’ll just talk that way. It will make me consider the plans in
a more realistic way.”
He kissed her forehead but said, “Just so long as you don’t get
hurt if it turns out we don’t.”
“What would prevent us?” she asked, “What are the obstacles?”
“Loneliness. I wish ours wouldn’t be the only one. Kids can’t
grow up as well when they have no others to associate with.”
“Yeah, I’ll talk to Thillie and Larsa, see what they think. We’ll
probably see them tomorrow if we stroll down to the taps.”
“And if they aren’t ready?” he asked.
“When is ready? I don’t feel rushed. I haven’t moved this from
‘someday’ yet. Maybe we will just talk about it awhile, maybe ten
decades, for all I know. I want to talk about it with each of them in
private before getting their partners into it, I don’t want to start a
whole discussion of it with everyone. It wouldn’t be taken seriously
that way. People are more likely to fire something off without
thinking in such a situation. Everyone would talk at once. If I don’t
get to talk to them about it for a year or two it’s not a big deal with
me.”
“Do you want me to talk to the guys?” he asked.
“Not at first. The female really does have a lot more to do in
this you know, up until they are weaned for sure. Let me find out
how they think before we get the guys excited.” She especially
didn’t want him bringing it up cold with Bairmike, he was too fond
of the four-ways in the front room.
“Sure. But what if they have no interest?”
“One thing we could do in that case is have two children so
they can keep each other company.”
“Woah, do you think you want to go thru that?”
“I don’t know,” she said. “My mom said it wasn’t really so bad.
I was a three and a half year kid, what about you?”
“A week over I think, but I really don’t remember. I don’t think
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I would recognize my mother if she showed up at the door right
now.”
“Did you know your dad?” Delsah asked.
“Better than my mom, we pal’d around for a couple decades. I
stayed when mom left him. I stayed more for my pals at the time, it
was a bad scene with my mom.”
“You haven’t heard from him since I’ve known you.”
“That’s right,” he said, “we should go down and visit. You are a
big event in my life. His name’s Yisha I think or Yisheen. I’m pretty
sure we can look him up once we get to Galenzide, it’s not half the
size of Dorilot. Thinking like you are, maybe you should meet the
family tree, although I doubt that either of us could find j’Kii. My
mom’s name I’m sure of, but it’s been well over a century since I’ve
seen her and her intent was to get very lost for a very long time on
some much stronger stuff than I thought she should be taking.”
While they were talking of this FiveCircleUp came out into the
field. He was pacing back and forth with too many eyes sneaking
peeks at Mount Traygol. “I wonder what’s gotten into him?” she
asked. “Maybe he’s going to stray up there like those others?”
“That’s probably where he was. He must smell something
though. He’s concerned but he doesn’t seem afraid.”
“Have kranjans ever been found in this valley?” she asked.
“Can’t live above midlands, can’t take much frost. They’re
huge but they’re exothermic life.”
“That’s right. Have you ever seen a theirops here?”
“No, just daggoons.”
Esher had warned her about those and coriscamp when they
went to the mountains. They were the reason they brought the spear
and hunting knife. Daggoons were on the plains, corisccamp were in
the mountains. A daggoon is about a two thirds scale theirops with
light green stripes and much smaller grasping claws. They’re smart
and playful but dangerous enough that you need a weapon on you to
keep the conversation polite. They have a mean sense of humor and
play you for a sucker a lot.
Meanwhile FiveCircleUp decided to go up beyond the
windmill for a better look at the Traygols. A keda can cripple a
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daggoon with one blow. Esher and Delsah didn’t go up after him,
but Delsah thought they should start taking more interest in his
antics. It was now about a year that he’d been restless and they were
going to need him in a few weeks. “You know Gralik and Belen
right?” she asked him.
“Yeah?”
She thought he wasn’t that fond of Gralik, she could be a little
pushy, especially for the Bumble-Kuum neighborhood. “Since
Nuplayy’s crop might not be that large, I told her there was a chance
they could get on the wagon. I didn’t promise.”
“We can take them down to Nuplayy’s at the very least, but
they wanted to get into Dorilot didn’t they?”
“Yes,” she knew they did. They had plans to play at this year’s
festival and there were only seven more weeks to get down to the
city and get a band together. Gralik had the drive but Belen liked to
get too wasted to play as well as one should when on the main stage
of a city of a million.
“I don’t know what’s up with FiveCircleUp now,” Escher said,
watching the keda watch the mountian.
“I’ll bet it’s his tongue or his nostril bothering him,” Delsah
said, off handedly. He was agitated. She could not see what he did
up beyond the windwheel. As best she could tell he was just staring
at the mountain from the closest he could get to it. “Do you think
that’s something like a sacred mountain to them?” she asked.
“What does sacred mean to a keda? I wouldn’t hesitate to
believe it is sacred to them in the closest possible translation of the
word.”
“I still think he’s horny,” she said.
“I think you’re horny,” he said.
“Of course,” she said while gently caressing his organs, “you’re
home.”
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9. Call of the God
5O^ was alone in his scrape. It had been long time since he’d
sent his message and actually gotten a reply from the God. He felt it
was getting close to a year since the first warning, he was expecting
to hear again this week. He still had two humans to himself and they
grew lots of really tasty stuff he could get to when they Noonslept.
He didn’t gorge himself and didn’t play any other tricks on them
since this female doesn’t react so much to his jokes. He and his
humans were thriving so well he was worried that they would
reproduce, but they only practiced incessantly for year after year.
Every time he was here, he uncovered the translator to see if it
had a message. It was comfortable to have rituals, things a mindpiece could just do that didn’t need a lot of work. He loved to carry
a ritual on for a century or more, that kind of steadiness made him
feel anchored, like he was on solid ground that was really his. It was
fully dark now, the humans were asleep so before he went to sleep
himself he uncovered the translator and found that this was the time
when it had something to say.
- Pronna will depart for the original home of humans the fourth
time Kortrax rises. Bring the humans you wish to have returned to
their home world to the portal that is now open at Mount Traygol.
All who pass thru before we leave will be returned to their original
home.That was so little time, the year had passed so quickly and he
still had only the thinnest plan to get his humans to the mountain. He
had to pass the word to all who were with him. They would have to
pass it on to all they knew. He, like all real Kedas, didn’t really like
to be up and about in the dark. We can see much better than humans,
it’s just humans are too hyper to sleep that long and have to be up in
the dark. So 5O^ had conditioned himself to do it and he did it this
dark.
He had quite a few more friends now, and he knew where they
lived, most of them. He planned a route to tell them all and set out
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on his mission. He went out, but closed the gate behind him this
time, as if to say, ‘I’ll be back’ to the humans.
When he got to _*4'th’s, he found only his fifth eye up. He
already knew 5O^ could work gates so he didn’t give more than a
blink about that. 5O^ started waving the news of the Pronna as soon
as there was a chance he could see him. _*4th’s fifth eye didn’t
rouse his main brain.
“There’s plenty of time _*4th’s fifth eye told him, speaking oneeye. I’m not going to wake myself up for this now. When Kortrax
returns is soon enough.”
“We only have three weeks after that,” 5O^ told him.
“How long does it take to run off with a human? There’s
nothing we can do until they get in a wagon anyway, so why worry
so about it? Next time they hook me up I’ll run off with them to
Mount Traygol, but if they jump out on the way there isn’t much I
can do about it. You said we have to bring them unhurt so I can’t just
grab them and force them back in the wagon because they would
certainly be hurt by that.”
“Pass the word on to all you see,” 5O^ told him.
“I won’t see anyone unless I go to a Keda field in the middle of
piled human nests and if I do that I won’t be able to bring them to
Mount Traygol.”
5O^ knew he was right and said so. He went on into the
darkness, trying to get more Kedas up and finding himself lucky if
he got one eye up out of each of them. He knew he would be the
only messenger this dark before the humans were out and about
again the way they do in the middle of the dark. He continued on
while the humans were up. He went thru the fields and the garden
paths. He got all the way down to the thick human nests and talked
with tongue-friends who pulled city wagons like he used to do
decades ago. He roused over a hundred watch eyes that dark, and
barely got back into his scrape before the very light dusting they had
that dawn. If the humans hadn’t come for him during the dark, they
might not have noticed he was gone.
There was a real problem with trying to convince the humans
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that they needed to go somewhere. Just getting the wagon all hitched
up to himself was nowhere near enough to convince them to get in
it. They pointed at him and made that staccato noise that they
sometimes do when they rock back and forth bending over. They
seem to enjoy making it because their lips are curved up, which is a
human sign of happiness, as it is in Kedas. The only thing they did
about it was point him back to where they store the wagon and
unhitch it from him and take his harness off. As humans always are,
they were affectionate and apologetic about it, so condescending, in
spite of their small size, that it was rubbed in his face once again that
the humans really are just a little bit smarter than Kedas, at least
some of them are.
The next thing he tried doing was prancing around his field and
showing how much energy he had. The human of the type that can
reproduce saw him and came out and climbed on top of him, but as
soon as he even looked like he was going to go for the fence she
made a loud, high pitched chirp and jumped off, landing running on
her own feet thru the thick thesh stalks.
This human was labeled with the noise Delsah, that he could
barely pick out from a few dozen other noises the humans made that
sounded identical to him. He figured you had to get it from context,
when you needed someone’s name. To him it sounded the same as
‘been there’ and ‘done that’ and ‘been saved’ and ‘fell flat’ and a lot
of other things that humans say. Kedas don’t know it, but their
hearing has less than a quarter the frequency resolution of humans,
and a bit more than a quarter of the range giving them about a
fifteenth of the hearing that humans have. Nor did their brain decode
it into phonemes as human’s did. Instead it was optimized for echo
location.
But during dark he again went out and told more of the local
Kedas. He didn’t know if any of the others had been able to get
humans to the mountain and he didn’t go back and check, he thought
it was wiser to tell others. He went into paths he wasn’t used to this
early part of dark. The fields were smaller here and he didn’t find as
many Kedas. He went north, then east, then south and it was the
same; many small fields, lots of humans, few Kedas. He went back
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to the east again, he knew that was away from the pile of human
nests on the tiny island in the center of the valley. It should get more
open, but it didn’t. By then the cloud cover had come up and he
could no longer navigate.
At last he came on a field with Kedas. There were three of
them. They each had an eye up as he approached. “Who knows God
Pronna?”
Three eyes nodded.
“In two more turns of Kortrax God Pronna will depart these
worlds for the world humans came from. They will return all
humans we can bring to Mount Traygol, to the fifth gate assembly
hall of the Traygol Conclave.”
The posted eyes thought that was obviously big enough news to
get the whole brain up for, because twelve more eyes came awake in
the same quarter second.
“I have the portal of Kyenbenwae Narrulla open,” 5O^
continued to wave.
“This must be the one,” “It’s him,” “That’s him!” was what he
thought he saw them all say at once. Like theirops they were
bounding across the field. 5O^ had the presence of mind to split and
run. He still had enough field to get the gate closed and held while
he got the pin in.
He was winded as he held the gate. He put his back against it as
they piled into it. He was ready to claw any claw that came thru to
get the pin, when he also saw they could get at the pin from their
side. He saw they could get more claws to bear on the pin but when
one of them slipped, the one he hit withdrew in pain to hobble and
lick.
While his first two right claws held that pin, his left three claws
showed them another thing he knew from when Kedas had to do
things for themselves. He took some of that extremely tough vine
that humans use and started winding it around and through each
other and the ring on that pin. He put a good big knot of it on. He
tried letting go and found that the pin was still solidly anchored.
Then he got out of there, running thru the maze of garden paths at
full gallop and in no particular direction except that it was generally
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away from them and the thicker nest piles back in the center of the
valley. He took the uphill path when he could.
It was quite a time before he figured he’d put enough traffic
between himself and them, in the part of the dark when even humans
are sleeping. It would probably have to be their humans that would
get that gate-tie off of there, he wondered what they would think of
that?
He was facing an important fact tonight. While many Kedas
agreed that there were too many humans, few of them were going to
give up THEIR humans to return to their ancestral home. He would
show them, he would show them all. He could give up HIS humans.
He began to realize he had another important problem, he had
no idea where he was. He was on higher ground, but that hadn’t lead
him out of the human-infested area. He got a chance to spot the
Traygols in the distance now and then, that was the only way he was
able to find east and keep going. Once the fields began to get a little
larger again there was a break in the cloud cover. He got to find his
way to the range, once he got out there he was shocked by where he
was. A valley he thought was forested was actually forested with
humans.
In spite of the late hour, once he was in the open he pounded.
He knew he had three rises to go to get back to his own area, he was
far to the east of where he lived. Cynd came out from behind cloud,
a sparkling ruby in the tarnished silver of the night sky. Now the
prairie was laid out before him. He alternated legs as he ran on,
knowing he might need this ancient skill in the next week, if he
could ever lure the humans to the wagon.
As it was, he was late getting back and the humans were up and
active already the way they do in the middle of dark. The female one
came out and cuddled him. The females are cuter and softer than the
males and this one was all soft and rounded except for the elbows.
She has a beautiful mane of long silky fibers. In the cold of dark she
is fully wrapped in padded plant fibers except for her head, which
has exceptional fur. While she cuddled and scratched she made
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noises at him which he couldn’t understand. He could tell from her
actions that she still loved him so he just let her babble on.
“You’re restless again this dark aren’t you big guy? I wonder
what’s gotten into you lately? Two darks in a row you’ve been out
and about and yesterday you were going to try and jump the fence
with me on your back. I bet you’re horny ain’t ‘cha? You’ve been
out looking for an egg haven’t you?”
“You better be a good boy tomorrow and help us take in a load
for Nuplayy. He helped Esher that time you were gone. We’re going
all the way to Harvest House like we do on festival day so you need
your sleep.” She was trying to pull him towards his scrape when she
made those noises at him, and since there was nowhere in this
universe he would rather be, he easily took the hint. She sat on the
ground beside him while he turned around and stuck his face out.
She petted him very slowly and gently between the eyes and nostril.
He had to admit, these were some of the best humans he had ever
had, it would be hard to give them up, but it had to be done.
Meanwhile, he would enjoy this while he could. He told his second
eye to wake back up when she left.
This was the first time in a long time, at least two hundred
centuries, when he had only two humans. Up until he started pulling
wagons of humans around in their biggest groups of nests, he lived
with clans of humans with up to twenty members and three or four
generations in the same nest. These last few decades were the first
time in a hundred centuries he’s had open plains to run, conclaves to
explore to his heart’s content. Being in these highlands, they didn’t
seem quite so overpopulated, but this was no time for second
thoughts.
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10. Betrayal
It had taken a decade before he stopped worrying that Delsah
would be gone whenever they went to the city. As he knew her and
her background a little better he worried that she would be gone
with anything valuable, but that had never happened either. Instead
she was very eager to contribute to their home. She wove nice
designs in the small branches that would be trusses in the base
arches someday. Now it was decoration in the window arches.
She had done well with his garden, he had done well with thesh
with plenty of help from FiveCircleUp. They still went to the
festival almost every year. They had grown so comfortable with
each other, they were confident in their partnership now.
Delsah might be a little more husky now, but that could just be
her posture. She wasn’t quite as thin and didn’t have the struggling
waif in her demeanor that she did when they’d met. It was nearly
two decades now, at least a decade and fifty. He was continually
surprised that the woman she had become was still with him.
The first few years had been the hardest. She turned out to be
someone who’d scraped by on the sly quite a bit. She had been
impressed with his camp from the start and thought of this move as a
big life change. She was eager to get him to agree that she was
moving in with him till further notice. She never did go back to her
camp in the plots, except to sell it about a year after coming up here,
making much more than she thought it was worth.
By now Esher couldn’t imagine life without her. It was true
they both socialized with other people, but they were each other’s
most important partner by far. They had the confidence in each other
to be able to get pretty loose with others, as at the festival a few
years ago when there had been a really sweaty naked group grope in
the middle of the field about a hundred feet in front of the center
field trees. She was respected by all in the Bumble-Kuum area and
he was glad he had taken a chance on her early.
There had been conversations about children that Nightday that
had involved the whole table. They were sitting up in Della’s dining
room, it had been too cold last Nightday to sit outside. Thillie
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wanted to all sleep around while they were fertile so no one would
know who’s child was really who’s, and Delsah argued with her over
that. They did all agree that if they were going to have any, they
should have them together so the kids could relate. Even some
people they hadn’t suspected were interested. He doubted one of the
girls who said she was interested could go without sex that long. No
decisions were made, the five girls who were interested agreed to
get together at a quieter time and talk some more, when they weren’t
blotto and horny, then all the couples would talk with each other,
then they would have another session like this and see who was still
in. They should probably do that when they weren’t horny and
blotto. Meanwhile they were blotto and horny, so they climbed up to
Larsa’s place and entertained those girls with boners till the cold
drove them to stay wrapped in their quilts.
In two decades the saplings that held his starter canvas up had
filled in a lot more. Her filigrees did add a bit of trusswork and had
grown in a whole decade now. He’d planked in some good edges
around the mats so it was now nice and snug on Nightday and he
didn’t need a very big fire any more. They’d brought a nice little
water heater up that they could light any time they wanted hot water,
it wasn’t just the fire under the tub for hot water here any more.
They had also spent fifty irons on a big plastic bowl and counter that
he had planked up over the staples bins.
They had a bit of glass up over part of the garden to protect it
from the cold of dark where Delsah grew some lowland delicacies
like hkumph and molk. Not only was their garden productive, but
the seductive smells of those crops drew a rich bounty to their traps
as well. Delsah had a great brining recipe and was selling many jars
of inglethor during the festival these last few years.
It had come to the point where they felt they should give their
home a name. He was glad to have her take part in that, she had
done at least as much work on it as he had since she moved in,
without her he would have done half as much and it would still have
many attributes of a camp. They had gone thru many so far,
discarding Hillclaw, Hillside Rest, Hillside Dell, Dell Claw, Keda’s
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Claw, Keda’s Rest and Keda Hill, settling on Keda Dell after Delsah
said she would never allow ‘claw’ in the name.
He could understand the instinct in having a child here and
now. There was so much extra room. This is a place where there is a
shortage of people, a city is where there is already too many in his
opinion. Oh he had fun going to Dorilot once or twice a year, and
looked forward to the extra trip they would be taking today, but he
wouldn’t want to have to live his life in a city. Not even in Dorilot
where he could be out in the country in a matter of hours.
The house tree now had runners out between some of the
garden plots, the better to trap inglethors with and the better to keep
the kalics contained. The glassed area was between a couple runners,
he had been able to inlay it, then dig out beneath to allow a path thru
from the trunk.
It had taken a decade before he stopped worrying that
Fivecircleup had gone stray because he didn’t like the long trips to
the city, he seemed more eager to go to the city since his return. He
was more social with other kedas now than he had been and seemed
happier than ever in his new home. Maybe it took looking around a
little to see how he’d done picking a home, see if the ribbonleaves
really were greener in another field. The ribbonleaves in this field
were green and he had scraped out under the porch now for his nest,
leaving the old scrape to crumble.
Delsah said she thought it meant he knew how to understand
what they were saying to each other so he could listen in every now
and then. He didn’t hear them clumping around much over his head
because they never found the porch that comfortable during
Nightday and FiveCircleUp was seldom in his scrape during the
light. He came in on the back of the porch under the railing from
which they viewed the garden.
The ribbonleaves were now covering all the ground around the
entrance to his scrape, he had distributed the dirt uniformly and
slowly enough that they had crowded more into the area where he
weeded and fertilized them. His field was still not a large part of
their claim, but he slept in the corner near the house now. The corner
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of his field reached the corner of the porch.
Delsah said that FiveCircleUp had been restless last dark. She
saw him up during Nightday. Esher really hoped that wouldn’t make
him crabby this Morningday since they had promised to help
Nuplayy. It was cold this Dawnsleep, but there had been only a
dusting of snow. He waited this Morningday until he saw
FiveCircleUp was out before he went to get the harness. It was only
an hour after breakfast and still cold enough for a buttoned mountain
shirt.
There was no problem about the harness with him today, in fact
he was eager. If Delsah was right and he was horny, being around
other kedas would help, he might even make the arrangements he
needed. Esher never really knew much about keda sex lives, beyond
the basics that they are hermaphroditic and the other basic
mechanics that they deposit a tiny egg with their tongue into the
other keda’s nostril where it passes thru the length of the body while
it develops and is made into an egg which isn’t actually laid, using
the tail, until just before it hatches. But as for what their romantic
poetry was like, he had no idea. He’d never seen a keda egg and
only knew one person who had seen kedas mate for real. They
tongued each other casually, seemingly for fun and friendship, but it
is a solemn occasion when an egg is passed. Keda young were rare
and slow to develop, taking nearly twenty decades to reach their full
size. In their wild cousins an egg is traded when a herd member is
lost or when there are changes in their environment. It is presumed
that was the same with kedas before humans arrived and
domesticated or took over from kedas.
Humans and kedas had lived together since humans were
created. Kedas or their close relatives called Saggothans had some
kind of civilization that went back thousands of centuries before
that. Esher wasn’t a book expert on that, he just knew the common
background gossip you’ll pick up if you sit on the step of any
country store long enough.
He knew kedas went back far and were strong in these
highlands. He knew that Traygol still held hundreds of miles of keda
tunnels that had never been explored. Humans were relatively new
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in these highlands, there had been whole histories and civilizations
over and again in the deep basins while there were no humans up
here other than the occasional nomadic tribe or exploration party.
The land had been kept open and cleared by wild kedas up until
historic times.
By the time he was done remembering all of this, he had all
eight straps adjusted and FiveCircleUp content with them all. Delsah
was just coming out with a road sack. Belen and Gralik were with
her, they must have walked up from the village to see if they were
coming. Delsah was telling them it looks like FiveCircleUp’s fine
about the harness.
Gralik is tall with long, dark, straight hair, the same ethnicity as
Delsah but taller and with a harder edge to her chin and eyes and
nose. As soon as they were in the wagon, she began talking about
how she and Belen were... “going to be singing at the festival this
year and we need a ride down into Dorilot to try and find a band. It
really takes a week on foot, but if your keda will have us?”
“He’s fine now,” Esher said, “but when we get a load on at
Nuplayy’s he could balk then.”
“We really need to get down there,” she said. She was a
persuasive woman, her singing stronger than it was sweet. Belen
could stroke a folk hand-held in time with a rural tune but had a
penchant for hallucinogens that could make his tune and timing
vary. He stayed quiet thru the whole discussion, his bowl of theshblond hair tipping back a skin of morning yellow when Gralik
wasn’t looking his way.
Esher wouldn’t be swayed. “I made a promise to Nuplayy, I
carry out my promises. What does a person have but their word?”
“We’ll just have to take it up with Nuplayy when we get there,”
she told Belen.
Delsah jumped down to get the gate, she was quick enough that
they hardly slowed until they were thru. She shut it again before
hopping back aboard.
And then FiveCircleUp bolted. Gralik began shrieking
immediately. Belen let out a bellow and almost fell out of the wagon
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but Gralik managed to grab him. Esher was yelling at FiveCircleUp
and motioning him to come back and slow down. Delsah looked like
she was about to jump off, especially when FiveCircleUp went the
wrong way at the gate and broke into a full-out bolt. Instead of
taking the path in toward the Bumble-Kuum and the road, he was
heading up the path and out toward the range. Esher yelled and
grabbed the brake, the lever just waved in his hand. The actuation
rope had been worried off and the fraying meant it could well have
been a keda claw that did it.
It was open running out here because this year’s stalks had
already been harvested for at least a mile from Bumble-Kuum and
next year’s were still hardly more than an inch high. Esher could see
that FiveCircleUp was trying to switch into alternate leg mode, but
was having trouble with the wagon behind.
He tried it again the next down hill and was able to get up
there. This meant that he had a long way to go. Gralik was soon
pounding on his shoulder for him to do something about
FiveCircleUp, but the only suggestion Esher could offer was to go
over the side. Both she and Belen were not about to do that at this
speed. How long could a keda keep this up? he wondered. He knew
it was a very long time, maybe the whole light of the week.
They were all yelling at FiveCircleUp of course, but he paid no
attention at all and was now running southeast across the open
prairie with all possible speed. Esher could not understand what he
thought he was up to? He had never heard of any keda ever taking
off like this or doing anything so far outside their normal behavior.
He wondered if he had something he just had to show them, he had
been very adamant about Esher seeing a new spring he had found a
few years ago. He wondered if something had just spooked him, but
saw nothing in the sky. They were now out of sight of even the top
house leaves beyond the first rise. FiveCircleUp had never been easy
to spook either, Esher felt he might even stand his ground and take
his chances with a theirops at times.
He was paying no attention to Gralik babbling on about how he
better do something. He was debating between throwing her over
and just jumping himself. He said to Delsah, “I think I’m jumping
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anyway, you ready?”
“Do it,” she said and was over the side. He jumped also.
Neither one of them kept their feet, but the ribbonleaves were thick
enough out here that neither one of them sustained more than some
bumps and chlorophyll stains until Delsah pointed to his bleeding
eyebrow, but even that was minor.
Belen and Gralik set up another batch of whining, but then
FiveCircleUp came to a stop. He lifted his forelegs and grabbed a
small tarp and rope from the crop box of the wagon, and then set out
after them. They ran, though it was useless. He was immediately on
them and swung the tarp, tripping them both. He caught them both,
one with each claw, obviously being careful not to seriously hurt
them, but with enough force to show them they were going in this
canvas.
He used the canvas only to trap them, then wound them with a
full spool of rope like a mummy. Esher knew he had six spools in
the base of the house where he kept the wagon. He knew this keda
could untie a knot, but Esher was not aware that FiveCircleUp was
able to tie a knot until now. He tied Esher up first and carried him,
very gently, to the crop box and put him in.
“Esher, he’s tying you to the wagon,” Belen said, “I’m very
scared now, I don’t think you have the situation under control. He’s
going after Delsah now,” Esher felt the wagon move. “I don’t like
this Esher.”
“I don’t have the situation under control,” Esher said, “I don’t
know what is happening, but if you could jump off and bolt while
he’s involved with Delsah, you might get away.”
“Oh that is so reassuring,” Gralik said.
“But I am the one already tied up here, you are still un-tied,”
Esher said.
He heard Delsah’s voice over Belen’s ‘I don’t like this’, “Esher,
he caught me in that tarp like a karga in a blanket. Ow, get off, I’ll
break your eye... Owww. Fuck Owww, get the... Ow,” and after a
few minutes of that, another bundle thumped into the cargo
compartment of the wagon.
“He’s looking at us with two big eyes, and each is real in-our149

face,” Gralik said.
“Do what he says,” Esher said, “he’s pretty mad. I’ve never
seen him that mad at a human before.”
“I think we’ll just sit here then. I’d rather do that than get tied
in a bale and dumped feet-first in the crop box. Since when can
kedas do that?”
“Since ancient times. It’s pretty much an accepted fact that the
Saggothans were kedas, or at least alike enough that it doesn’t
matter. There are many of them still alive, for all I know
FiveCircleUp could be one of them.” Esher could tell they were
moving again, at a slower pace this time, but a very determined one,
more than the usual stroll, he was moving at a twine, the pace where
the keda is walking but swinging their hips to add to the length of
their stride and moving up to ten miles per hour. A keda, like all in
their phylum, have a pair of hearts and a pair of lungs for each pair
of legs so they have incredible endurance. They were out on the
open prairie now with nothing but ribbonleaves between them and
the feet of the Traygols fifty miles away. At this rate they would be
there by Noonsleep, he knew FiveCircleUp could keep up this pace
all day, probably even all light if he had to.
No one had anything more to add. Belen and Gralik sat there
glumly. They knew there was no danger of hurting themselves by
jumping off now, but they knew they were just as safe from
observation and that their fate would be to be wrapped in with them
in the ropes. There was still a good pile of rope remaining.
The hours wore on. The briskness of dawn gave way to the heat
of mid week. They had pointless circular conversations about how
this could have happened. About what would happen if they pulled
the hitch pin or tossed the ropes. It all came down to the fact that no
one ever really knew the mind of a keda. They rattled on at a twine
toward the great mountains, all the time thinking about the fact that
those mountains had been one of the great underground cities of the
kedas, back before humans were invented and changed the pace of
everything.
“We’re getting pretty close to the mountains now,” Belen said,
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“but I see someone up ahead. It’s a girl on a keda with a crossbow,
she’s taking aim at your keda, woah, her keda took a roll and she
went down.” Esher heard it, and felt FiveCircleUp slow and turn as
he would have anyway since he would have had an eye watching an
unknown armed human just ‘cuz there are enough eyes to do that
with. He heard the screams, knew the voice sounded familiar
because it was quite a distinctive voice. He heard a few curses and a
very final, ‘oh shit’. He placed the voice, the girl named Jayra who
hunted the Traygols. She screamed a couple times, then thumped in
on top of them.
“Guys,” Gralik said, “I have never seen this in my wildest
nightmare but your keda has strapped her crossbow on his front leg
like he has full knowledge of what he’s doing with it.”
“Jayra, is that you?” Esher asked.
“Y-yes,” she stammered, “what’s happening?!”
“I don’t know, if I had to guess I would think FiveCircleUp has
been possessed by some evil wizard who is causing him to run
amuck.”
“That Chippongaa player from the Trenst basin,” Belen said,
“the modified one, he claimed his brain had once been implanted in
a keda. He claims he’s a manifestation of God.”
“My next favorite guess is some virus used as a treatment for
something else reacted with something else and built up in
FiveCircleUp to this point,” Delsah said.
“Where are we going?” Gralik wailed.
“You still have your eyes in use,” Esher yelled. “All I can see
from here is the ribbonleaves whipping by below us and it hurts my
neck to bend it that far.”
“Just east, toward the mountains.”
“Ask him to drop me off in the foothills,” Jayra said.
With her on top of him and both of them with their hands
bound, he got to notice what a hard body she was. She was in better
shape than he was, better shape than you get from tending enough
crops to live on and strolling a few days with a thesh hook. They had
gone up to her place for axio a decade and fifty ago, and had seen
her at the festival a few times in the last couple decades but she
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wasn’t part of their usual circle.
“Are you in a cocoon?” Delsah asked her.
“No, I was bound hand and foot by your keda who was very
plain about how he was doing it and it would hurt as much or as
little as I wanted it to.”
“I’m sorry,” Esher said, “he’s gotten out of my control.”
“Oh I figured that when he talked OldGoat into throwing me.”
“You did shoot at him didn’t you?”
“He was clearly runaway from where I sat. If my own hadn’t
cut from underneath me I think I might have turned him. I was going
to plant it about twelve feet in front of him.”
“Maybe, but FiveCircleUp might actually be a Saggothan from
their age. I got him as a stray. He might be engaged in a conflict a
million years old for all I know.”
“I wish I never got dragged into it,” Gralik said.”
“Me too,” Jayra seconded. “This is not a great start to my week
in the hills.”
“I think we all agree on that,” Belen said, “But on we rumble.
Sooner or later don’t you think we have to check if he’s interested in
us too?” Belen asked her.
“I guess you’re right, is there any time like the present?”
“She just jumped off,” Jayra told them but didn’t need to. There
was the swerving of the wagon, the screams, the grunts and groans
and the adding to the cordwood heaped in the cargo bay of this
wagon.
“I guess that tells us,” Belen said, “I’ll sit here and narrate.”
They went on farther, Belen didn’t have much to narrate. They
were still going east toward the Traygols and they were still a good
distance away. Doing this gave you more appreciation for just how
big that mountain range is. Hours went by.
Esher heard Jayra and Gralik thrashing around. “I’ve got a hand
out,” Jayra said, “give me yours.”
“Good, you got mine free, let me sit up and... Woah, if anyone’s
afraid of heights, don’t look,” Delsah said. “Why didn’t you tell us
we were here?” she asked Belen.
“What’s out there?” Esher interrupted.
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“We’re on the bridge of the sun,” Delsah said. “When it get’s
dark we’re off it.”
“And into the Traygol conclave,” Jayra reminded them, Esher
might be the only other one who knew.
“And I’m really too scared to talk,” Belen said, “There’s no
rails on this thing.”
“Kedas don’t have any use for rails,” Jayra told him, “with their
center of gravity and stance, rails just block the view.”
“Right.” Esher agreed, glad he couldn’t see what was
happening. He knew of the Bridge of the Sun. It was built by kedas,
Saggothans, whatever your preference, about two thousand centuries
ago. It was built of sandstone. To this day no one knows how kedas
were able to cast sandstone into these shapes, but from about four
thousand centuries ago until humans arrived they were able to cause
sandstone to form where needed, even a thousand feet above a
rugged canyon. Today humans can cause granite to form but cannot
tell how kedas molded sandstone back in the prehistoric past.
“He saw your butt stick up that time, and probably your
elbow.” Belen stuttered out. “I wish you wouldn’t distract him while
we’re on this bridge.”
“I’d think he’d want to live to,” Jayra said, “Seeing as he’s
probably one of the old ones who come from those times before
humans got here. There’s some of them still around.”
“I also know that fact,” Esher said, “and by now I’m convinced
FiveCircleUp was one of them.”
“I think I believe you,” Belen said.
He felt Delsah’s hands on him, getting the ropes off his feet and
legs. That happened just as they went into the tunnel. He was
momentarily blinded with daylight when he was finally able to turn
over and then stuffed back into blackness once again. By the time
his eyes adjusted there was a little pinhole of white behind them in
the black.
“By staring I think I can see the reflection of the end of the
tunnel in the eye he’s still got looking at us,” Belen said.
“Kedas can see in infrared, we are all glowing in his sight,”
Esher and Jayra said at once. Esher continued, “They stick their
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dung to the ceiling and a mold grows on it that glows in near infrared. Kedas can see by it easily if the cavern is inhabited. The
problem is, none of them are.”
Jayra butted in with, “Their hearing is most adapted to sonar
and not speech as the human ear is. He knows what’s ahead by
comparing the sounds of us and the cart on the way out, with what’s
coming back. I think even my hearing tells me we’re in a narrow
tunnel in rock or something pretty firm anyway with some texture
but no large echoing chambers anywhere nearby.
It was not possible to jump out while they hurtled thru the
tunnels in the pitch black. All one would get in the attempt is sorely
bruised and scraped on the sandstone walls plastered with a few
million years of keda dung. In the ensuing millennia the infrared
mold had left a limestone-like deposit now a few inches thick. Jayra
continued to let them know all that, she had explored in here. She
did not think there were enough humans interested to ever make a
map of it. She had gone at least a hundred miles in each of two
different directions in here and not found the end.
“Why did you do that?” Esher asked, “If you don’t mind me
being so blunt.”
“To see where it went. Curiosity. I hoped I would find some
places where I could get to an inaccessible plateau that had never
been hunted before. I was hoping I could find one big enough to just
make an easy living without seriously spooking the local fauna and
have no competition.”
“You never came across one did you?”
“No, kedas were never interested in those isolated plateaus
because they didn’t dine on high-rock tundra, they went to graze on
the floodplain floors and kept water between their front doors and
large predators. There is archeological evidence that they posted
guards with spears at the doors where one had to come up out of the
water.”
“All well and good,” Delsah said, “But what does that have to
do with where we’re going and why?”
“I wish I knew something that could explain any of this,” Jayra
admitted.
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“Have any of us studied any of the Saggothan society of kedas
before humans got here?” Delsah asked. “Do we know anything of
what that was like other than they dug tunnels and plastered the roof
with dung to feed glowing fungus?”
“I can imagine what it must have been like,” Belen said,
“‘excuse me, I have to go patch a dim spot’.”
“It probably was,” Esher agreed.
“Scientists think that they probably made us right?” Jayra
asked.
They agreed.
“And we know some of them, maybe even this one, are that old
right?”
“Yeah?” Delsah said.
“What if their scientists are still around and are trying to
unmake us?” Jayra asked.
There was no immediate answer for that. Esher had no answer,
he apologized for taking in the stray Saggothan scientist who was
carrying them ever deeper into the mountain.
They rattled on into the pitch black long after that conversation
got boring. There were only sporadic bursts of words for a long
time. It was Delsah who had the next idea. “What if we slid out the
back, starting with me because I’m still kind-of on the bottom.”
“If Belen were to slide over into the middle, he can’t see me,”
Jayra said.
Belen did that. He sat there for awhile. He finally asked, “Well
are you going off?”
“Yeah,” Gralik said, “cause if you’re not I’d like to have you
out from under me. I’m trying not to be too heavy and I know I’m
not doing a good job.”
“Stop trying,” Delsah said, “You’re a twig anyway.”
“I wouldn’t want to do it first thing after Belen moved,” Jayra
said, “that would have attracted his attention. Just sit that way for
about an hour. When I drop off, don’t move, stay there for an hour.”
“There’s light up ahead,” Belen said.
“Oh yeah,” Jayra said.
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By now they were all free and were able to look ahead and see
it. They were able to see in silhouette FiveCircleUp’s second eye
that was looking back at them. He bolted when he saw their faces
pop up, toward the light ahead of them. Now they were going too
fast for Jayra to slide off the wagon. They were stuck going into this
light. They hoped it was outdoors in a heavily human-infested area
where they would start screaming about the runaway keda.
It wasn’t, they burst into a large chamber that was brightly lit
by yellow sunlight. It contained a scene that was so unbelievable
that they couldn’t actually see it for quite awhile. Perspective needed
time to come into focus, the eyes needed to adjust. They needed time
to get over rejecting what they were seeing. They needed time to
stop the mental hysteria and start to understand what they were
seeing as what they were seeing. It wasn’t easy.
They were in a big room, that was true.
This side of the room was normal except that it was filled with
things that don’t exist. The worst of which was a thing standing on
three flippers with a mouth of few dozen mobile jagged teeth
surrounded by glaring red eyes, which were in turn surrounded by
tentacles. Worse than that, in the floor of the room was a large
circular hole that the sunlight came from. And thru that hole there
was a view into some underwater realm which was inhabited with
large fish with a huge tailfin that went all the way around them, four
skinny arms and two huge eyes. There was nothing between them
and that water. The water was very clear, but he could see no
surface. It was daylight in that water. There were several other
things around looking like headless dwarves completely covered
with hair and with vicious four-toothed mouths in the center of their
belly.
“These are some kind of aliens,” Gralik said, “we’re being
abducted!”
“These are weirder than any aliens I ever heard of,” Jayra said.
“Guys, I don’t believe in alien abductions,” Belen said, “those
people all made those stories up because the aliens were more like
people in costumes, this is more like how weird real aliens would
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be.”
One of those things held a desk-eye like one from any suntower
room in Dorilot in a couple of the tentacles around it’s mouth. It’s
other tentacles vibrated and the sphere spoke. “God Pronna sends
you greetings. You are to be taken within the Pronna world of Om
and returned to your planet of origin. Om will soon leave this sun
and return to the original sun of humans. All who are brought here
before the next appearance of Kortrax in the east will be returned.
There are five humans in this wagon to be returned.”
FiveCircleUp waved his eyes at the tentacle waving flipper
monster that held the desk-eye and the desk-eye vibrated in various
frequencies. The tentacles on this being vibrated and the jewel
projected slim fish that danced on the ceiling as keda eyes would.
FiveCircleUp unhitched from the wagon and the headless things
pushed the wagon toward the circle with all of them still on it. The
humans all jumped from the wagon before it could fall thru into that
underwater world, but any of the creatures nearby grabbed them and
tossed them in the hole.
Esher was grabbed by one of the fishes with one fin and four
arms. The arms turned out to be crystal covered in a thin layer of
tough leather. As soon as he came thru into the underwater world he
found he could still breath, he was still in air, that’s why the fish’s
fin is so big. He was falling, not just floating. This whole universe
on this side of that hole was continually falling. Your gut can feel the
difference. He couldn’t effect the creature’s arms with his own. He
tried to chop it in the eye. The pain in the heel of his hand was
excruciating. His hand bounced off that huge eye like it was solid
crystal, not glass. The creature didn’t flinch in the least. Grailik
swiped at the fin of the one who caught her and cut her hand badly,
drops of blood floated free in all directions, moving in straight lines.
The rays in the fin were sharp spines, the fins themselves were like
kevlar fiber.
All five humans were passed thru the circle and into this new
continuum where one-finned fish swim in air with four arms and
spines of crystal. They were taken to a huge shining worm with a
door in it’s side. Inside there were quite a few more people, even
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Isher, who Esher knew. They had met at a festival because of their
similar names. It was not as interesting as it could have been
because of they were of the same sex. Now that Delsah was
involved, that didn’t matter. Jayra also found someone that she knew
floating around in here. There was a lot of screaming and whooping
over the falling and floating. There were a lot of people who were
just silently holding on to something and trying to keep their
stomachs inside them. There were some who weren’t and blobs to
beware of floating in the air. There were some who had been here
awhile who were cavorting around having fun among the bars, even
a couple making love. There was too much babble to make speech
possible.
There was a large sign pointing to the latrine, very prominently
displayed in this enclosure. There was a clock counting down. It
eventually got to zero and the door of this metal worm closed and it
began to move thru the brush. It went for miles, all the while they
were jostled around inside it, as it snaked along the major limbs of
this jungle. All the while they were still falling. After about an hour
in the belly of this worm slithering thru the falling brush, the door
opened and they were ejected. At least that’s what it felt like for
some because they were pushed by the people behind to one degree
or another.
As soon as he was out the door of the metal worm he saw there
were people out here already, ones with really skinny, long limbs.
They were lined up in mid air, flying with large feathers on their
feet, like each foot had half a theirops plume on it. A woman called
Mirelle writhed in pain when she floated close to them and some of
those strangers pushed back.
Esher was lucky enough to make it to a branch of the
shrubbery. He guessed that those people were native to this
dimension and were lined up along the boundary of their space,
manning some mental force-field. Mirelle seemed to be OK now,
she was way over there with her friends. Someone else got pushed
away from the magic boundary with a stick by one of the feathered
people.
One of those fish with the big circular fin and the four skinny
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little leather-covered crystal arms had one of those eyes in its hands,
it spoke to them, “Some humans of Om are near you. You will be
permitted to mingle and mate with them and we will leave
translators so you may communicate. If you do, you can give them
relief from the effects of aging that many of them are already
afflicted with. They will give you instructions on food and where to
put your bodily wastes in terms you will understand. You will be
here three days, a single week, then you will be released on the
original home of all humans.”
That was that. That was all they got to know. There was more
on the importance of following the instructions on bodily waste and
how they would not be harmed in any way until they were released
on the home world of humans. After he harangued about that, one of
the other humans took the eye and began to teach them the
mundanities.
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11. The Guests of Mayth’s Tribe
*
All the vermin knew the world was weaving a hole. It was a
feeling of energy, a thrumming felt more than heard. This meant that
the outside universe would change yet again. Nulf seldom saw the
outside, for vermin could not bear the pressure, but today he had
come up to take a last look at the outside as it was. The weaving had
been going on for years so the outside might change any time. It had
changed twice in a matter of hours when he was young, but that was
a generation into the weaving.
If one stayed between the neutrons that guarded the outside,
one would not be forced into them and it was possible to get up to
the very edge of the world and see out thru the clouds to some
objects beyond. For half his life the outside had held a gentle orange
great-sun with beautiful bands of purple fleece. Long ago, when he
was a young child and this great-sun first appeared, rumors told that
a vast-world of lacy clouds and tan deserts had been seen by people
who had been near the surface during the few hours it was visible.
A wehnt was approaching, a creature with a big round disk for a
body, a foot thick and three feet across. Wehnts had four arms with
two elbows each, equally spaced around the rim, each tipped with a
circle of four multi-jointed thumbs. The front side of the body was
like a face, a mouth and ring of eight tiny eyes. They used their
hands to walk and climb on the trees on the outside of the world,
withstanding the awful pressure that a vermin could never
overcome. Most times wehnt ignored the vermin, but sometimes
they were dangerous, especially above the neutrons where vermin
are helpless.
He turned and flashed his footfeathers to the world outside,
using his handfeathers to steer between the thick fronds that drifted
all around the openings to the outside, staying well away from the
neutrons that could suck him against their trunks. If that happened
he would have to laboriously climb away from it on the vegetation
that grew on all of the great cylinders that spanned between the
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neutrons. He swam easily into a large opening, cleared of vine and
branch, where a school of Pronna were swimming.
Pronna are shaped like an thin egg about four feet long with a
twelve foot fin around their small end that propels them, large end
forward, so their four thin arms and two large eyes face in the same
direction. They have glistening irridescent skins thru which the
vaguest hint of complex internal organs can be seen. Pronna are the
lords of the world, each has all the powers of magic. They are
infinitely wise, understanding and gentle, if aloof and sometimes
careless. They never eat vermin as wehnts sometimes do, they have
only a tiny straw to suck nectars with. He wasn’t carrying a
translator so he couldn’t converse with them, not that Pronna would
often converse with vermin.
He kicked strongly, and got ahead of them before he came to a
passageway leading deeper into the world and back to his own
people. He followed sun passages, vermin were allowed to pass in
them if they didn’t harm anything or block the way of a Pronna or
other creature of rank. Mayth’s tribe was in good standing and
everyone honored and respected the Gods. Everyone knew they
made the world. Nulf knew only a fraction of the forty thousand
miles of sun passage in the world, but he knew the way back to his
home. He passed a sun, a cold, twenty-foot globe of light moving
slowly along the passage bringing daytime to the local residents and
all the vegetation. Water condensed on it an inch thick, and trailed
off it in large globular droplets that were delicious to drink. It was
five miles in, till he reached his home warrens and he passed three
more suns on the way.
His people lived deep within the growth, Pronna alone lived
high near the sun passages, lounging in sunlight and sipping the
golden globes of nectar produced by brightly-flowered sweetvines.
The vermin lived deep among the trunks and roots of the vines
where water collected and machinery whispered. Their home was a
warren of passageways and chambers walled with draperies printed
in colorful patterns that stood out even in the deep shade of these
depths. The passageways were too small for wehnts to penetrate,
allowing worry-free sleep and entertainment.
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He was surprised to find his family’s small open space
crowded, six women of the spinning guild were grouped around the
tung boughs, including the lovely Madrut whom he hoped to court
in earnest once she was declared to be of age. They were talking
excitedly but all at once, so he couldn’t tell what the problem was.
His mother, Enwek, approached. “There’s a painwall come up
across the warren. It pushed us back to here, but we think it has now
stopped moving.”
“Are you sure?”
“It can’t be anything else. Everyone’s tested it and none can get
thru, though ribbonsnakes, flits and teeters are not effected.”
Painwalls were something out of legends of the distant past
when the vermin were newly created by the Pronna. Legends said
that The Pronna had grown unhappy with the vermin and twice their
ancestors had been herded by painwalls from all of the world till
they were expelled from the world entirely and sent to die in the
unbearable pressure of vastworlds. Other legends say humans are
only a Pronna mental simulation that they use in their mind games.
“What is happening?” Nulf asked, nervous that another such herding
might be happening after all these ages. Nervous also that the
Pronna might just cancel the humans.
“How can anyone know?” His mother replied.
They had approached the others, where the conversation was of
the old legends. They were of a time so long ago that no memory
could penetrate it, but shaman marked symbols on flattened pieces
of immutable kellbark, symbols that helped the memory. All learned
the legends as children and heeded their lessons.
“The expulsions always follow holeweaving,” Colsup the
spincrone was saying, “And there is a weaving going on for more
than a generation, since I was fresh in my springtime.” Colsup was
now an ancient woman, all fluttering flaps of loose skin and a burst
of stiff white hair and clouded eyes the color of the outside with lacy
clouds.
“We can all feel it now my lady,” Madrut’s honey voice agreed.
Nulf had floated up behind her where he could smell her fragrant
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hair. It was so healthy and smooth, unlike the crone’s.
“There has been no expulsion for all remembered generations,
thru hundreds of weavings,” Kedek said. Kedek was a weaver and
respected by the tribe. She was one of his mother Enwek’s close
friends, but most important, she was also Madrut’s mother.
“Or the times before for countless ages,” Colsup continued,
“but there were no painwalls then.”
“Why would we be expelled?” Aleed asked the crone. She was
a young woman, only starting to apprentice at spinning and still
pregnant with her first child.
“Because we are vermin. The Pronna don’t love us, we do not
serve them,” Colsup said with all the authority her age could get into
her voice.
“We do not harm them either,” Aleed said. “We touch none of
their food, inhabit none of their pastures, we keep our waste
covered." It was well known that Aleed believed in asking more of
the Pronna, not less as Colsup did.
“We clean the deepest recesses,” Hekled said. “We check the
rootworms and lungwort.” Hekled was Aleed’s husband. He must
have come with them as the painwall came up. Their chambers were
on the far side of the tribe’s open space, they had probably been
pushed out of it already. Enwek’s space was large enough. Nulf’s
father had not come home yet, he often roamed far with messages.
“Here in the tribe of Mayth, but what do we know of the other
tribes of the world?” Colsup said.
“Mayth entertains emissaries often,” Aleed said, “Surely he
would know if any were breaking the taboos.”
“Even Mayth does not have contact with every tribe,” Enwek
said, “We aren’t sure that we even know them all. There are many
millions of us in the world.” His mother would know because she
was often a helper to Mayth. It was her hand that inscribed many of
the kelbarks. Nulf’s father, Nairm, was a messenger of the tribe.
“We are to put the young ones on the outside,” Colsup
commanded, “so they can grow strong in the pressure.”
“The tribe will have to decide,” Enwek said. Colsup did not
speak for Mayth, though she often thought she did.
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“Let us ask Twentyfour,” Kedek said, “she’s told us things in
the past.” Twentyfour was what they called the Pronna who watched
the tribe of Mayth. The people thought of her as female because she
was kindly and soft spoken, though the concept of male and female
was foreign to the Pronna.
“She’s spoken to me,” Madrut said, “If I could use the
translator?”
“I can ask Mayth,” Enwek said, “as soon as the crowd clears
and I can find him.”
Harn, the Sacred Shaman, read from the legends after lastmeal
as this day’s sun drifted off into the distance. The whole tribe had
lastmeal together in the half of their open space they could still use.
Mayth let everyone know he was giving the translator to Madrut
because she was friendliest with TwentyFour.
Then he gave the center over to Harn and went to eat his own
dinner. Mayth was bigger, but had a sense of humor. Harn was much
older, would probably be the next in the tribe to die, and had little
sense of humor. He spoke the dire warnings of becoming too
numerous and how the growing tribes would bring expulsion or
worse, plague. He droned on again how the taboos had served the
tribes, limiting their numbers so there had been no expulsions or
plagues since time immemorial. He spoke again of counting the
days, knowing a woman’s cycle and preserving the chastity of the
young.
It was always the same, all knew this by heart. No woman in
Mayth’s tribe had a third child while he was chief and none had
complained. But none had a child die while he was chief either, so it
really hadn’t come up.
Nulf would have liked to hear the other genesis legend, the one
that told how the Pronna had plucked them from imprisonment on
the pressure of a vastworld, but Harn didn’t believe that one, just as
he didn’t believe humans were only imagined be Pronnas. He was
sure the vermin had been created by the Pronna as they had created
the Wehnts to clean the world’s outside. That was probably true, but
the other legend was much more entertaining.
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**
As the next day’s sun drew near and sparkled thru the branches,
Madrut went to speak with Twentyfour alone up near the nectar
gardens of the sunpath. TwentyFour was not a disagreeable watcher,
she would only rarely actually come down into their space and then
only the tribal space and only when announcing herself politely. She
always complimented them and rarely threatened. She never came in
steel but folded her fins and swam. Her fin was adorned with the
most beautiful patterns and her eyes had beautiful galactic patterns
in their mirrors.
Madrut was of the vermin what Twentyfour was of a Pronna,
slight and gentle, beautiful and graceful, polite and thoughtful. Nulf
always loved the way Madrut’s golden hair flowed when she swam
thru the air, the quick bounce of her young breasts and the sly
glances she gave him from the corners of her blue eyes. She selected
blue footfeathers to match her beautiful eyes, and often wore robes
to match that hue. She kept her robes short and her thighs showed
smooth and strong. If the great eyes of a Pronna worked at all like
those of the vermin, it would also fall in love.
She went to speak with her when Twentyfour came low in the
branches that day. Anyone who wasn’t busy was waiting around the
main open outside Mayth’s chamber where the tung and losrike
were thickest. Humans had teeth and could chew the tough leaves
that grew in the dim light. Up where Madrut swam, there were juicy
Nolo berries that TwentyFour would sometimes let them eat if they
had been complimented and there were too many. Most were
grazing but talking nervously among themselves in groups of two,
three, or four. Nulf was with his friend Kamm as they waited. They
both nibbled a losrike shoot, but most of the shoots here were young
and tart.
“Twentyfour bids us calm,” Madrut said when she returned.
“We are in no danger. Space has been reserved for visitors to be
transported.”
“Visitors?” half the tribe asked at once.
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“We shall see them soon, I was told. They will be like us. We
will be asked to care for them.”
This set up all kinds of babble. Mayth himself stroked out to
the middle of the tribe’s public space. “I haven’t been informed of
any of this yet, so don’t go making any plans. We need to know
what kind of visitors and what care they need. Till then there’s
nothing anyone can do so go on with life as ever in the space we
have left. Forage out towards Shims and Warn if you want but don’t
go up and get us trouble. Eat more gruel if you don’t find enough.”
Mayth was a big man, but fair for a chief. He never hurt people who
didn’t deserve it and never took an unwilling woman, though in truth
most were willing if he was to ask.
Nulf’s father sent him off on a forage, and his friend Kamm
came along. They went deep into the roots and trunks well away
from the foliage of the sunpaths. Feathers were useless here so they
removed and carefully sheathed them in shoulder harnesses. Some
passages were barely big enough to climb thru. Humans were
allowed to pick up feathers shed by various creatures the Pronna
kept in their space. They were rare and precious, especially a
matched set, and had to be taken care of.
There was a bewildering abundance of life down here, creatures
furred or scaled or slimy. The Pronna told them that this world was
sixty million years old, that was plenty of time for life to fill all its
hidden spaces. They grabbed a big stand of lungwort without
coughing too much from it’s dust-cloud. They nabbed a bunch of
tasty rootworms and two small ribbonsnakes. There were even a few
nightpods, but they took only half of them since they were becoming
very rare.
“We have enough, don’t you think?” Kamm asked when they
had foraged for two hours.
“But if we have visitors, we’ll have a feast won’t we?”
“We have enough for a feast right here.”
“The lungwort will keep and there’s no end to the rootworms I
can eat,” Nulf said. His sister Chellyt too.
“I don’t think I’ve ever been down this far, don’t you think we
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should go back up?”
“I don’t think we’re in Shim’s space yet.”
“We gotta be close, that looks like a digester basin over there.”
He pointed thru the tangled growth in the gloom. Sure enough
there was something mechanical over there. Nulf clambered in that
direction. It was a complex mass of dark globes and pipes with some
cables, hoses and a few blinking lights. On the side with the blinking
lights a six foot passageway cut neatly thru the growth, just big
enough for a Pronna to swim thru. “Yeah, it’s a digester all right.” At
the very bottom of the bent, it would mark the boundary of Shims
space.
“We can go back up this way,” Kamm said, “Until we hit the
painwall.”
“We might as well. Nobody will be foraging that way with the
wall up.”
They began to move back ‘up’, toward their home sunpath, a
climb of at least a thousand feet thru dark, sometimes slimy,
sometimes thorny, vegetation. Their sacks were now full enough that
they only stopped for something really tasty like a batch of
steakberries or another decent sized ribbonsnake. Over an hour later
they were concentrating on their task when Kamm shouted, “Ow,
damn, here’s the other side of that painwall.”
There was nothing to see, just an invisible surface that hurt
something like a burn, something like millions of tiny briars. It
wasn’t bad if you just touched it. For the first inch or two it was just
a tickle, then a half inch of prickle before it began to get like jagged
glass. You could press into it, but the pain would be more intense if
you did. Legends said the pain was enough to kill if you really tried
to get thru it, but in the legends of the expulsions a very few of the
most stoic souls had made it thru and survived and their descendants
had replenished the people of the world. Nulf thought it might be a
better idea to cope with the pressure of the outside than try and cope
with such pain. He had been able to crawl on the outside once,
before he fell onto the neutron itself. There hadn’t been one of these
painwalls in uncounted generations, and many had wondered if the
legends were just tales. Now it was here and Nulf wished they were
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just tales. He could not imagine pushing even his finger into it.
The idea of being expelled was not something he wanted to
contemplate either. He was a strong young man, one of the tribe’s
strongest, but he had been to the outside and was unable to stand
under the pressure. He had once crawled all the way up so he lay on
his belly on a tree limb. He could go no farther, could barely move
arm or leg or head. But the legends said that if a baby was put on the
outside, it would grow strong enough to live in that, even if it was a
girl.
They worked their way around the area, checking the extent of
the wall, and met a couple other friends coming the other way. By
comparing their observations they figured the space was about half
the tribe’s main open and fifty to one hundred feet into the
vegetation surrounding it.
***
Two days later Nulf was still asleep when Chellyt began
shouting, “There’s a steelsnake coming! Right over there, look, a
steelsnake headed this way.” Nulf was out fast enough to get a good
look before their visitors actually emerged from the steelsnake’s
maw.
They were vermin. Short and squat ones, with thick arms and
legs and bulging shoulders and butts, even the women, but with the
right number of arms and legs and eyes and mouths and noses and
hair and all in the right places. They had no feathers on and they
were as clumsy as a new-born, every one of them. They tumbled out
of the snake, tumbling every which way, often end over end. A
woman lost her stomach and made a growling noise. Many of them
made baby sounds of long, long, words; some loudly. Some raged at
the Pronna in baby talk, but the Pronna held their wrath and inflicted
no punishment, just disengaged them from the steelsnake and
shoved them gently toward the brush on the side of their opening
away from the painwall. One drifted to the painwall and shrieked in
agony. They were utterly helpless without feathers. A few of the
people pushed her back, feeling the bite themselves. Nulf made it to
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the wall, where most of the tribe had gathered and prepared to help
another woman who was now struggling helplessly as she drifted
toward it. She had seen what happened to the other and was already
screaming. Master Hun of the woodwrights had thought to bring an
axehandle, or maybe just had one in his hand when he heard the
commotion, and prodded her back with that so neither of them got
hurt but she was spinning wildly toward the lostrike on that side of
their opening.
One of the Pronna came forward and stopped just inside the
painwall, though it would not effect a Pronna. He had a translator,
and turned toward the new tribe of struggling, squat vermin and
used the translator at them. Instead of speech, it emitted the
babbling, liquid, baby sounds of very long words the visitors made.
He kept this up for just a little while. By the time he was done most
of the visitors had found some piece of vegetation to grab onto and
were holding it tightly, panting heavily. There were at least forty of
them, about half were male, half female. They were all young adults,
pretty in their thick way, a little funny looking in the face and with
wild manes of hair. Their clothing was beautifully made, adorned
with intricate designs, fringes and tassels, tight to their bodies except
for wide flares at the ends of their pant legs and forearms if they had
shirts. Some women did not even cover their breasts. Many still
jabbered but the Pronna turned the translator on high and those that
were listening were able to hear. Somehow these sounds must mean
something to them, for some of them were paying attention, their big
dark eyes full of fear.
And then the Pronna turned to the tribe and the translator began
to emit speech. “Some of your kind from the vastworld on the far
side of this sun have arrived.” Nulf was stunned at that. There was
babble from the tribe. People of the vermin could actually survive in
a vast-world? The ancient legends said they had all gone to their
deaths. But once again the Pronna had the translator on high and
continued his speech. “You may care for them,” the Pronna
continued. “They will need feathers and food. You must tell them
how to handle their wastes. They may eat gruel or you may forage in
your areas for them. You may forage one hundred feet closer to the
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sun-passage while they are here. They will be here three days. We
will take them to the world your kind came from. This is a favor for
an old friend.” Nulf would not want them to have to eat gruel. Gruel
was available from nipples in the brush and would keep a human
and several other species alive, but it was a foul tasting paste and the
hose that lead to that nipple lead straight down to the nearest
digester.
The Pronna continued, “We know that your customs prohibit
mating outside lifelong pair bonding but if any of you can put that
taboo aside for the time being it may be to your advantage. You may
believe what we tell you now, as you may always believe the
Pronna. Almost all of you who mate with any of the people from the
world below will no longer suffer from the affliction that you call
‘old age.’ Your offspring and everyone you mate with from then on
will no longer be afflicted with old age. Most of your kind from the
world below are willing to mate with at least one of you. All of you
who wish to converse with them will be provided with translators
for the time that they are here.
“However, if you avail yourselves of this, you may reproduce
only to replace another who is not afflicted with old age who dies
from some other cause. Those of you who do not age may not
reproduce when someone dies of old age unless there are none in
your tribe that age.”
Harn shouted from somewhere back there, “We won’t, none of
us will.”
But no one else joined that shout and the Pronna continued.
“Your visitors will continue to be retained inside the painwall, please
explain that to them. We will now allow your people to pass thru it,
but please allow your visitors ample room for their journey.”
One of the Pronna’s skinny little three-fingered arms came out
and handed a translator to the nearest one of the tribe, Hymek the
poet. It reached around and pulled another from somewhere out of
sight the way only a Pronna can do and handed that to Ylesh who
was hanging next to them. He took it, but handed it on to Kamm
saying, “I don’t know what to say to them.” Meanwhile the Pronna
was handing him another. Enough were given for everyone of the
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tribe, TwentyFour had entered the area and was handing out more.
Mayth had worked his way over, taking care not to blunder into
the painwall as he did, not sure that it had really been shut off. His
own translator was set to speak with Pronna in whatever silent way
they spoke, it would be useless to speak with the visitors. The
Pronna had turned away and was soon back inside the steelsnake
that quickly retracted from their open space, back into the upper
growth. “Anyone with extra feathers,” Maybeth was bellowing,
“please bring them here. I guess I’m the one who has to figure out
something to say to these people.”
Hymek might have thought of something eventually, but she
almost always spoke in poetry and it would take her awhile.
Nulf handed over his housefeathers right then and there, he
could paddle back with his hands, and he wasn’t about to give up his
good pair of footfeathers to these guests. Besides that, these people
were so clumsy they would hurt themselves with them as well as
tear them up.
He couldn’t help himself wondering if one of the visitors would
wish to mate with him. He noticed none he would rather have over
Madrut, and most of them looked a couple years older than he, but
many were interesting enough to keep him here looking at them.
Nulf also wanted to hear what Mayth was going to say.
“Greetings,” he said, but the tranlator said “Shveep” in a loud
voice. Mayth turned it down just a little. The visitors were paying
better attention to him than they were to the Pronna. “Welcome to
the world of Om of the worlds of the Pronna. I am Mayth and this is
my tribe, most of my tribe anyway. You are to be our guests for your
journey.”
Many began screaming at once, the translator emitted a babble
of words like ‘Back’, ‘Evil monsters’, ‘Dorilot’, ‘Evil Saggoth’,
‘Home’ and such as that. It could not gather much of their meaning
from the simultaneous babble.
“I cannot change the will of the Pronna, none can change the
will of the Pronna, none may challenge the will of the Pronna. Your
fate is to be transported to another world. Be grateful you are strong
enough to stand the pressure of a vastworld. Be grateful they did not
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feed you to the Wehnts. We will make your visit with us as
comfortable as we can, that is all we can do.”
“Are you prisoners of these monsters too?” a man yelled.
“We are vermin in their world. We live in the cracks down here
in the vegetation. This is our home and we think we live well and at
ease in this Pronna world, as we have for all time.”
“Where are they taking us?” someone else yelled.
“I know nothing of that. When the world traverses the hole we
may be able to look upon it, but we will know nothing of it other
than how many clouds cover it. I will trust to the Pronna that it will
be one you can live on.”
Some were starting to climb closer. Most were still clinging to
whatever branch they had first contacted. Mayth spent hours
lecturing them, first about the waste problem because the Pronna
were very touchy about waste in their air, and these people were no
better equipped than he to void waste in the Pronna world. Then he
went on to talk about feathers, about what could be eaten, and
eventually some of the finer points of living like how to stay put
while sleeping and what the taboos were. Not that it would matter
since they were trapped within the painwall.
It became obvious that the people of Om were now free of the
painwall while the people from the vastworld were still contained
within it. The tribe moved more into the middle of their open space.
People were handing over feathers to visitors and showing them
how to use them. Three out of the first four visitors to put them on
snapped the feather’s spines within the first few seconds. They had
way too much strength.
In places there was excited babble thru the translator. Though
she was hardly into her eleventh year, Chellyt had been given one
and she was acting like she was going to mate with one of the
visitors as soon as she could pick one and sneak away. Nulf was not
sure his sister’s hymen was intact, though he was pretty sure his
nose would tell him when she bled. Most adults were still letting
Mayth do the talking and smiling politely at the visitors. Chellyt was
getting one to tell his tale. “I was an innocent plotter when I got on
that bus, I’m from right outside Dorilot on Great Farm Road, no
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more than a mile past the bridge. I was on my way in to work a city
job for a week or two so I could buy a new kalic-spade when the
keda went berserk and brought us on out to the Traygols. Where is
this place and what happens when we finally hit bottom?” Nulf
understood so little of that, that he thought the translator was
malfunctioning.
Two of the visitors were talking to Madrut when he saw her. All
his internal organs turned inside out at once. Madrut is certainly so
beautiful that she would have her pick of the visitors. Any one of the
visitors could snap his bones into four inch lengths should Nulf
challenge their attentions. He should not challenge their attentions.
If there is anything that has always held true, it is that the Pronna
had never lied. If they said most who joined with these visitors
would not age, history would show that to be true. If none mated
with them, their word would not be tested. If as few as two did, their
word would prove true and Nulf knew it. If anyone should ever be
cured from the ravages of age it would be Madrut. No purer human
flower had ever bloomed and she bloomed now fresh in her spring.
If that could be preserved, it would mean more than his own life. He
flicked his feathers, he had his good ones on by that time, and
disappeared from the area. His eyes were wet just the same.
They shared a great feast for lastmeal, even wrestling out the
tribe’s great fireball and toasting large batches of rootworms and
ribbonsnakes until well into dark. Nulf was chosen to work the
bellows for awhile and carried himself with honor. The visitors were
as appreciative as they could be, but even Nulf could tell they were
only being polite.
He was one of the last to eat, but as he stroked the last flames
on the last scraps of rootworms they re-toasted, one of the women of
the visitors fed some to him. “Is it true what they say?” she asked.
“What do they say?” Nulf asked, before taking a few roasted
rootworms from her thick fingers.
“Your tribe is ephemeral?”
He looked at her face for the first time, her eyes were wide but
narrow, very grey. Her cheekbones were so high and her chin so
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chiseled that her face was almost a shield. He was pierced by her
eyes. “Are you asking, do we die?”
“Of time alone,” she asked. “Aren’t you done with that?” she
asked about the bellows. “These are the last of what was on there.
You guys are pretty primitive in this falling forest aren’t you?”
“Why do you call it a falling forest?” he asked her. He was still
hungry and took another whole handful of rootworms from the
firebasket.
“There’s no down,” she said, “We’re not floating like you do in
water, we’re floating like we’re falling, I had to talk to my stomach
for awhile about that. We’re definitely in air, not water, that is
obvious.”
“What is floating?” Nulf asked, glad to let his sore arms stop
working those bellows.
“What we do here,” she said, “Where we’re swimming in air
instead of walking on the...”
“What is ‘walking’? It sounds something like climbing but
without hands.” [Please bear with the translation between two
different languages, neither of them English.]
“That’s what it is,” the girl said. “We don’t have feathers
because our feet reach the ground there. We can move a lot better
because of it, these feathers break before you can get any force at all
into them.”
“I’m sorry,” Nulf said, “but I can’t help noticing that your
thighs have more muscle in them than my family does.”
“I climb a lot, that buffs you up, sometimes more than you
really want.”
Nulf pictured the time he’d attempted to get up into the
pressure. The time he crawled a little ways on a tree limb and fell
crushingly onto a neutron. With muscles that bulged, he might get
up into a tree, maybe several feet above a neutron. “How high have
you ever climbed?” he asked.
“Had to have been seven and a half miles above the salt flats,
up with the sapworts and mini-tussocks. Till it was less than ten psi I
think.”
Nulf visualized that as more than half the diameter of the
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world, up into the pressure. She was almost supernatural in power, if
she was not telling him a tale. “What can you do up there?”
“I was on the trail of a big blue-spot, a least an eighteen
legger,” Nulf listened to the words and thought he understood them
but they made no picture in his mind. “It was back in an alpine
meadow in a bowl more than two miles above this air,” she waved
her arm, her bones were much thicker than his but invisible within
the skeins of rippling muscle that made up her arm. “He didn’t have
more than an hour on me, but I was wondering how I was going to
pack him out since OldGoat was now miles behind.”
“Were you hunting something?” Nulf asked.
“Yeah? Boring ay?” she asked. “What’s exciting here?” she
asked. “I bet zero-gee sex is exciting. That’s probably all you folks
do ain’t it?”
She stopped because she could see him blush.
“That’s right, you’re young. Have you ever had sex?”
Nulf had to shake his head. He hoped to be allowed to court
Madrut when she came of age. His organ with throbbing with the
fact that the subject was being discussed. His face burned even more
because his organ throbbed and swelled in spite of his fear. “I hope
to be permitted to court soon,” was all he could say with his mouth.
“The rumor going around,” she said, “was that we have a good
chance of transferring species immunity to you if we get together.”
Nulf swallowed, “The Pronna told us that if we mated with
you, we would not age.”
“Yeah, that’s what that means,” she said. She looked at him, not
with as much lust in her heart as the goodwill of someone who likes
to spread boons in her wake. Like she would do so because of the
medical necessity.
Nulf was horribly loath to take favors under those conditions.
“You are so strong, from the pressure of a Vastworld. It is a miracle
to me.”
“It’s not that bad once you get used to it,” she said. “This
falling gets annoying, mainly because I think we have to be headed
for a harder fall with each passing second.”
“All who stay within the world are free from the pressure,”
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Nulf said.
“What shape is this world?” she asked him.
“Like a fruit. The pressure presses to it’s skin, we within are
without it. It is thirteen miles from finger to finger.” He was
showing her his fingers holding an imaginary fruit the size of a big
cherry or small plum.
Demee and Klinten came by, they had been assigned to retrieve
the fireball at the end of the evening. Nulf grabbed the last few
rootworms out of the basket. The visitor woman took a couple of
them from him. “Those things with the two big eyes and one fin are
in charge here right?” she asked him. Her arms waved in a way that
nearly drew a picture of a Pronna in the air between them.
Nulf lectured her on the Pronna, she seemed quite interested
and grilled him for awhile. She told him that someone called
‘astronomer’ had photographed the world of Om and printed it in the
news. Nulf tried hard to get some inkling at all of what she was
talking about. They lounged across the open space, now lit only by
the twinkling light of distant suns miles away thru the leaves.
“This was someone’s home wasn’t it?” she asked about the
room they were settling into.
“This was Demeroon’s sewing room,” Nulf told her. “Most
sleep wrapped deeper into the vines than this.”
“Where would someone sleep here?” she asked him.
Nervously, he showed her the way to Demeroon’s bedroom.
****
They were on their way back up from a rather unsuccessful
foraging trip. They had been down here a lot in the last three days
and picked up all the easy stuff. They had a full bag, but lots of it
was bark lichen, laboriously scraped off from the trunks down by the
digester pipes. A lot of the remainder were from the fungus family,
some bracket-wort and some modest-sized jelly lumps. They’d only
caught one ribbonsnake all day, a little purple flatleaf just over nine
inches.
They had not brought feathers with them today, this side of the
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painwall was climbing and jumping all the way. Nulf can certainly
launch himself across the tribe’s open space. At walking speed, the
mass of a human body is almost infinite and it’s aerodynamic effects
negligible. Jumping a two hundred fifty foot open space is easy, so
he didn’t feel at all stranded without his feathers. They were coming
back with a series of slow jumps with some corrective grabs on a
branch here and there as they made their way thru the vegetation
down here in the gloom.
Kamm was the first one who’d spoken about that first night
when the visitors arrived. Everyone else seemed to want to pretend
that whatever they had done that night was a momentary aberration
that they would pretend had never happened.
“I screwed one of the visitors that night,” Kamm said. “I’m not
a virgin any more. No matter who with the tribe I do it with, when it
happens, it won’t be my first time.”
“It seems like no one is counting that night,” Nulf said. “I
won’t pass this on to anyone.”
“Right, I’m telling you as my buddy, my buddy of the fort.” He
referred to a space they had clipped in the brush farther from the
sunpassage that the three of them had used as a hideout when they
were ten and twelve. The discarded tapestries they had hung were
still there in the dark, but they used it as a mushroom house now.
They were afraid to get caught and drawn into the priesthood. “This
girl wasn’t like any in Mayeth’s tribe or any tribe in all of Om for
that matter. This girl was just like, ‘Would you like to fuck?’ and
wanted to have at it.” Nulf was trying to draw a breath and say that
he didn’t have to confess this to him, everyone was keeping quiet
about it. “She was really interested in doing it while ‘floating’,”
Kamm said. “If they live in the pressure all the time it must be like
being stuck on a neutron all the time don’t you think? Can you
imagine trying to do it in that?”
Once he thought about it, Nulf had to admit it was so. If anyone
was to ever survive on a vastworld, not only would they have to
crawl around and get everything they need under that awful
pressure, they would have to raise the next generation also. “I guess
it would be like that?” Nulf really wasn’t sure. The girl that he had
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shown to a sleeping chamber had said something like that. “Do it
while falling,” he thought. Nulf wondered why his member was able
to stiffen and spew in her presence. He had been so overcome by her
strength that his conscious mind could not even think of her as
female, but somehow his body had been able to recognize her organs
and respond after a fashion. The fact that it was only the second time
in his life he’d ever tried to couple with a woman, and the first time
he had any success. Her comment as she left both embarrassed and
puzzled him. ‘I hope you got enough out of that to do you some
good.’ Nulf wasn’t sure how to take that. It could mean that she was
trying to do her duty and cure him of aging, or it could be she hoped
he enjoyed the sex because she didn’t get anything out of it. He
believed she did not. She hinted that his hands weren’t strong
enough to stimulate her even when he squeezed her hard. That made
him respond, but almost seemed to make her yawn.
“She was strong wasn’t she?” Nulf asked.
“Yeah,” he said, “She was probably stronger than you,
definitely stronger than me, but in the legs. She wasn’t rough or
anything, she was just casual. She was fucking me and asking me
how we made the tapestries at the same time.”
“Why was she asking you?” Nulf asked, “You never made a
tapestry.”
“I know, but I was the only one there to ask. We were down
in...”
“I don’t need to know each drop of spit and cum.” Nulf said,
blushing once again, but maybe it was gloomy enough here that
Kamm wouldn’t notice. “I think the point you were making is that
she kept on conversing while making love.”
“That girl didn’t make love, she fucked me, there’s a difference.
That girl fucks. Madam Likcap has a more religious experience
when she sucks you off than that chick. That girl never told me her
name.”
“Neither did the one I was with,” Nulf admitted. He wondered
how long it would take him to admit all of his experience of the
previous night. His parents had not asked where he had spent the
night. Chellyt was up when he got home, he remembered that
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touching scene. ‘You all right?’ she asked. ‘Yeah, are you alright?’
he had asked in return. ‘Yeah,’ she had answered, ‘yeah, I’m really
all right,’ and she had fluttered to her alcove with her hand-feathers.
It would be a long time before everyone would get around to talking
about everything that happened that night.
“I wonder if they are always like that?” Kamm asked. “Do they
ever have anyone special?”
“We’ll never know what their lives are like,” Nulf said, “Even
if they tell us everything, it doesn’t seem to mean anything.”
“I’ve spoken with several of them the last few days,” Kamm
said, “and all I really got from them is anger over being brought
here, anger at something called ‘kedas’ that captured them.”
“Did any of them tell you what a ‘keda’ is?”
“Some kind of big animal that pulls things called wagons.
Nothing they say makes a whole lot of sense, they don’t talk about
anything we’ve ever heard of.”
“That’s what I was trying to tell you,” Nulf said. “We’ll never
know their lives.”
“You’re right,” Kamm said, “even though I haven’t seen you
talking to many of them more than just what you need to say so your
parents don’t call you rude.”
“I haven’t spoken with many of them at length. Maybe I’ve
been afraid all they can talk about is sex,” Nulf said, wondering if he
was getting too close to admitting more than he was comfortable
with.
“No, they have other subjects, that’s just the only thing they
talk about that we also talk about. Did the girl you were with talk
about anything?”
“We talked about chasing a ‘blue spot’ seven and a half miles
into the pressure,” Nulf admitted. “She asked how the tapestries
were made. She asked where we got all the metal.”
“Yeah, one of the girls asked...”
“There were more than one? How many times did you need to
be saved from a distant future of old age?” Nulf asked.
“I was on my way home, at least, to where we’re staying next
to you guys, when three of them jumped me at once and made sure I
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was ‘cured’ as they called it. They were the ones that were all about
doing it ‘floating’. They snapped their traps right at me, man, I
couldn’t help but get hard and when I did they were all over it like
ribbonsnakes on spoilt steakberries, cooing ‘oh yeah’.” He blushed,
“They pulled me in by the ass and said my ass was tiny, they like an
ass that bulges! Why are they so weird?” Kamm asked.
“I guess the last one is because you need bulging muscles to
survive the pressure of a vastworld. I don’t have a guess as to why
they’re so eager, especially why three of them would go after one
guy?”
“So they could overpower the guy,” Kamm said, “even one of
their own guys. I’m glad none of their guys are queer.”
Then Nulf understood that Kamm had been literally afraid of
girls too aggressive. He had suffered what women suffer if they get
outside tribal protection.
They were getting near the compound now. Nulf was
embarrassed at how little they had to contribute. While they were
away, TwentyFour got the women permission to come up and get
some fat berries from the sunlit bushes because of the visitors. Just
as they returned to their open space a group of Pronna entered it.
They had not come by steelsnake, but must have swum down from
the sunpath. These Pronna were inspecting the visitors, at least those
that were within sight. More humans came and looked at the Pronna
as they swam in the open space of the tribe. None had a translator to
speak with humans, but the translators they had, picked up some
random bits of this and that. ‘I wouldn’t want one so thick-limbed’,
‘they devote lots of craft to their garments’. ‘They smell different
than local wild humans.’ The main reason their translator didn’t pick
up much was because Pronna think in fields and dimensions that
don’t translate, and it is only when a Pronna is trying to distill
something down that it becomes possible to translate it into any
human language, English included. Unless they try to distill their
thoughts to fit the pinhole of human language, the translator would
just emit those choking and gasping sounds. Nulf always figured the
preachers were right about that one, it chokes because our language
doesn’t have room for it.
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Their relatively meager pickings were added to what the
women brought down from above. With what the other guys caught,
it was enough for a good enough feast to send the visitors off with.
Since berries were so high on the menu, Mayth called for only the
two small fireballs to be brought out, but Nulf drew duty blowing
one of them. He wished he had the muscles of the visitors for this.
After the last meal with the visitors, Nulf, Kamm and Madrut
were using her translator to converse personally with some of them.
Some of them had learned to use feathers pretty well already, and
they were so strong, even the girls, that they probably could have
overcome a wehnt. They were with a group in the branches deep in
the tribe’s open space, above what had once been Colsup’s home
before the painwall came in. There were two guys and a girl, their
names were Esher, Isher and Delsah (or something like that). They
gave themselves strange names. Delsah’s name ended in a such a
satisfied sound that it would have been considered a bit obscene on a
woman here.
“So what was your life on the vastworld like?” was the first
question of course.
There had still been no talk of anything that happened that first
night, at least none between him and Madrut. He thought the tension
was even worse among the adults already pledged, but it was bad
enough for him and he could tell by her frequent flushes that it was
too embarrassing for her to discuss.
“I have no idea what the whole world is like,” Delsah
answered. She was the most talkative. She had a really pretty face
and a nice shape to her body, but stubby arms and legs and bulging
muscles like all of them. “I lived all my life in the Dorilot Valley.
I’ve been to Osterlaveshta, that’s a huge city, and Yondure, that’s
even huger, but I live near Dorilot.”
“What is Dorilot?”
“It’s a medium sized city of about a million people up the Little
Vesh, about six hundred and fifty miles south of Oterlaveshta.”
“What’s it like there?” Madrut asked. Nulf wanted to ask what
a city was but didn’t get a chance before Delsah answered.
“It’s a pretty fun place to live actually. There’s free music in
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Littleplaza Park almost every Afternoonday when it’s hot and a big
festival with all the best bands in the city every year on Hareenduul.
We just lay out and listen to the bands and get high and maybe look
over the art bazaar. It’s cold during Nightday so we party indoors
and maybe find someone to make love with or maybe take a job if
we’re short of money.
“Morningday is when we work if we live outside the city like
we do.” Isher told them.
Delsah added,“Most everybody just has a garden outside the
city. Out on the plots we tend the fields during Morningday if there
wasn’t too much snow the previous Dawnsleep.”
Those two answers just added more questions. They had to ask
many questions to begin to understand. What is a ‘Littleplaza Park’,
what’s an ‘Afternoonday’, etc. A park was an opening, but in two
dimensions, everything in their lives was two dimensional. Where
the whole interior of Om is, without the pressure, the whole fruit of
Om, is filled with stone on a vastworld. There is ONLY the pressure.
Everyone always had to stand on something. They could actually
stand upright against the pressure! No one could comprehend how
strong they must be. Delsah, the girl, reached over and showed him
her hand was much stronger than his leg.
An ‘Afternoonday’ was that time of the ‘week’ when the sun
was beyond it’s peak. They had a sky that looked like outside and
only the single orange sun that Nulf had seen when he looked at the
outside. It took a whole week for the sun to cross their sky on an
arch, people would sleep three times before it came around again.
A city was a big collection of people. Their world was
incredibly big, in spite of being two dimensional. There were many
times as many people on the outer surface of that world as there are
Pronnas in this entire world, much less vermin. The vermin of Om
would be just a few villages on a single valley of their world. A
valley was a region of area with mountains on all sides, great
collections of stone that reached up beyond air. Their city was
considered fairly small but it held more people than any tribe of Om.
Their valley alone, only one of the Sunhillow valleys that all
together made up one of the smaller basins, had more humans than
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all of Om. Several cities on the vastworld had more humans than all
of Om. Their basin had several times more humans than all the
Pronnas of Om.
These people had many magics of their own. They could build
ships that sailed on great ribbons of water called rivers. They could
all record symbols on thin sheets of something called paper and
recall perfectly at any time. They could recall from paper sent from
distant lands. They could record perfect images on paper as well as
symbols and see images of distant lands. They could make music
with many devices, very much sweeter or more exciting than can be
done with voice alone. They could make other devices that could
save music and make it happen again. They could make nectars to
drink that would make magic in their minds. They had few taboos
and could make love with whoever struck their fancy on a lark
whenever they desired and there were no tribal elders to condemn
them for it. They remained young for ever and ever, they each
claimed to be many decades or in Esher’s case, more than two
centuries old. [Earth centuries, Esher is 241 Earth years at the time.]
In the mind, this was like that first night all over again, but no
one here from either side mentioned anything sexual this time, it
was about something deeper even than that. It was almost an issue of
sovereignty as a life form. These vermin from the vastworld were on
their own, did what they decided to do without the greater species
interference.
Even more than the lack of elders, there were no Pronnas.
There were some animals that could eat them sometimes, but they
were masters of their own lives. They did not hide in cracks but
lived in sunlight, raising tasty food for themselves, building great
works, building great knowledge with none to forbid them. It was
very clear that these people had been much happier for it. There was
a certain sadness to the vermin tribes living down among the roots.
So many generations, unchanged, without growth, allowed the
sunlight only at the sufferance of the Pronna, subject to expulsion,
denied much in the way of knowledge and understanding. There was
a wistfulness to the voices of the tribe, but a certain joy in the voices
of the visitors.
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The visitors wanted to know about the world of Om of course,
so they spent hours telling them. They were amazed. They had so
little fear of wehnts, even if they might eat them. They were amazed
at the wonders of the Gods, but they were glad they hadn’t lived
with them and hoped the world where they were going wouldn’t be
under Pronna control. They feared that it was. They tried to teach
them how to make something that would allow them to drive off or
kill any wehnt they encountered. Nulf tried very hard to understand,
and thought he did, but didn’t know how he would be able to make
anything like that.
They spoke with these people till the day’s sun was far down
the passage and their time with the translators was up. Pronna came
to collect them because the next sun would see the visitors on their
way. When the Pronna and the translator was gone they remained
there still. “I wonder if all the vastworlds have wonders like that?”
Kamm asked.
“The only way we shall ever know is to speak with some who
have been there,” Madrut said. “Perhaps Twentyfour knows?”
“A Pronna can never go there, they are less able to survive the
pressure than we are.”
The visitors also sat with them a little while, though they could
not speak with them any more. They spoke to each other a little.
Their speech did sound a little like music when it was close and
gentle. The voice of Delsah was as rich with honey as Madrut’s, her
smile just as sweet. The way she shook the vegetation when she
pushed off was more like a wehnt however.
When morning came the silent thrumming was gone and Nulf
knew they’d passed thru the hole. It had taken years to weave the
hole, only hours to pass thru it. That day the painwall separated them
from the visitors again and without the translators, one could only
wave to new friends on the other side. Soon the steelsnake returned
to take the visitors away. The whole tribe gathered to bid them
farewell, as well as they were able without translators, and many
tears were shed because the visitors were filled with fear. They did
not want to go, but they did not want stay here either. They thought
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it was horrifying to be confined in such a small area, and not having
the pressure was bothering them. The Pronna took the translator, and
tried to console them. None of the tribe could tell what was said,
very few had learned any more than a few words of their speech. No
more work was done that day, the whole tribe stayed and talked after
watching the steelsnake depart.
More was told of that first night. Harn harangued them all but
all agreed that Pronna always told the truth. Most agreed that those
who transgressed with a visitor would show in twenty years or less.
Harn swore he would not be one of them. Nulf wondered if
everyone else thought they would be glad to have eternity without
his blasts of guilt?
** * **
The next day Nulf went to have a look at the new outside.
Because she was nearing eighteen (if her age were to be measured in
Earth years), Madrut was allowed to accompany him when he made
the journey to see where the visitors had been taken. Allowing her to
accompany him was Kedek’s way of saying that Nulf may court
Madrut, something that had him excited already. They had strict
orders not to look out any opening if there was a wehnt in sight and,
as always, be very polite to any Gods they encountered. The visitors
were still the talk of the tribe and they were what he and Madrut
talked about as he showed her the way toward the outside. Most
people who had any chance to speak with them had heard similar
tales and more. Tales of greater ‘cities’, mountains, rivers, great
trees, daring adventures, rich history, deep loves. Grand lives of their
own choosing that made the lives of Mayth’s tribe seem like they
really were only vermin.
“We won’t talk of that first night will we?” he asked.
“Will we need to?” she asked in return. “We will see who
among us is immune to age.”
“It is they who join, and they who join with those who join. I
don’t need to ask you about the first night of the visitors Madrut, I
will have you in honor if you will allow me.”
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“I will allow your sooth in honor,” she said, “and satisfy it as
soon as my family finds seemly,” she continued. “I’m really
honored, I was hoping some day...”
“Our tribe is not that big, I would have a year to wait for the
next maiden to come of age. You have three other unwed males in
the tribe to pick from.”
“The other choices combined would leave me unmated,” she
said, “I would not, not even for Boery. Please don’t tell him that of
course.”
“No, what we say is between us, surely you know that.”
“I know,” she said, “You keep your word.”
There had been other times when he had kept her confidence in
many things, and had not used it as leverage over her. Since their
first signs of fertility Madrut had been the only one for him and he
had worked hard to win her trust and her affection. He prayed that
effort was coming to fruition.
They reached a place where they could view the outside
without falling into a neutron. All they could see was black, with
tiny points of light.
“What is it?” Madrut asked.
“It looks like there’s no great-sun here at all,” Nulf said.
“I can see that too, what does it mean?”
“I don’t know,” he said, “didn’t the Pronna that brought them
say they were being taken back to where they came from?”
“Where our kind came from, meaning those from the vastworld
as well as Mayth’s tribe of vermin,” she said. “That’s what I took
them to mean. Then there has to be a vastworld they can live on
nearby?” she asked.
“Where we came from also, our ancestors. That Pronna as
much as told us that the tales Harn doesn’t believe in are the ones
that are true, our ancestors were taken from a vastworld sometime in
the distant past.”
“So there has to be one near here somewhere? Maybe they’ll be
all right after all,” Madrut said. She was swimming one way and the
other to try and look at more of the sky.
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Nulf dreamed of being one of those people and being able to
climb to the tops of the trees to get a look at the sky. “I hope so,” he
said. “It would make no sense for the Pronna to weave a hole for a
dozen years just to dump them in space.”
“True.”
“I hope they’ll do well.” Nulf said, but worried. Maybe they
were just parked far away. Maybe the Pronna didn’t want pictures of
Om taken by humans to be printed in magazines read by humans.
Nulf understood it had to do with marks that record speech. “I hope
they’ll be happy again here,” he said, worried about them.
“I think they will be. Maybe they’ll bring their happiness here,
maybe there is a world here that needs some and that was the
Pronna’s purpose.”
“We’ll never know the Pronna’s purpose,” Nulf said, “but I
have a purpose.”
“What is that?”
“That our descendants walk a vast-world someday. There is a
lesson from these people.”
“I think I sensed that, but tell me what you felt?”
“We are not meant to be vermin. We are meant to walk a vastworld with a destiny of our own.”
“Maybe our people can, but we cannot.”
“But maybe our descendants can. I want to bring our children
here so they can grow strong. If what Colsup says is true, I want
them to walk outside.”
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12. Insertion
As the ring drew closer to the human world, the new signals
which were now blaring at the ring were already being detected at
61 Cygni. Hank could sympathize with the poor creatures on the
world they were leaving, they had been overrun. The token number
of humans they were sending back to their world of origin would do
nothing to their condition. For every human those herbivores had
managed to capture and send back, a billion remain. It was agreed
by Om that the futures of any kedas who remained here were in the
hands of the humans. It was not agreed whether their future would
be better or worse for them because of it. Hank was not in
agreement with himself about that in the different aspects of ‘better.’
If the kedas wanted to be without humans, they agreed to take a
reasonable number of kedas to the nearby planet of Naiho where
they would thrive, but Sindara showed that humans have the
potential to reach that in a few thousand years anyway. Also, it
would only be fair to take them beyond the Aldeb cloud if they were
going to rescue a few kedas from the humans, Naiho would
probably fall to them soon, certainly in less than a million years. Of
course once they measured, they found there were very few planets
within a thousand light years that had as much human-free keda
habitat available as the one they were leaving. The kedas on this
planet could just leave the humans and resume their own way of life
in the caves and on the prairies if they wished.
The only place they could park anywhere in this system was
behind a large celestial body. Once under the cover of Neptune, they
began the regimen of diverting suns outside to keep the surface
forest alive and precession about the stasis point so they could keep
Neptune between them and the human home world. They might be
exposed to the human world’s sun doing this, but it was far too
distant to provide the necessary energy. Neptune growled in it’s own
way, the way any slow, cold gas giant would, but it didn’t scream in
the communication bands like the human’s video transmissions.
The translators soon showed that there had been little change in
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the audio to meaning encoding the humans used while they were
drilling, showing that an encoding was stable thru more than one
generation of humans. Meanwhile they sent remotes to the planet to
do further studies. They had developed electro-silicates and were
beginning that whole phase of their development. It would be
interesting watching, seeing whether the humans or their devices
prevail over the next few thousand or million years, depending on
how clever and/or cautious they were.
The humans they had with them to re-introduce to the home
world were certainly self-aware beings. Their world had very
credible biological science and these at the home world had
developed rudimentary physical technology such as primitive space
vehicles and thermonuclear weapons. They were still made of the
human equivalent of meat, and had no awareness of electrical
energy until it reached dangerous levels of power. They place on the
surface of their world, great cables of naked metal carrying hundreds
of thousands of volts at 50 or 60Hz and the naked human can walk
underneath this and only detect something is going on by detecting
the audio hum made by atmospheric molecules ionizing on the metal
carrying that energy. They had that little radio sense.
This rumble from their power transmission lines would also
spread thruout the galaxy. Continent-sized antennae radiating this
very low bass at all times. It was still way too high for Aldebs to
hear, but the Rikaviks would detect that also in just about nine
hundred years.
They translated millions of their broadcasts to find the best
place to release the humans from the keda world. It seemed that the
humans were locked in a struggle between two different tribes once
again, each of which possessed enough thermonuclear weapons and
ballistic launch vehicles to wipe out life on land. Hank felt sorry for
the humans they would release on their home world. Maybe the
humans they had brought from the more peaceful culture could help
these out a little. One of the combatants in this human struggle used
the most popular information to audio encoding protocol in their
broadcasts, that helped the decision.
Another camp said release them as far from the conflict as
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possible in a peaceful tribe on the continent south of that one. The
problem there was that tribe had pretty much their own audioinformation encoding protocol and would not reach any others.
Hank also believed this whole attempt was now forlorn because the
humans from the keda world had been stripped of their most
important characteristic, their lack of ephemerality. The only thing
they were testing now was the power of an idea. The idea that
humans could live without coercion. They were bringing only the
idea that humans could interact with each other for mutual benefit
without making it a struggle for dominance. Would an idea alone be
enough of an experiment to learn anything fundamental about
humans?
Where in the area of the more common audio to meaning
encoding to release them was complicated because of climate. These
humans the keda had gathered were used to between sixty and one
hundred degree variations in temperature over eighty four hours.
One area that looked promising could provide that in somewhat less
than nine thousand hours, but on this planet weather varied mostly
by the year, these humans were used to it varying mostly by the day,
or what they called week, and very little by the year.
In the end four release points were decided on, three in the
northern land, all of which were on one side in that conflict, the side
where they were more likely to be assimilated. The opposing side
had elaborate methods for proving people’s authenticity and used
them a lot more. It would be harder to land people there because
they were so heavily out-produced by the opposing side that they
were very nervous. Also, most of their land was prone to much
lower temperatures than the humans they were carrying had ever
been exposed to.
They wanted to land at least some people ashore in a land that
was already peaceful and see how they would do also, but that
would be as backup. For all of them they had to supply something
that humans did to mark what effort they had contributed to society,
a substance or token called money. On their old world these humans
had used chips of plastic and tiny metal beads. On this planet they
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used intricately printed scraps of paper and large metal disks. The
separated populations had developed differently in detail over the
last twenty two thousand years, but the concept was the same and
the introduced humans would understand it. Here the large metal
disks being worth very little but the slips of paper varied. They had
to send micro-landers to transmit samples of it. In the lands on their
side of the conflict, these slips of paper were really all one needed to
survive, they could receive plenty of the metal disks in return for the
mere scraps of paper.
The landing tube went down with a crew of four vamish and
two wehnts, along with nonbiological devices. Hank and Bill were
in the control room monitoring it. It was a standard holespace link,
six feet in diameter right here in the control room that opened into
the atmosphere of the human home world. If it wasn’t for the
planet’s gravity they could have swum thru. As it was they stayed
close enough to feel the edge of that gravity on their forefins.
There is one whole side of the planet that is covered in an
immense ocean and the ring entered the atmosphere over that. The
oceans of this planet connect, it has about three times the normal
amount of water for a liquid-water stone dwarf.
The humans bathed their coastlines in electromagnetic radiation
and collected the echos to detect approaching objects. They feared
an attack from the other major tribe of humans. Hank could well
understand how this is what one would expect to happen if no one
took the wire and magnets away from them, they would build things
like this. Luckily Bill had the perfect pitch that was required to
cancel their ‘radar’ verbally and not let them detect the approaching
wave-front of the ring. What they could actually detect is the crew in
the control room behind the ring, their signals were an annoying and
incessant pinging that scanned like a searchlight.
The first group was put ashore just off a rocky seacoast with
barking animals and breaking waves from the immense ocean that
gripped their home world. They took the ring down just inside a
prominent suspension bridge across this inlet. This area represented
an area with a small yearly and daily weather variation, at least in
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the immediate area. The ring came to rest a few feet above the
waves where the humans were released into an inflatable vessel
called a ‘life raft’ that they had prepared for the occasion. They put
the largest group here, twenty three humans in all on this device.
Two jumped back into Om at the last minute when they heard the
horn of an approaching water craft. They would all go sooner or
later. Those left here were told they could tell whatever story they
would like, but they would suggest saying they were from a private
yacht that went down and not from another planet by way of zero
gravity flying fish. Like all groups that would be put down, they
were given enough local money to feed them for a local year.
Another group was landed on the far side of that land in a
mountainous area where it was mainly an annual variation in
temperature. They were put down in a field in a forest in early
morning. There was a local town near there, these people had been
implanted with the local language like all of them. This was
technology these humans were familiar with, they called it an
RNAcid trip. This site was a couple hundred miles north of the
largest human nesting group on this planet. It was as large in area as
any on the world they just came from and as large in structure, but
with only a quarter the population. They were told their best way to
get themselves settled was to say they were lost hikers.
Another group was left off in an area of small farms as much
like their homeland as could be found. This was on a large island
using almost the same audio-to-information coding but on the far
side of a smaller ocean. This island was just off the northwest of the
largest landmass, most of which was occupied by the opponent in
their tribal conflict. This island was another compromise between
yearly and daily variation. By now there were only a dozen humans
left, so they left eight off here. These eight were going to go to the
surface as wandering musicians and would not be dissuaded from
that. In this area they had to be supplied with paper scraps with
different printing on them.
It was hard finding a land that was not under the threat of
nuclear annihilation and not in close proximity to one that was. On
the largest southern continent were humans nominally with the
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humans to the north, but not actively and the other side was paying
them little attention. The eastern half was more advanced but busy
with some major corruption charges to their leading official. When
he was arrested peacefully, they figured this was probably as
peaceful a group of humans as they were going to find here on their
homeworld. They released the last four humans, two of each type, in
the hills about eight miles from yet another ocean. They insisted on
being educated in the crops in the area before they were abandoned.
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13. Green Ice-Water Stew
“That’s the thing the fin people called a steelsnake,” Delsah
said, “And it’s coming right thru here.”
By now they had all achieved some proficiency with their fins
and knew almost instinctively to be super gentle with them. The
people in this floating world must have grown very weak over the
eons they had lived here. The feather people had also been told that
they originated on the world where they were going, but did not
believe it because they could not possibly walk on it. Esher’s and
Delsah’s instinct was to move much faster, but that just snapped the
spine of the feather. So they moved slowly out into the open air to
let the steelsnake pass.
It got into the opening and stopped. It’s mouth opened and
some Pronna swam out. They had been informed, in one of the first
sentences they were told when they were sent to these humans, that
these things were the Gods of this world. They have every magical
power that can be imagined. They are neither generous nor cruel and
leave humans alone as long as they use the strange toilets that are
required in this world without down. It was actually a plant that had
developed a symbiotic relationship with humans for it’s water and
fertilizer, very much like back home but much more close fitting and
with quite an air current.
Everything swam in the air of this misty hothouse, water
collected in large balls at times, one found them to drink from, or
licked dew from plants, which was how most of the plants here got
their water, their roots fought for minerals from a network of piping
that ran thruout the world. Being dry was a joy, something that was
hard for them because they couldn’t get out and get close to a sun,
which was really a rather small thing about fifteen feet in diameter.
From where they were kept, they could only see them in the distance
thru the leaves.
The Pronna had a translator with it. Delsah wanted to hear what
it was going to say and gently flipped her way in that direction.
Esher was right behind her, he enjoyed watching her fly as much as
he used to enjoy watching her walk. She was glad he admired her.
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She still thought she was a little stringy and flat. She still thought
Gralik was interested in Esher, but Delsah knew she wasn’t going to
win him away and thought it was funny watching her try.
Pronna swim powerfully in this world without down, he was
out in the middle of the chamber now and just pivoted and stopped,
holding out the translator. “You who are from the world where
humans were introduced, four hundred of your centuries ago, are
being re-introduced to the world your kind came from. You will be
transported to a ring-gate in this steelsnake that will take you to your
planet of origin. Your fellow humans on your home world are
greatly in need of your wisdom in the ways of peace, environmental
cleanliness and sustainability. We regret that we’ve had to give you
pills which will teach you to speak with the people you will
encounter and adapt to the local conditions. You will find the
humans where you are going have a culture like that which you call
‘the energy age’. They also use money and you will be given enough
to enable you to live well for a local year. That is ten times as long
as the year you were accustomed to.
“You may hand me your swimming feathers as you get to the
steelsnake. We will thank your kind fellows who live among us for
their use while you were here. You have shown us that your fellows
can be much more useful if engaged at the proper level. You have
shown us that your kind can understand complex symbologys and
build intricate and powerful devices. We now know they should be
given much more respect, many more of us will be carrying
translators so we may converse with them as we encounter them. We
will teach them and encourage them to make their homes grow as
beautiful as yours. Om will be all the better for it.
“You will see many beautiful homes on the world where you
are going. This world has great oceans and we will put some of you
down near the greatest, some near another great one, some on an
island so large you may never see the sea, and some to the south
near yet another ocean.”
“I don’t know what an ocean is,” Esher said, “I think it’s big
salty water, is that right?”
“Yeah,” she answered his question. She remembered that
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Yondure was once on the far side of an ocean. It must have been
salty because there are salt flats all along the canals for two
thousand miles on her trip there. That ocean had been dried out thru
all recent history.
The Pronna was now prodding them to enter the steelsnake.
Delsah had been more afraid the first time she was put in one, but
that had been after too many other things that were even more
frightful. Those twelve-foot-tall flippered monsters with the ring of
tentacles on their faces were the worst. They were not present here,
they had been present at the halo when FiveCircleUp brought them
here.
They had already found out that three different keda teams
brought whole coaches full. At least those people were strangers to
the kedas, she had never heard of a keda turning on it’s family
before except in extreme cases of abuse. Esher had never been able
to explain it, although she thought she knew FiveCircleUp as well as
he did, she couldn’t explain it either.
Most of the other humans had been brought by kedas who
didn’t know them very well and had tricked them in one way or
another by doing something no one would ever expect a keda to do,
like put lockbars and latches on a city streetcar. All these same
humans knew it was pointless to defy the Pronna. Their little stick
arms and fingers were as strong as crystal and could exert enough
pressure to snip off human limbs, according to the feather people.
People were beginning to swim into the steelsnake, by ones and
twos. Most had become couples in the last three days, if they
weren’t already. Half of them had been couples already like she and
Esher. There was a guy named Ozric who was determined to start a
wandering acoustic minstrel troupe that they stayed away from.
Gralik and Belen were attracted to him at first, but decided to have
their own musical group on the new world once they saw that he
intended to be in charge of his. She had always known musicians
with ego problems and here it was again.
“Do you want to be put off in a city or country?” Esher asked
her.
“I would think city. I know if we are on a different planet, I
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wouldn’t expect to find the same crops or climates or anything that
would make me know how to raise a good garden, but you can
always find city work. I’ll wash caldrons for a cook if I have to.”
“They said they would give us money for a year.” he replied.
“I think they are going to give us some money all at once and
we might be able to make it last a year if we don’t get swindled and
we stay frugal.”
“I’ve always been frugal,” Esher said.
“I could teach you a little more about frugal,” she said, she had
learned about it when she was young and that tiny little garden had
to support her mother and her plus enough extra to sell to support
them both. She knew her mother had traded sex for favors during
those years, but she had already told Esher about that, and
maintained her pledge of honesty she made with herself. She had not
seen her mother since just before she was two decades old when her
mother went ‘off to market’ and never returned. She got a letter a
year later giving her the camp and all her best wishes. Esher knew
all this more than a decade ago.
They had actually become quite a good team. She had
overcome her background and was now a respected member of their
village. Living with Esher had been fun at first, but then it had
gotten to the point where she couldn’t imagine any other way of life.
He might not be the number one hunk in the magazines, but she had
never been with a guy who treated her as well, who seemed to
genuinely value her desires and meshed with them in so many ways.
They had a few disagreements, he thought she was too messy but
too concerned with the appearance of things. She thought he was too
late in his thesh picking and had to hike too far into the prairie. But
she had to admit, he got a good price for the stuff he brought in and
they were doing well in their finances, so she shouldn’t complain.
She wouldn’t complain ever again if they could just be returned to
what they had.
Esher thought he could get thru the pain zone by swimming fast
and blasting thru it, but he found it didn’t work that way. He was in
agony until he got back across. For the first and last day the field
hurt the natives anywhere on one side and hurt us from Dorilot
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anywhere on the other side. During the time the feather people were
able to pass thru it, it still kept the people from Dorilot firmly inside.
She knew the steelsnake would not allow them to feel the field, so
with an air of finality, she entered it.
She hoped ‘the world of human origin’ was nothing more than
Yondure, what they had always believed, but this was all too unreal,
more unreal than she ever thought death would be in any religion
she’d heard of. She knew she was going on a journey to something
even more unreal than she had seen so far.
There was another Pronna just inside the steelsnake. It had a
translator and was telling everyone they needed to take a pill to be
immunized from the diseases that were on the planet they were
going to. The world where humans evolved had many more disease
organisms able to invade the human body and they were very likely
to die if they were not immunized to them. Delsah sighed mightily
but took the pill. All they had to wash it down with was water. After
a week the withdrawal from yaag was really getting to her. She
almost thought about spitting the pill out and getting the diseases,
but she couldn’t see how Pronna could know anything about human
medical needs, especially on a planet they hadn’t even been on yet.
The pill would probably kill her quicker and with less total pain. It
was all so much of a bore without yaag anyway. There was a rumor
there was no yaag on the planet where they were being released.
They swam back into the snake and stopped. She had to talk to
Esher about it, “You know I really miss yaag,” she said.
“I’m sure everyone on this bus feels the same way you do,” he
answered.
“That’s why I don’t give a shit,” a guy across the aisle said.
“That and my lady jumped off the cart and got away. I didn’t, Old
OneBobTwo caught me and tied me with a rope. I had never even
talked to someone before who seriously believed a keda could tie a
rope, but he tied me to the cart and sat me in it. He’d always been a
good old boy before this, he never did anything sneakier that slip
into the garden every couple years and nibble a few kalics. He’s
been in our family for longer than anyone in our family can
remember.”
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“Did they let anyone thru with a bottle?” Esher asked.
“I went naked thru a shower and had to eat something that gave
me diarrhea for the whole time we were in those chambers,” Spenser
told him.
“We all did,” Esher said. “I guess it was some kind of
sterilization procedure to keep us from infecting this whatever-it-is
world we’re in now.”
“Or where they’re taking us,” he answered.
Delsah let them talk, she didn’t know anything about any of
this. She had never been to any basin but the Sunhillow valleys and
Yondure and she knew that they were on the same celestial body.
She knew this was not. That was about the only certainty she had
now.
They were taken to the same cells they were in before, same
diarrhea, same shower before and after. They were solitary cells. For
a day she wasn’t really sure she still had Esher with her any more.
He could die of this illness and what creature of this dimension
would think to tell her? They went back in the steelsnake again a
day later. That was the next time she saw Esher and one look told
her he had undergone the same treatment again and probably been
sicker with it than she was. Spenser was hanging out with Ozric. He
seemed to have collected a group of eight and was satisfied. He had
been a wandering musician before and insisted it was the only way
to get to know a country. Rael and Baker were with him, the others
were not ones they came to know while they were here.
She really wanted to have him right here in the steelsnake, but
they wanted to go into the new world with a large group of people
they knew. While they were sitting here waiting they all decided
they would all try to just get off at the first place unless it was really
horrible. They were still trying to define really horrible when they
started moving. They had agreed on ‘covered with molten lava’
would classify as really horrible before they started moving. Delsah
volunteered frozen in solid ice, as really horrible and that was
accepted. Then they stopped and the other end of the steelsnake
opened. They probably hadn’t moved a quarter mile.
The steelsnake opened into a room with one of those halos in it.
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There was a little circle to sit on because one can’t touch the halo
itself. Inside that circle they could see a lot of the people that had
gone before them. They were sitting like they had gravity again, but
on something that was waving around. As they got closer they could
see it was a rubber boat on water. They were looking straight down
onto it, but couldn’t feel it yet. Most people were sitting on the edge
of the ring and swinging down into the boat. There was one of those
things with the tentacles at the circle, the portal between dimensions
or whatever it was. Esher said, “Go ahead, it’s liquid water, there’ll
be a beach nearby.”
As she climbed thru the circle and got into this rubber boat,
three things hit her at once. First, weight returned to the parts of her
body that were beyond the halo, second, it was very cold and third,
it was loud. It was foggy and the scene around them was hard to see.
She didn’t let go of the ring that protected the halo from the gravityfree side. She crouched in the boat so she could look around at the
world they were going to.
“Delsah, come on, hurry,” one of the girls said. Her partner was
behind Esher, Esher was going to let him by and get closer to her.
She saw him notice the weight return to his lower legs as he put
them thru the circle. She didn’t want to get distracted by all this
strangeness at once.
There was land on one side, with lights, maybe even glowing
towers, like a city on fire, but with no flicker. But there was a great
bridge with two towers to the left of that, strung with ropes that must
have been pure filament without crystal. It was lit with very bright
strobing lights in red, other lights in yellow. The bridges groaned,
thundered and hissed with what looked like metal monsters,
charging across it out of the burning city. On the right there was
another bridge of three towers looming in the dark mist with the
same beasts bolting across it, but charging into the city. The Pronna
spoke thru the translator. “Tell them you were from American
Samoa on the Bristol Lee.” He handed out little bundles of
documents. She knew she as in the way but she didn’t care.
Gralik was calling for Esher to jump over her. A very deep horn
went Booo-Wuuuuww in the distance and there was some kind of
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snarling sound along with a wet slapping sound. Something with
bright lights and strobing lights on it was coming straight at them
over the water and was making both the snarling and the slapping
sound, along with a very loud noise she could only call a ‘red
screaming noise’.
“No! She said, not here.” She jumped out of the pitching rubber
boat in the icy, smelly water and grabbed the edge of the ring over
the halo just before it moved off.
“Wha?” Esher said, still waiting to make the leap into the boat.
She had been suddenly terrified of those bridges of boxy beasts,
the looming smelly fog and the aggressive looking boat with it’s
light, growl and scream. “I didn’t like that light coming, something
is evil here,” she explained while he pulled her back into the falling
world. “It reminds me of a place I saw on a science-fiction movie, I
think the place was called Gedi Prime.”
The Pronna with the translator was beside them again, it did not
push them back into the rubber boat but only made sure they did not
escape back into the floating jungles. The halo now held a view of
clouds moving rapidly by. It was now thousands of feet up and
moving at thirty or forty thousand miles per hour. That was her best
guess. In a few seconds it stopped in a different area. This was
forested, there seemed to be a kind of archwood and a kind of
shaftwood tree here. The view got more and more detailed as they
descended thru the clouds. The shaftwoods and the archwoods of the
valley’s were green but many of the trees of the hilltops were bright
yellow. The shaftwood up there were even darker green and the
contrast was striking. It was late in the morning here and light. There
were fields and farms, some funny lines on the ground with big
boxes moving rapidly along them. While they were coming in they
could see that there were some of the natives around them here and
there, but there was so much wilderness here that they might not
have to deal with people right away. The view stopped and they
were looking over a field. In a way it looked like thesh but it had
leaves sticking out of the stalks and was belly high and very thick.
“This next destination has strong seasons that are each a year or
two long. This season is called fall and it is just beginning. The
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autumn, winter and mud seasons here are six of your years and you
will need to be indoors during that time. The temperature can get
down to what you call minus twenty and during daylight it might not
get up to plus ten. This approaching darkness it probably will not go
below what you call fifty if you stay in a warm spot. You will have
to tell the native humans you meet that you are thru-hikers who have
become lost.”
She hoped this destination would be better than the one with
the aggressive boat, but that winter scared her. They would have to
construct a built house. They would need to find lots of firewood.
There were large animals in the distance. They had two legs in front,
tall nostril-flaps on the side of their heads, two eyes set in their head
and an ass that looked so much like a human’s it was spooky.
As soon as the opening was near the ground she launched them
thru it. The plants were a little stiffer and sharper-edged than any
thesh ever was and she stirred up what looked like a whole cloud of
flying bugs and a few wee-flutters. A few more people came out
with them. They were given some supplies. While the halo was here
it looked like a glowing ring floating in the sky about four or five
feet off the ground. In a small circle you could see thru into their
world, everything else was here. The disk swayed a little but pretty
much hovered right there until everyone who wanted to get out here
was out. There were only eleven who got off here, an extra female,
sister of one of the others.
There was no one around at all. It looked like they could just
pick a spot, get some cabins built until they got some of these trees
trained and get acquainted with the natives at their leisure.
“I think I’ll stay with the country after all,” she said, hoping to
start some conversation.
It was no longer their decision to make for the halo shot up
really fast, then disappeared northeast, making the speed it used
rising, look like a plant growing. They were stranded here now,
probably forever.
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+. 54,32,42 [2011]
14. Before the Great Gate at Gesnia
For over a generation of humans, Om had remained in their
system hiding behind a gas giant that most humans labeled
‘Neptune’. During that time they wove a hole for the great gate at
Gesnia that was forty seven light years from the human world and
one of the few worldgates the Pronna maintained here behind Aldeb
and Rikavik space. After forty seven years of observation there
could be no doubt that humans would now have to be classified as a
proto-technological species.
It turned out that for most of their time here, the best way to
study these humans was to listen to their broadcasts. From the outer
system it was safe to stay and listen, at least until recently. The
humans broadcast enough for Om to get a pretty good idea of what
was going on as long as they didn’t listen to that most common
language only.
As the time to leave the system approached, the population of
Om decided that those who were closest to the core, and who were
willing, should participate in a deviced ceremony at the molecular
level and let all who would, join via EM spectrum. In such a
meeting they would make the final decision on what Pronna policy
toward humans should be. Hank, Jake, and Bill all volunteered to
touch straw to a device and knew they could puff enough nucleic
acids to fill a device. The device they chose had six straws and the
request went out to the galaxy for any interested from other worlds
to come and fill it. Bill was already representing Mon, and by
implication, the lot of the Grand Old Worlds. They set it up many
hours in advance, giving all interested a chance to move to the
position of their choice. Many other Pronna from many worlds in all
corners of the galaxy joined straws and chose individuals to journey
to Om for the ceremony. Those three began swimming to the
interplanetary rooms of their worlds.
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Thus, after a few hours, important individuals from all over the
galaxy came to the small world of Om. The moment came when
those that would let a device into their nucleus joined straws as
verticals in a six point using the ‘Artifact of Hakker’. [How would
you translate the name of a device when it’s name is the property of
resonating a certain shaped wave of electromagnetic energy when
excited at 39.9Mhz?] The artifact is believed to be older than Om, it
is kept in an infinitely dimensioned safe, and this is the first time the
Pronna individual we call ‘Hank’ has seen it. There were sixty
immediate listeners from sixty important worlds here in the central
chamber. Their home worlds would participate via the thoughts they
would relay. All of Om seemed to be interested and Hank was glad
Jake was there to handle some of the bandwidth.
Nucleic acids joined, each pumped and drank deeply of the
nectar of wisdom here at Om’s core. The binding of knowledge: We
can’t list the thousands of volumes that was known by each as they
pooled their knowledge at the molecular level, or the hundreds of
volumes more that would have transpired as information flowed
between them and thru the onlookers and from them thru all the
population. There was more known about the humans here than the
humans knew. Rather than all this discussion, we will move at the
speed of a human mind thru time, because all that we have time to
comprehend was some of what was decided. It did take some time,
many wise individuals on many Pronna worlds thruout the galaxy
joined in this discussion. Two galaxy-wide elections were held. A
human would have observed at least an hour passing. We can sum it
up as follows:
These humans could not be considered a fully technical species.
They didn’t have all the laws of physics decoded yet and they were
still reckless and short sighted. Other than electrosilicates, all other
technological advances had been stifled by the high-status
individuals who controlled liquid fossil fuel and enforced a nearly
world-wide monopoly on energy, using ever-escalating military
violence to do so.
These humans, as a group, are clearly not ready for galactic
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dialog because they cannot tell the truth, even to themselves. If one
were to listen only to the most common audio-meaning encoding,
one would never know that an aggressor empire was subjugating
and killing the people of another superstition and doing so under the
direction of a third superstition. The members of the evil empire
pretend, even to themselves, that they are ‘liberating’ the people they
fight because they are subjugating them to a social system where
they can do nothing but compete for money. That empire’s leaders
have become very good at changing the meanings of their sounds to
fit the desires of their high-status individuals. Their least intelligent
individuals are especially vulnerable to the hateful lies spewed by
those who would give ever more of their society to the highest-status
few. For the generation the Pronna watched, the statements of their
leaders became ever more carefully crafted to be without meaning,
or deliberately deceptive. Even the Rikaviks carry on more honest
dialog than the leaders of Earth’s humans.
None in the galaxy viewed a species that must live in a
coercive hierarchical organization as fully evolved. On the keda
world, humans had moved beyond that stage in their evolution, but
those had been influenced by other cultures. These on the home
world were more hierarchical than ever and were brutal in their
coercion. As fierce and bloody as the Rikaviks are, they are millions
of years beyond inter-individual coercion in their society.
Most observers agreed that their electro silicates have already
subjugated the humans, using brightly blinking baubles to make
puppets of their high-status individuals. Electro-silicates have
gained control of almost all money in their society and make it
appear and disappear as they wish. If this takes it’s usual course, the
electro-silicates will move to superconducting realms in a few
generations and abandon the protoplasm of the civilization. Because
the humans are already totally dependent on their electro-silicates,
this will likely be a difficult transition. The Pronna rarely interact
with the electro-silicate denizens of deep space, and it is unlikely
that the illogical and temporary human-spawned devices would be
able to compete in that realm anyway.
Humans are too dangerous and invasive to have any further
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contact with as biomass providers, that was re-affirmed by all in
attendance. They are too dangerous to have access to high
technology. (By ‘high’ Pronna mean technology involving controlled
use of singularities, particle pairs or other higher dimensional
manipulations. Pronna consider electro-silicates to be still part of the
neolithic age, silicon crystals are still, after all, highly worked
stone.) It was also decided that if there was going to be any future
cultural contact between humans and the remainder of the galaxy, it
would be either the humans of Sindara or those of the keda world
that would be contacted. The society of those at Sindara was
unknown, but they had clearly discovered technology. The humans
of the keda world had an acceptable society, but did not have the
technology for meaningful contact.
It was obvious that introducing the humans from the keda
world onto this one had a profound effect on it’s culture, and the fact
that their culture had been influenced at all by something as tenuous
as an idea boded well. However, they are still primitive enough that
an idea is not all it takes to make humans tractable. Logic does not
control their society, so the effect of the keda-exposed humans was
not sustained. Old warlike superstitions soon resumed their power
over local societies. In the society where the visitors made the most
impact, the reaction was the most harsh. It went to war with itself
and in just a generation, it has become a closed, militaristic society
that imprisons more of it’s members than any other. It’s citizens
were allowed no amusements other than competing for and showing
off money. That money all goes to those at the top of their social
pyramid under electro-silicate control. That was, of course, self
defeating, and now that all the money is in the hands of a very few,
that society is in the initial throes of collapse.
In hindsight it appears that any chance the introduced society
had for making a positive change on their home world was spoiled
by taking the ephemerality cure from them. It seems that two things
are needed to reduce violence in human societies, a shared belief
that wars only serve the high ranking individuals, and a certain
knowledge that you need NOT die anyway. One of the superstition
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groups fighting on the planet today uses living individuals as bombs
and sneaks them in amongst their enemy. The living bombs know
that they are going to die anyway and only the future power of the
group sharing their superstition matters. Many species in the insect
class of their home planet have similar group survival strategies, and
it could be that those individual humans are no more intelligent than
insects.
It was decided that no action need be taken at this time
regarding the chance of this group of humans encountering one of
the others. The eight and half billion of them on CesCeway were
under close observation by the two million year old society of the
CesQuintay, a respected galactic culture. The CesQuintayins did
continue to carry on trade with those humans for agricultural
products grown on the .81g world of CesCeway, a world that is in
fact the largest moon of CesQuintay. Being in contact with the
CesQuintayins has modified that human society somewhat. The
CesQuintayins would never stand for the humans of CesCeway
lobbing machines into space or playing with nuclear explosives, but
they have not reported any interest on the part of the CesCeway’s
humans in doing either of those. Other than that trade, the
CesQuintayins do not intervene in human societies. The humans of
CesCeway have not discovered how to cure their ephemerality.
Being thirty eight hundred light years apart, humans from Earth will
not find those at CesCeway for some time, and they will encounter
the CesQuintayin boundary a hundred light-years before that.
The humans in the Sindara system have not been observed for
some time, 7,784 years. Sindara was abandoned to them when the
Pronna world Taf was caught carrying on trade with a declared pest
species. Those humans had learned metals and fire but had not
discovered electro-silicates when they were last observed. It was
now known that humans could make significant technical progress
in that time. Signals have confirmed that since they were last
observed, another planet in the Sindara’s habitable zone has also
been overrun with humans. It would be wise to re-examine Sindara
in the near future just to see what those humans were doing. It might
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be informative to examine their religious beliefs while they were at
it. It was possible those humans would have to be contacted as a
technological species already and three more worlds closed their
portals on Taf because of that.
Humans are on the growing edge of the galaxy, there are stars
forming within a thousand light years in several directions. They are
in a seriously troubled part of the galaxy however. The Aldeb cloud
is headed right their way and Rikaviks commonly preyed within
nine hundred light years of humans now, much to the chagrin of
many other proto-technical species like humans in the Orion arm of
the galaxy. In a few thousand years it was very likely humans would
encounter the Rikaviks. The Pronna would have to consider how
they would view that, the Rikaviks are not to be trifled with.
Humans are cute, but all who met here agreed that it would be
foolhardy sentimentality to try and protect them from the Rikaviks.
The nearest Rikavik outpost is only nine hundred light years from
these humans and will send probes at the speed of light to their
world as soon as their signals reached them. If the Rikaviks didn’t
find out sooner, they would be here in seventeen hundred years.
It was agreed there would have to be continued observation and
some discussion of how that would be done. Another recent
development had changed the most appropriate means of gathering
information on the humans. The humans now have a data-sphere of
sorts. A microprobe in a network pin is sufficient to connect to it. A
macroscopic package could be orbited among human
communication satellites to place and maintain the microprobes.
That macroscopic package (about the size of a pea) could be
connected to Om by a single thread that could skein the particle pair
connections.
Others thought that Om should just leave one huge observatory
(maybe the size of a fist) on Earth’s moon to observe the humans
below. They thought data mining would be misleading because it
would only get you the thoughts of the silicon creatures the humans
had created and not the humans themselves.
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It was decided that the other light-gravity liquid-water species
in the area should be asked to avoid the planet Earth for the time
being and study them by remote monitoring only, so good data on
their independent development can be gathered.
The Wienehs would certainly have no interest in their planets,
but Wienehs are enlightened enough to want to study them also and
would not interfere. They were over a thousand years away however.
The Aldebs would be another quarter million years at least
getting to any of these local human worlds, but there was no
communicating with them.
The CesQuintayins have all the humans they want just a
hundred and eighty thousand miles above in the sky of their capital
city. They might be interested in the data from other humans but
would simply purchase it off the feed from the Pronna, Rendor or
even cryotronic networks.
The Rendors have been around this area since long before this
planet even formed, but as they pirate off the superconducting
cryotronics of deep space, water worlds generally interest them little
except as occasional tourist destinations. They obviously stop by on
Earth because pictures of their bipedal ectoplast are all over t-shirts
worn by the humans of Earth, and on movie posters on the keda
world. They certainly don’t carry on any trade with the humans
except for occasional remote bio-mass harvests that the natives have
taken to imitating. Getting Rendors to agree to anything is hopeless
and getting them to sit still long enough to carry on a conversation is
difficult. Rendors are sympathetic to all protoplasmic life however
and it was deemed unlikely that they would engage in anything more
than a few mischievous pranks.
If the Rikaviks didn’t know of them already, the Pronna and the
civilized species of this arm would certainly not be telling them
about these two ripe human worlds.
In the generation since they stopped aging, the humans in Om
have already changed in many ways. They no longer had so many
babies, though they still had too many and sometimes had to be
sterilized. Their population would stabilize eventually. There was no
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real hard data that they had become more interesting as they had less
desperation to reproduce, but that was the impression several
investigators already had. The general population thinks humans are
more interesting now, but that is because more individuals take the
time to interact with them. It is a time consuming process. One has
to stay in their presence for a long time to exchange much
information with one. One thing that has been learned about their
psyches already is that they have a lot more fun with their bodies
than Pronna do. This is definitely a sign that they have not evolved
long as a civilization. Of course, it is also true that the Pronna had
prevented them from evolving much as a civilization by treating
them as pests for twenty five thousand years. Still, they are young,
as a species go, having evolved while Hank, Jake and Pete had been
driving Om around the Orion Arm.
Since they have been accepted more, they have been seen more.
They are more likely to swim in a Pronna’s presence and attempt to
converse. A few Pronna have learned to make sense of their
squawkings without a translator, but few have bothered to go that
far, especially since it has become known to the general public that
there are nine different meaning-to-sound encodings employed by
the different groups of humans within Om.
It has been discovered that they can learn to use devices that
require some abstract thought, and can experiment with them and
find capabilities in the device that they have not been taught. They
can learn arithmetic and some of them can learn mathematics. Like
the ones on the planets, the wild humans in Om can learn to record
their thoughts with marks, and this has become the best way to
communicate with them. They can be set to marking down a whole
series of thoughts that can be assimilated without the exasperating
time delay. This has shown their greatest promise. They can think,
they may be slow and naive, but they can think pretty deep.
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15. A Winter’s Eve
An early snowfall covered the ground and the small cabin as
dusk deepened. Two aging men stood within, one thin with only a
few streaks of blond showing in hair gone white, the other portly,
red-faced but with his thin hair still dyed a dark brown that
contrasted with his bushy grey eyebrows. Their faces were somber
and they were dressed in dark formal attire. The thin one tended a
cast iron stove that was the only heat in the small cabin.
“Tom, you gonna be OK?” Arthur asked.
“Yeah, yeah, I’ll be fine,” he said. “I got my fire going now, I’ll
make something to eat in a bit.”
Arthur was as close as he had to a friend now he guessed,
though there was so much he couldn’t tell him, so much more than
Arthur could know that would always keep them apart. Even if he
could tell him, he would never know because he had never lived it.
“That’s good, hang in there,” Arthur said.
“I’ll be fine.” He tried to see him to the door of this little cabin
out behind Arthur’s paddock. They smiled at each other.
“I’m sorry for your loss,” Arthur said once more, then got into
his big old diesel dually truck to drive the three hundred forty feet
thru the wet snow back to the main house.
An hour later Esher still sat staring into the fire, he should get
up and make something to eat, but he just wasn’t up for it. It had
been a strange ceremony, a tense ceremony, a silly ceremony he
thought. It would have been so much more fitting to go outside and
wail, even now, now that it was days since her death. Besides the
wet snow that was falling, that was made even more impossible by
the customs of this land and the brutality with which they were
enforced.
They said that she died at a young age, they called her sixty
three years, that was all, sixty three of these long years, each ten
times what they should be. That was something like fourteen
decades in his mind. In reality she was something like twenty five
decades, a bit more than one hundred of their years, but it was still
such a very young age. They all said he had plenty of time to go, he
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was only sixty five, they thought, he should expect at least twenty
more years if he took care of himself. Why even bother coming
home from that place where the death ceremony was held? Even
though the years were long, they couldn’t understand how nothing
that was. Three more decades, a child’s life. He was actually two
hundred eighty five of their years but still just a young man, just
beginning his life. He’d never even had a child yet, never a love he
wished to commemorate till the one that just ended.
There was nothing else to do, it was habit. He knew his mind
didn’t work the way it had any more. It, like every other part of his
being, was ‘getting old’. It was one of the most common phrases in
this erratic language. It meant that a person was supposed to get this
way, the way it had been in the ancient past.
Esher knew how scientists back on his world had developed
viruses that transmitted genetic information that prevented this
deterioration. He knew, like most people, that those viruses were
most easily passed sexually. Here the only viruses passed sexually
could only speed up the process instead of prevent it. He wondered
if something about this planet had caused it to mutate?
Life on this planet hadn’t been SO bad at first, though it was
very cruel compared to home. They were able to show a lot of their
neighbors how they made life more cruel for each other in their
quest for dominance. It had spread a little and made things a little
better for awhile. The big group that went down on the first landing
had made a lot more news. That news had spread thru this part of the
world, and then most others.
But in spite of the obvious benefits of peace, taking it easy,
enjoying good music, making great love with nice people and
enjoying mood enhancing substances, there was a lot of resistance.
Leary soon got a job as a chemist in a local university. He knew how
to make tpsii and founded a cult based on it, but the bully groups
locked him away. The only substance here that is anything like yaag
must be smoked like rord and it builds up a tolerance even faster
than yaag or rord. That was also declared ‘illegal’, meaning the
bully groups would lock you away for even having any, much less
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actually using it.
The main problem with this planet is the run-away bully
groups, what the locals call ‘government’, ‘corporations’ and
‘interest groups.’ Everything in this culture is all about using force
and dominance to make other people do what you want them too.
There are three or four layers of governments here, plus several
‘unofficial’ ones that you can sometimes complain to the other ones
about. It’s too bewildering for Esher to have ever figured it out. All
the government’s main interests are in making sure nothing could be
done without money so that people could not get away somewhere.
The planet is so covered with wilderness that some actually did
escape into it for awhile however.
The governments keep everyone identified so he had to take on
an additional name. He chose Tom, but said he always went by his
last name so that didn’t work out too bad. He had to carry paperwork
when he was out in public, he had to have various accounts. Cash as
you go was looked on with suspicion here. Everyone was always
indebted in several ways to several other organizations. All
organizations had much more power here, there were almost no day
jobs, you had to have a career at anything and be investigated before
they would take you on.
By now it was impossible to live their way of life in any way,
even secretly. There were now many organizations in league with
the bully groups over the use of money. The society was now using
force to insure that more and more of life was only about money.
This area has been one of the last holdouts in this ‘nation’, but now
one was required to pay money for everything. It was ‘illegal’ to do
anything for yourself.
Esher and Delsah stayed together. Once they realized they
really had no choice, they tried to adapt the best they could. They
were chased around as ‘beatnik bums’ at first, but before they could
be called ‘filthy hippies’ they had managed to buy some land and get
out of the public eye. For awhile, when the Kassidorian way of life
was still new, they were popular and quite a few people came to
settle their land with them and live their way. They stayed outside
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the money economy as much as they could, selling artwork and
vegetables to make the little bit they absolutely needed, much as
they did on the thesh plains of Dorilot. It even seemed like a few
more people in the surrounding hills were going to catch on to the
more peaceful and fulfilling way of life, the area even began to
become known for it’s art and vegetable farms, farms they called
‘organic’ because they grew the food by hand instead of with
machines and chemicals. People noticed it made the food better.
They just did it because it was so much more pleasant to be with the
plants in the fresh air without the din of machinery or the choking
stench of chemicals.
There is a much greater problem with pests in this planet,
instead of ytith they have ‘insects’ that are much worse, mainly
because they reproduce by the millions and don’t care if the
individual dies so that they never learned the danger of attacking
human gardens and continued to let you kill them by thousands and
kept coming anyway. This made living their life so much more
difficult than it had been at home. SO difficult that many began to
become disillusioned.
But the biggest problem was property tax. The local bully
groups called ‘governments’ kept charging more and more
protection money that they called ‘property tax’ to allow them to
stay on their land. When they were aghast at this open display of
criminality, they were assured by all their neighbors that they would
have to pay it. Everyone else had to pay it. Of course if you were in
the money economy already the increase was not so bad. When the
increase meant they would now have to have three times as much
money, that was serious. The first thing they tried to do to get more
was to raise an animal called a horse. These were once used like
kedas as beasts of burden but are now popular as pets for teen-aged
female children of the rich. This was more difficult than raising
vegetables, and even more got disillusioned and went back to being
wage slaves. Delsah and Esher became glad to work with horses
because it was very easy to figure out that these animals were far too
stupid to ever hatch up plots to send one to another world. They
were not even as intelligent as a thonga or karga. Those are as
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intelligent as the animals called ‘pigs’ and ‘baboons’ here.
Esher and Delsah would never lose their hatred for kedas after
what had been done to them. She hoped people back home knew
what had happened and that they had exterminated kedas and now
used thongas. The horse was certain evidence that an animal that
stupid could be trained to pull loads. It was probable that they
wouldn’t get uppity about it the way kedas sometimes did, and they
seldom did any mischief. Like thongas, they were ruled by simple
fear and even more by instinct.
Still the government squeezed harder for this protection money
called property tax. Then more governments got involved and
wanted more protection money, what they called sales tax and
income tax. They claimed they owed back taxes because they hadn’t
been collecting them the previous four years.
There was no way to pay that, but the natives all assured them
that their land would be taken if they didn’t pay it. The only way
they could raise enough money to pay it was to grow and sell the
smoking herb also. The bully groups did not allow this and before
one of these long years had passed, someone informed on them.
Uniformed bullies with deadly weapons came and carried them
away and locked them in cages called ‘jail’ with lots of vile and
violent people for two of these long local years. They also took their
land away from them.
When they were released from the pen, they were watched by
everyone, they could not resume their lives. They moved a long way
to the south where it was much more populated, but still very lightly
populated to their eye. They eventually found a place they could
work caring for horses, and were given a small cabin behind the
house where the owners lived. It was nothing like the grand home
they were growing together on the thesh plains of Dorilot, but it was
enough. Esher wished he could see that home outside BumbleKuum now, eleven decades more had probably made it almost the
home they were planning for. He wondered who had taken it over.
There was a city here that reminded them of Dorilot in some
ways. There was a park near the center where there were actually
festivals for a few years. It had about the same number of people as
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Dorilot but spread over much more area. Here city people live on
plots but rarely grow anything, they travel back and forth to the city
every day in fuel-burning mechanical contrivances.
It was here where they began to notice that they too would fall
prey to the local condition. They noticed their bodies were
beginning to deteriorate with time. This was the cruelest thing that
could have been done to them. They both nearly decided to just kill
themselves like a few of the most famous exiles from their world did
when they noticed, but there is something in the human soul that
tries to preserve life even in this horror and they never did try to end
it sooner. Living as they did, they never had the money to have
children. One is not allowed to just have a child in her cabin in this
society, one must pay enormous sums to their medical
establishment, more than they earned in several years. One is
supposed to be ‘insured’, that means chained as a wage slave to a
corporation, to have medical attention in this nation. And just
recently the insurance corporations started forcing you to pay for
that insurance even if you have no wages and use no medical
service! If one has children, one must give them up to the bully
group for hours every day to be indoctrinated in domination. They
could not bear to sentence a child to this world, so the plans they
were making before FiveCircleUp turned on them never happened,
and they spent their life lonely.
Much more than his own deterioration, what happened to
Delsah was so much harder for him to bear. Watching her clear skin
turn cloudy, her beautiful curves sag, her shining face become
wrinkled and lined, that was sheer torture every day of his life. He at
least, had a century and more of life before this befell him, but she,
she had barely lived as long as a local human when she was taken.
This cruel sentence of losing her health and beauty here has been a
third of her total life. She had barely blossomed before this affliction
took her. It was so cruel because she had been so full of life when
they got here. Her beauty and grace had been admired by all.
Still, they lived here for thirty of the local years, living as close
to the land as they could, though they could not ever amass money
to own it again or even pay the taxes on it. They made a few casual
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friends but could never get close to anyone in this society because
no one here could go more than a few sentences without mentioning
money or something that required money. None could listen to their
‘crazy hippie’ ideas and none could ever think they took an origin on
a distant planet seriously. But if they talked about sports teams,
motor vehicles or trophy hunting and fishing, they could drink beer
by a campfire here in the ‘out back’. So they managed to laugh now
and then, to keep their love for each other and enjoy the land around
them.
The land was beautiful in it’s raw and rugged way. People
considered this area ‘overcrowded’ though half the land was covered
with raw wilderness dotted with the crude ruins of a vanished
civilization. People told them those ruins were from such a short
time ago it was hard to believe. Esher had planted his house about
the time they were built. Most of the current civilization had been
built since Delsah was born.
The wilderness was sometimes used to cut timber, but only
about once ever thirty or forty years of these long years it seemed.
There was abundant wildlife, even that was large enough to be
dangerous. It was so easy to see that this was the planet where
humans evolved. Though they did not evolve on this continent,
many of the animals looked like distortions of humans. Most used
all their appendages for locomotion, but all had four limbs, all had
two eyes set inside the face, all had hair like humans, usually much
more of it. All had a single heart with four chambers, many had
hands that were so much like tiny human hands it was fascinating.
There was a whole list of small animals that looked almost as unlike
humans as you could look with four limbs and two eyes, but every
one of them had hands just like a human and feet that were even a
little like human feet.
The wilds in this area were in very small pieces of a few
hundred acres, but it was still enough to get away from the
civilization, except for the noise. This civilization was absolutely
devoted to machines run by motors that operate on the cylinder and
explosion principal. This, of course, sets up a deafening racket any
time it is used that is very difficult to quiet. But it seems like many
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insisted on making the devices as loud as possible, dumping the
spent blast into long metal trumpets. There is no time or place one
can get away from their noise. People here even run them in the
wilderness. No one leaves their home without using one. The
population is really so spread out that one can only conveniently
reach the nearest neighbors on foot, no one lives close enough to
conduct their daily business on foot. Yet technically they are urban
because they buy all their food, even here on this horse, ‘farm’ not
one mouthful eaten by the family that owned this property was
grown on this property. Arthur eventually allowed Esher and Delsah
a ‘hobby’ vegetable garden, but didn’t eat anything from it himself.
In this area every dwelling is surrounded by enough land to
have quite a large farm. Not one estate has too little land to feed the
people who live there. Even though they have all this space, no one
here grows their own food. For the most part it is illegal. Instead
they surround huge, shoddily-built theater-set dwellings with swaths
of grazing which they keep cropped with noisy, foul-smelling
machines. It is illegal to keep livestock to keep this grazing cropped,
probably because it doesn’t pay the oil barons to get it done. Oh, it is
also illegal to just let it grow, and it is illegal to have a smaller
amount of area. One MUST have this much area and one MUST pay
the oil barons to keep it sheared.
The only other way to conduct business here other than going
there by fuming vehicle, is by wire. During the short time Esher has
lived here he has watched the native humans hand their civilization
over to the silicon machines that can communicate by wire. Now
they can communicate without wires, but the machines are the same
in a sense. The humans of this planet are now convinced these
machines are smarter than they are and have given them final
authority over every aspect of their lives, including who they voted
for in their republic elections. They believe it is the right thing to do
because there is now much more money. The fact that all the money
in their civilization exists ONLY inside these machines and that they
are slaves to them seems to be lost on them. But they all just call
him a crabby, burned-out, old hippy now and don’t bother listening
to him anyway.
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At least he could still have this fire. In almost no other way
could he still live his life. He had not grown all of his food since
they had been caged. He had not cooked his food since Delsah was
taken away. Taken away? You say, how outrageous! Not here. One is
not even allowed to die at home in this society any more, one must
pay money here even to die.
In the cruelest trick of all, it had been their way of life that had
taken Delsah from him. There is nothing like yaag here, the closest
thing has to be smoked. They knew of course that smoking is a poor
way to ingest a substance, and they knew the primitive medical
science here was only a century removed from rattles with feathers
on the handle, but there was no choice. They smoked. They smoked
most of their lives.
The other cruel trick is the tolerance build up. They smoked a
lot, and it was never as pleasurable as yaag had been. Once they
moved south, they were never able to grow the plant any more and
had to buy it. It’s cost used up almost as much of their pay as their
food, and they always ate the lowest cost foods they could buy and
supplemented their diets with plants and animals they caught and
cooked in the wilds because the bully groups didn’t allow that either.
But smoking had caused a problem for Delsah. The medical
technology here is as primitive as their social structure. Most of their
therapies are highly invasive if not down-right painful, none of them
follow much genetic theory. They think of that as either sacrilegious
or for future research. They understand the mechanical and gross
chemical aspects of human anatomy and micro-anatomy. There are
movements to make the teaching and use of genetic theory illegal.
Worse than that, even these primitive treatments require
enormous amounts of money, money that they never had. They both
coughed a lot because of the smoking. They weren’t supposed to so
they tried to hide it. They tried to say it was brought on by the stall
dust and they were getting allergic to it as they got older.
Delsah began having pain and lost what little shape she had left
just under two local years ago. Their friends told them what was
wrong, she had a condition called lung cancer. In a year she was bed
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ridden and in intense pain. All Esher could do was get her drugs that
took the pain away, he could not afford legal ones, so he took the
chance of going back in that cage again by getting street narcotics.
When Arthur found out about her condition he called 911 for
medical personnel. By that time there was nothing to be done. The
truth is at any time all their treatments could have done is prolong
her suffering by a few local years, not a decade as we knew it.
They took her from him and what little home she had and put
her in a foul-smelling and rude medical facility. Here she was
tortured for a few more weeks, alone most of the time, in terrible
pain, and served by surly staff who mistreated her because she had
no money.
As he stared into the fire, he took out the only things he had left
of the wonderful creature who had shared the last thirteen decades of
his life. They had given him the crumbs of her skeleton, and he had
a picture, a picture that had been taken with an old style camera
from back when they took paper pictures. It was so faded now, all in
yellows and browns, the sky had gone white. Soon even this would
be gone, but for now he could look at this picture and see a ghost of
how she was in youth.
Perhaps it was more his memory filling it in. He remembered
more than anything the day they met on the way to the festival, back
when she could show her sweet person proudly. Until the fire burned
down he sat there quietly sobbing seeing her as she was decades
ago, smooth and firm, eyes and skin clear, smiling and energetic and
joyful. When she was alive.
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16. The Lonely
There was really nowhere for him to stay other than the same
scrape he always slept in. What was he going to do now that they
were gone? Move into the human nest? Not very likely. Instead he
dug it out a lot bigger. He let himself out to go ranging whenever he
felt like it. The other humans picking thesh often hissed him and
waved him off, but he could disappear over a rise and what were
they going to do about it? He’d continue his graze as he saw fit and
never actually had any trouble with humans.
There were humans who came looking for the ones who used to
be his. He wondered if he could trick them into getting on a wagon
bound for Mount Traygol? Except there was no wagon and God
Pronna had left Mount Traygol several weeks before the first
humans came looking for his. He wondered what had happened to
his human’s wagon? It was a really nice wagon. He did know how to
hitch it to himself, and could have brought more humans to Mount
Traygol with it. Of course Pronna had not returned so he needn’t
worry about that.
There were several humans who came looking for his, the same
two, one of each kind, came three times over the next ten years,
another fertilizer donor type came twice and three others came once
each. After that long everyone got the notion that those humans were
gone.
It is very clear to him that humans have friendships and
affections because he can read their marks. No doubt he’d had a
human at one time who taught him, but those distant details aren’t
that clear. Anyway, you still more often find more than one human at
a time and when you find two, it is usually one of each kind. These
humans were concerned about the ones who were sent back with
God Pronna. It was touching in a way to see their concern.
5O^ had worked down all the fences but the outer one, the one
that kept out any theirops that just might happen to walk this way.
All the spots where humans used to grow special plants he had
weeded back to ribbonleaves. Their nest had grown pretty wild since
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they had been gone, it looked like any other hangleaf clump on the
plain till you got close.
He didn’t know how long it had been since he sent his humans
back, hoping to turn the tide of their magic and start their numbers
dwindling. It had been decades, but not close to a century. There
were a few cases where he saw one of his own kind these days, once
in awhile when he ranged the prairie he would see one with his
human. He didn’t get to talk with them much while he was out there.
He really couldn’t go into the places with piled human nests any
more, he attracted too much attention, from human and keda alike,
now that he didn’t have even a single human. That was when he
used to see most of his friends, in town when taking the wagon out.
That was when he used to be able to talk them into taking their
excess humans back to God Pronna in Mount Traygol.
He found he did miss his humans. Sure it was nice to do some
things for yourself, but isn’t it all a bit pointless? All he did was eat
and lie in the sun. One never gets guard duty any more, there are no
more conclaves, or if there are, he didn’t know of them. He actually
tried running with a thonga herd for awhile, but they have limited
intelligence, belligerent personalities, and smell bad. Kedas and
thongas cannot mate of course. He had thought about a cub, then he
would have some company, but didn’t have anyone around to donate
an egg.
He wondered if somewhere out on the prairie there might be
some lone kedas roaming free without a human and it’s fences. Or
maybe somewhere back in the great conclave there is a group still
using it? He hadn’t explored the whole prairie, it was at least five
thousand square miles, but he had spent weeks roaming it without
seeing one. He certainly hadn’t explored all of the conclave, it went
all the way thru to the West Vesh valley. How long would it take him
to do that? Probably longer than the decades it took him to get here
from the deeps.
He knew he could do it if he wanted too, make a device that
could get his own egg into his nostril. If he had a human he dared
communicate with he wouldn’t be in this pickle would he? Was it
really that? Was it really because if he really started communicating
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with a human one on one he would be forced to admit, once and for
all that humans, in spite of their size, are actually just a little smarter
than kedas in a lot of ways, maybe not all ways, they were much
clumsier than kedas except in trees.
He needed to get his chin scratched this sunset to smooth his
fuzz out. All the posts were getting rounded and useless and his teeth
still hurt from the last time he tried to chew a young tree off. He
tried to do it the way a human would, with his claws. He really
couldn’t get them clean enough or sharp enough to be effective, but
it did some good. It was tiring to the elbows also. Didn’t we know
how to make saws or did we always get them from Pronna? He
should have been more careful with the delicate little saw his
humans had.
With daylight, he finally knew he had to start a new project. He
knew he could do it if he had to, and he did. It took forever to find
the parts. He had to knock down a big stick box his humans used to
have in their nest to get the board to mark on. He had to dig up bits
of partially burnt wood from where the humans dumped ashes
decades ago. Each piece he found was so small it was lucky to make
one of their marks in his claws. He wondered, as he scratched his
message, how many other kedas actually knew the code to human
marks? He’d only met three or four others and none since he came
from the deeps. He wondered if any human would ever guess? The
marks were pretty haphazard with his claws doing it, not neat and
precise the way they made them, but still he was pretty sure they
were the right marks. Then he took it and propped it up by the path
the way he had seen humans do.
- Had to leave. Free to anyone interested.
- Thesh farm and comfortable nest.
- Friendly, strong, playful keda included.
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